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17 years ago, Elektra Records invented the sampler. 
Now, Elektra Records has created a
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ALL 3 LP’S FOR $3.00

TO: GARDEN OF DELIGHTS
P.O. Box 293
Brooklyn. New York 11202

Dear Garden Of Delights-
Please send me your three record GARDEN OF DELIGHTS 
with proper speed.
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and their many arts, budding, blossoming, and blooming.
It is where the music's been coming from and where the music's going. 

A Garden Of Delights is 41 artists in all, 
almost three full hours of music and sounds and sensations,
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Led Zeppelin: They nipped 
across the Western 

Hemisphere in a rented 
jet that cost 

them $29,000.00.
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dressing rooms, where balance is a 
hard commodity to come by.

Balance: For example, while 
speaking to several Led Zeppelin 
disciples before, during, and after 
their show al Madison Square Gar
den. one felt that the consensus was 
that it was indeed a definite question 
of “balance" that made Led Zeppe
lin what they are today. “It's a good 
balance starting off the concert with 
'Immigrant Song.' sprouted one ad
mirer. “because it's really a good 
thing to do: Plant's opening vocals 
sort of reach out and grab you. You 
can't help but gel into it right away. 
After that, it's easy getting into the 
acoustical stuff." Or as one exuber
ant drummer fan from Hawthorne. 
N.J.. put it: “When Page does the 
thing with the bow. it's great. It may 
be showy, but it doesn't make any 
difference because of the fantastic 
visual 'balance' he creates around 
himself. Also the way 'Moby Dick' 
starts off really up and very tight 
and the way John Bonham just 
keeps it going the same way. You 
just can't help but think how really 
fantastic he is. Some drum solos 
don't always seem to make it. but 
his surely did." Or the way the 
young blond lady, sporting red and 
blue feathers in her hair, explained 
her sense of Zeppelin's balance: 
"They're a really good band to 
watch, especially Plant, with the 
way he dances around stage and all 
I really love to look at his hair: in 
fact, they all have really fantastic 
hair. There's a great ‘balance’ when 
you look al them on stage 
especially their hair."

“Another thing." whimpered the 
strawberry schoolgirl, “was the way 
the people crowded onto the stage at 
the end; it was incredible. That 
didn't even happen al the Stones 
Concert. It was really great, except 
no one could see the band. They 
sure kept their 'balance' though. 
None of them even looked as if they 
were aware that the stage was cav
ing in."

Cracked stage: The luscious little 
thing was referring to the fact that 
the 'front half of the stage cracked 
down the middle under the weight ol

viously true, because I asked the 
chauffeur of the limousine, and ev
erybody knows he would know be
cause he was driving. Most chauf
feurs are like pubmasters (bartend
ers) anyway, and everyone knows 
they know everything. The chauf
feur. who we will call Bill Lamm, 
also knew that Led Zeppelin had 
been frequenting such New York 
nighteries as "Nobody's." the dec
adent rock club (a pop fan's dream 
of the ideal coffee klatch), and a 
sort of advanced teen discotheque 
called "The Hippopotamus." which 
is located somewhere in uptown 
Manhattan. Chauffeur Bill knew be
cause he had been asked to go into 
each and every club with the lads 
and pretend he was the Zeppelin's 
lead oboist, and as he explained his 
plight, one could feel a tingle of em
barrassment in his young voice, 
probably due to the fact, (a.) that he 
wasn't a bonafide. real-life Led Zep
pelin. and (b.) that he had been 
forced to frequent a bar of ill- 
repute. As the sheen on its '69 Ca
dillac grew dull in a dusty parking 
lot. the group probably bought all 
the drinks, and Bill probably spent 
most of the evenings talking to the 
bartender, so everything worked out 
fine in the end.

Except that I still can't remember 
if Robert Plant said he changes ev
eryday and he's happy for it. or that 
the new album will be a pleasant 
surprise, and that everyday you 
wake up there seems to be a change. 
But he did say. "that's the way it 
should be. and that's the direction 
the music's going in. It's the only 
way: aood or bad. it's the only 
way." Another thing I do remember 
quite readily and clearly, was that 
neither Jimmy Page, nor for that 
matter, any of the other three Zep- 
pelinites were ever embarrassed 
when they sang, played, or talked. 
In fact, they were usually defensive, 
except when they were being aggres
sively offensive, which was about 
the other half of the lime. So there 
was a beautiful balance in Led Zep
pelin's fourth, or is it fifth. Ameri
can tour. Yes. a complete balance 
off and on staee. and even in the
6 CIRCUS

the heavy Zeppelin fans. "One thing 
funny, though." she went on. her 
brow wrinkling with puzzlement. “1 
really wonder why the crowd didn't 
jump on the band: 1 really expected 
them to once they were there. Any
how. after the stage collapsed. I 
didn't really think they would come 
back on. But they did. which was 
great, because it showed that they 
really did care about the crowd, 
even when the monitors were down 
and they couldn't hear themselves." 
And finally. Connie from Westport, 
who looked like she wanted to talk 
all evening, summed things up in 
one of the most down-to-earth 
forms imaginable:

“The 'balance' of sexuality, as op
posed to sensuality, in Led Zeppe
lin." explained Connie, puffing 
heavily on a Marlboro, “when 
you're in a place as big and cav
ernous as the Garden, and you look 
around and 20.000 people (even the 
ones who sit practically on the roof) 
are jumping around, going crazy, 
and just having a lot of fun. you 
know the band must be doing some
thing right. The sexuality just oozes 
right out of them. It really must be 
hard to get to all those people, espe
cially with some of them a whole 
block away from the stage, but Zep
pelin does it every time. There's sure 
a hell of a lot of sex up there. Sure 
they're a sensual group, too. They 
look that way. and they play that 
way. It shows in the audience reac
tion. too. You can just look around 
at some of the faces: and some of 
them, you can just tell what they're 
thinking. Some people who might 
not ordinarily let themselves go. do 
just that. Il's great. Healthy, too!"

Granted that Led Zeppelin are 
healthy; for all the vitamins they 
possess, they certainly aren't overly 
talkative, or was it simply because 
the questions weren't exactly right, 
like for instance:

What is your reaction to the bla
tant charges that a particular song 
on your second LP “Lemon Song," 
came from a Howling Wolf tune 
called “Killing Floor,” and that part 
of the lyrics are in reality Robert 
Johnson’s; or that the beginning and

Is it true, asked our correspondent, that the tunes you credit to 
Jimmy Page actually came from Howlin’ Wolf, Sonny Boy 
Williamson, Robert Johnson, The Faces, and Jake Holmes? 
“Jake Holmes,” answered,“I don’t think I ever heard of him.”
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How much did working with the 
Yardbirds affect your guitar playing?

Page: Well. I know Paul Samwell 
Smith was one of the finest bass 
players, but it was Beck who I 
would take notice of. In the days of 
the Yardbirds. I would just sit there 
for hours watching him. watching

his fingers -it would be incredible.
He's coming over here with a new 

band—with Cozy Powell on drums.
Page: Well, he was a most in

ventive guitarist, but I don't know 
about his new things. You know, it's 
just the way Jeff is.
History: This casual mention of Jeff 
Beck and the extinct, but illustrious 
Yardbirds, forces us to backtrack a 
moment and examine Jimmy Page's 
place in history. For the Zeppelin's 
leader is no mere flash-in-the-pan or 
Joh n ny-come-lately. He's been 
around.

Just about everyone knew the 
Yardbirds were one fine group ol 
cats. Well, for one thing, back in the 
early English daze when the Beatles 
were still gigging and the Searchers

still searching, they looked just 
right, posing behind jail bars and 
sitting in rowboats along the 
Thames with one dude sporting a 
shoulder-length. Brian Jones hair
style. while the one they called 
“Slowhand" Clapton preferred his 
locks short and shaven. In those 
days several white English blues gui
tarists reckoned they could get spiri
tually closer to the black cats across 
the sea if they did away with the ex
traneous things in life.’like hair. So 
for a while, you had several 
so-called long-haired bands running 
around with one (sometimes two) 
skinhead types on lead guitar. And 
Clapton was among them.

Anyway, in all the British fave 
rave mags, like Fabulous and Big 
Beat, they would print full-page 
photos of the Yardbirds, along with 
the Stones and Pretty Thines. while

end of Led Zeppelin's “Bring It On 
Home” are a direct swipe from a 
song by Sonny Boy Williamson?

Page: Well, you'd have to ask 
Robert Plant. He writes all the lyr
ics. you know.

Another pet charge would be that 
your widely-selling single. “Whole 
Lotta Love" was indirectly borrowed 
from a song recorded by Steve Mar- 
riot and the original Small Faces. 
“You Need Loving,” on a fairly old 
Decca LP (LK4790). While on your 
first LP, you recorded a song called 
“Dazed and Confused," which was 
fairly reminiscent of a tune written 
by Jake Holmes. In fact, it’s on his 
album titled The Above Ground 
Sound of Jake Holmes on the Town 
label (T5079). There wasn’t any 
credit given to anyone except Jimmy 
Page. Were you aware of that at the 
time?

Page: Jake Holmes. I don't think 
I ever heard of him. but as for Mar
riott. well. I think the song you're 
thinking of was originally done by a 
very old black blues cal whose name 
evades me at the moment. (Editor's 
note: Could it be Willie Dixon and 
his song “You Need Love"? Sure 
'nough it is.)

Yeah. Jimmy. And how about 
your compelling rendition of the 
Howling Wolf classic “How Many
More Years?" Just because you fix 
a word or two and credit yourself 
doesn't mean it's OK. But I guess it 
is because you incorporated a seg
ment of your own composition. 
“Beck's Bolero" (yes. that's right. 
Jimmy Page is credited in writing 
“Beck's Bolero") in there, and you 
use some of Jimmy Rodger's lyrics 
from "Kisses Sweeter than Wine." 
But that's all right by me. because 
they're groovy lyrics, and Robert 
sings them so well, and after all. you 
did' write "Beck's Bolero." al least 
the one that's on the flip side of 
Beck's "Hi Ho Silver Lining." Be
sides. you dig Otis Rush. Matt Mur
phy. and Buddy Guy. So you can't 
he all that bad. And on lop of that, 
you've learned a hell of a lot from 
Jeff Beck, even when he wasn't 
around, so that's a sure sign. And fi
nally. if you've picked up some lips 
and enjoy listening to Roy Harper 
and Bert Jansch. you must be a fair
ly mellow cat by now.

Wasn’t it true that John Ent
whistle was toying with the name 
"Led Zeppelin” before you adopted 
it, and then finally you sort of bor
rowed it from him?

Page: John? The ox is a good 
friend. In fact, once we were plan
ning on starling a group: It would 
have been with either Winwood or

such lesser known ensembles as the 
Mersey Beats, the Swinging Blue
jeans. The Virgin Lamb. Episode 
Six. the Paramounts. The Slicks of 
Grass. Action, and the Move would 
only merit a quarter-page. So right 
then and there you knew they would 
be big. and as usual, they were.

In fact, they were so big that they 
were once enormous: and. ol course, 
thev had every right to be. because 
they nurtured quite a handful of mu
sical heavies. Like a fine, bleached- 
blond singer-harmonica-tainbourine 
plaver who went bv the handle of 
Keith Relf, and who. when the 
Yardbirds split, look off with his 
sister Jane and drummer Jim 
McCarty to form a band ca.led Re
naissance. Relf's r,||2£'l(jj' 7

Marriott, with Beck and myself on 
guitar and the rhythm section of the 
Who —Keith Moon and John Ent
whistle. No I didn't steal the name 
from John, not that I know of. at 
least.

Have you ever thought of soloing 
it?

Page: Never. I would never at
tempt a solo career. Whatever I do. 
I want to do it within the group 
foundation. We plan to be around 
several more years, and besides, 
we're just getting to know each oth-



group lo pursue the blues further 
with John Mayall. while the Yard
birds branched out from their blues 
base to invent what was to be known 
henceforth as "psychedelic music."

At this point, a replacement gui
tarist for Clapton was needed. A 
friend of the group, who also hap
pened to be an excellent session gui
tarist. and can be found on some of 
the very early Who. Rolling Stones. 
Kinks. Joe Cocker, and Donovan 
LPs. was asked to suggest a suitable 
substitute. The aforementioned ses
sions man recommended Mr. Jeff 
Beck, who shortly thereafter strolled 
into the Yardbirds' camp. “With the 
aid of the then-new ‘fuzz tone.' 
Beck established a rapport that lent 
an infinite variety of possibilities to 
the guitar, and it was largely due to 
his creativity that it became a truly 
electronic instrument, capable of the 
shrieks, wails, and moans of the 
electronic age that spawned it." 
Enter Jimmy Page (finally), that 
ex-studio musician we were talking 
about. With the addition of Page. 
Yardbird watchers were treated, for 
a short time, to not one. but two. of 
the best musicians in rock trading

Page steps up: At this point in the 
Yardbirds. Page had been some
what grandstanded by Jeff Beck, 
who. by this time, “had left to carry 
it all one step further with his own 
group, combining the dandyism of 
modern England with the black guts 
of the American Blues." Page had 
been playing the bass up until 
Beck's departure, and it seemed a 
bit too good to be true that the 
struggling Yardbirds could nurture 
yet another master lead guitarist. 
Inevitably, it happened, and by this 
time. “Page was using his gtiitar 
bowing and wah-wah pedal to give 
the group a musical complexity that 
thev had heretofore lacked."
They forced the embarraased chauffeur 

to pretend he was their oboist.

As it turned out it was Jimmy 
Page, in the end. who took home 
most of the marbles in the Yard
birds. Yes. and besides the marbles, 
it was Jimmy Page who took home 
the largest slice of dollars and fame.

Now. nearly three years. 36 issues 
of Raw magazine, and two wonder- 
fully-bushy black beards later, we 
return to James Page, that last vir
tuoso of the Yardbirds. as he fields 
yet another pointed question about 
his present shady pursuits.

Seeing that you still hold the “cov
eted number one slot” as the top 
British Group in the annual Melody 
Maker Polls, and in view of the fact 
that a hell of a lot of kids in the 
U.S.A, buy your records, how much 
do you actually play for yourselves?

Page: Well, if we actually played 
for our fans, we would obviously be 
playing a lot of our old stuff, seeing 
that they want to hear it. Primarily, 
we play for our own particular indi
vidual reasons, but in as far as 
change is concerned, we are con
stantly moving and changing. We'll 
keep on doing different types of ac- 
coustical numbers, even if nobody 
listens to them. We try to keep a 
balance of old material (of course, 
re-arranged) and new songs, so as to 
not get stale. Now take an example 
like the group Free. I loved them for 
one. but they wouldn't mix their 
style, so they became stale and final
ly had to break up.

Well, that's one thing Led Zeppe
lin doesn't really have lo worry 
about, because by the looks of 
things at the Garden that eventful 
Friday evening, like it or not. Led 
Zeppelin are with us to stay. And al
though they could have been more 
visual and shown more stage pres
ence. they do have to he reckoned 
with as one of the world's finest in 
what they are doing. Actually. Jim
my Page may be a far better musi
cian than he is making out to be 
with the rest of the group, and if he 
eventually leaves them, it could pos
sibly help him grow musically. Of 
course, it may not be as financially 
rewarding at first, but perhaps it 
would pay in the end. When he is at 
his best with Zeppelin. Page is a 
master, a truly delicate genius with 
an exacting musical mind and fin
gers of tedious dexterity. He is craf
ty and a fox when he is on. When 
Page is off and tired. Led Zeppelin 
can feel like a driving powerhouse of 
noise mixed with a nasal dripped 
yelch. which at times can make for a 
sensual musical eruption in some of 
the fan's mind's eyes. Some musi
cians like to be punished, so they 
keep coming back for more. I guess 
when you're getting paid that much 
money, it doesn't hurt so^bad!

' A

brainchild, a neo-classical-rock con
tingent. disbanded early and Relf 
went on to produce a rather unique 
group for Elektra Records called 
Medicine Head. Meanwhile. 
McCarty, who once ran a very-close 
second to former Byrds' per
cussionist. Mike Clark, as the 
World's Worst Rock Drummer, 
went back to selling insurance and 
or running a bank, while the lovely 
female Relf—no plain Jane by any 
means—simply went back to her 
first true love, making clothes for 
rock stars.

Besides Relf and McCarty, there 
were several guitarists of no slight 
demeanor who picked up quite a 
reputation and several rather large 
pay checks for themselves just by 
being Yardbirds. There was Chris 
Dreja. a constantly tillering rhythm 
guitarist-bassman who was actually 
a better photographer-artist than 
musician—and he proved it on sev
eral occasions by doing a couple of 
sleeve designs for a major English 
Blues rock band called Led Zeppe
lin. who will be discussed at greater 
lengths later. On permanent bass, 
whenever he felt like it. was the 
most ingenious, and to this day pos
sibly the finest bassman to wear a 
skinny tie and have wavy black hair 
that continued not to grow. Paul 
“Sam" Samwell Smith was truly a 
crucial point in lhe Yardbirds re
gime. Aside from being the best in 
his field, he was a perfect example 
of the moody paranoid rock star, in 
that, like Alan Price and Y.A. Tittle 
before him. he refused to take 
planes, and therefore, detested lour
ing. Inevitably, he decided to lay 
back and produce platters for Island 
Records. So far. he has to his credit 
finalized sessions for a group called 
Bronco and a Greek folk-singer 
named Stephen Demitri Georgiou. 
known to most of us out here simply 
as Cat Stevens.

Clapton and Beck: By this lime, 
you probably must be thinking that 
I am overlooking the crux of this en
tire matter: and this, of course, is 
true. To deny you the right to be 
right any longer, we shall ramble on 
by indicating that the Yardbirds 
also contributed three fine lead gui
tarists who will forever stand in 
rock's hallowed six-string Hall of 
Fame. First off. there was of course 
Eric "Slowhand" Clapton, who was 
the main man to lay the ground
work for rock & roll axemen in the 
sixties. "Even when he first joined 
the Yardbirds, he demonstrated the 
virtuosity that was to help rock es
tablish its musical credentials and 
create the excitement that was to 
make Cream the First of he so- 
called super groups. Eric <-
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BRITISH ALBUMS

ANIMAL VIOLENCE

BLUES IS MY THING

STOP THE WAR
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million Led Zeppelins couldn't say.
Jeff Kaliman 

Long Beach. N Y

Send letters to:
Letters to the Editor
CIRCUS Magazine 
866 United Nations Plaza 
New York. N.Y. I 001 7

ting 
sion

An anti-war freak 
no address given

I'm writing this to gel the message 
across that American youth is gelling 
fouled up! Today I was listening to the 
radio when on the news I heard that in 
Harrison. N .I . some five teenagers 
murdered the inhabitants of the chil
dren's zoo (some chickens, pigs, etc.) 
and smeared the blood on windows and 
look the animals guts out and hung 
them on doorknobs of homes. I wonder, 
still in shock, what kind of message they 
arc trying to gel across.

But my point is to ask you to stop 
printing such articles as Alice Cooper. 
June 1971. and how his act includes kill
ing a chicken or rabbit (or did include). 
That sort of thing has an influence. I'm 
just one person, but I know there arc 
more like me.

First it's animals, next it's people. 
Think.

Animal Lover 
Irvington. NJ. 

Editor's Note: Even Alice Cooper is up
set about the idea of people killing ani
mals He used to have chickens running 
around the stage as'part of the act. he 
says. During a performance, the au
dience got its hands on one of the un
fortunate birds and tore it to pieces. 
Somehow the word got around that 
Cooper had done the killing, but he says 
it isn't so.

Miles Davis. . . 
a Silent Way LP he 

tool of his trumpet that"
BYRD DEFENSE_________________

Who is R. Meltzer and why is he say-

I read your magazine every month 
and I love it. In your October edition on 
the back page you had an ad to stop the 
war. That was an out of sight thing to 
do. The demonstrations are good, but 
you need something like that to get 
those red necks in the House and the 
pentagon to gel moving.

I sure hope that this will show that we 
are concerned and will put an end to 
that stupid war.

Public has been short-changed.
Rodney Szkodny 

South River. N.J. 
Editor's Note: Sa vs Scot Mum. 
W NEW's music director. "I've been 
placing the Beach Boys all along. 
Christ. Eve even played them for a 
half-hour al a time Maybe you just 
haven't been listening to the station 
when they "ve been on. Or maybe you've 
been listening to some DJ who just 
doesn't care for the Beach Boys. After 
all. everybody gets to play exactly what 
he wants around here." For the story on 
the Beach Boys' lean rears, and how 
they sliced their way out of obscurity, 
see the article "Are the New Beach 
Boys For Real7 " in this issue.

In the September issue you ran an ad 
for imports and I have a few words of 
caution for potential buyers: Bravo the 
Rolling Stones (Horzu) is actually a 
German version of December’s Children 
with their first English single: Early 
Hendrix (Vol. II) is a live recording of 
Jimi with soul singer Curtis Knight: and 
according to Greg Shaw in Fusion No. 
62. “Percy" is a pretty good sound
track for a fair movie, a mediocre Kinks 
album that fortunately isn't really a 
Kinks album, and about seven good new 
Kinks songs that no self-respecting rock 
fan can allow himself to be without." 
You can do what you want, but would 
you pay S7.98 for seven good songs out 
of thirteen?

1 would like to hear very much from 
people who dig the Velvet Under
ground. Cap't Beefhearl. Alice Cooper. 
Rod Stewart. Wmwood. The Who. 
Kinks. . . .

so Christopher Milk forever!
Ken Highland 

8452 Ridge Road 
Brockport. N.Y. 14420 

Editor's Note: I think seven out of thir
teen is a good bet.

BEACH BOYS REVIVAL___________
A few things have come out during 

this Beach Boys revival that have got me 
wondering. First of all. listening to 
WNEW-FM. New York, during the 
first playing of Surf's Up. the jock goes 
into some Beach Boys history. He 
makes it sound like he's really been into 
them for a while. On another occasion, 
during a discussion of Rock with some 
other guy. the jock says about them: 
“They've been around ... I've always 
enjoyed them." Surf s Up has brought a 
great revival for them, but how come 
they died out? They've always been put
ting out great music. I'm not 100% 
biased though. Smiley Smile really 
slinks except for a few cuts.

I feel that people who play and select 
the music for the radio stations haven't 
been giving the Beach Boys a fair shake. 
They were abandoned on the doorstep 
until now. If these people were following 
the Beach Boys, how come they weren't 
getting much airplay. Nobody knew 
they existed anymore. I feel the Rock

I'm writing to say that it is terribly 
false to say rock is the only decent mu
sic being played today. I believe the op
posite is true. Groups like Blue Cheer. 
Black Sabbath. The Who. Grand Funk 
RR. and Led Zeppelin are more noise
makers than musicians, and they can't 
give a decent live show because they're 
so money, mad. Their fans will say that 
they please themselves. Il is the most 
important thing for a musician to enjoy 
his work, but how can musicians enjoy 
playing the garbage that the “heavy” 
bands put out. The only rock group that 
knows how to play decent music is 
Emerson. Lake & Palmer. Of the Brit
ish blues bands, the only one that can be 
called music is Savoy Brown.

The blues is my thing, but not the 
while kids like TYA and Johnny Win
ter: they don’t know how to play a de
cent blues tune without showing off. 
John Mayall and Savoy Brown arc the 
only white artists who play the blues 
decently- When a band like TYA or 
Johnny Winter screws up “It's My 
Fault." "Spoonful.” or “Help Me.” it 
does the great bluesmen of the past no 
justice and gives fans who are just get- 
.:— acquainted with blues the impres

that blues singers don't know what 
eood music is.

I am also into the new thing" in 
i .zz- Coltrane. Ornette Coleman. Pha- 
roah Sanders. Miles Davis. . . . In 
Miles Davis' /« « S'1™' Way LP he says 
things in one loot of hts trumpet that a
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T.REX 
ELECTRIC WARRIOR

Featuring: Bang a Gong (Get It On) 
Rip Off / Planet Queen /Cosmic Dancer

PINK FLOYD’S MOVIE SOUND
TRACK

commenting on Eric's story thought it 
well written and tasteful. This letter 
presents a minority viewpoint.

you. did you like the film “More?” Pon
der that.

Congratulations on your recent arti
cles about Pink Floyd and the Move, 
my two favorite bands. However. Rich
ard Meltzer totally neglected to mention 
that Floyd's movie sound track. 
“More. ’

By the way. why are you publishing 
this periodical? Ponder that for a while.

Tyler Sherman 
Bay Head. N..I.

Editor's Note: Because we like to spread 
information on rock music. And we ask

r

Id

Recently I went to a concert and un
fortunately a riot broke out. Il all start
ed when the group Ten Years After was 
playing, a chick tried to climb up on the 
stage and the ushers pushed her back 
off. then the ushers gathered in front of 
Ah in Lee to protect him and the rest of 
the group from the crowd. A few sec
onds later Alvin asked them to move 
and let the chick up on stage, but when 
she tried to gel up an usher grabbed her 
and threw her off stage again Then Al
vin quit playing and walked off the stage 
and that's when the trouble started.

Doug Sease 
St. Louis. Mo.

ON CEREMONY OF DEATH
Bill Siddons expressed a desire to 

“avoid all the notoriety and circus-like 
atmosphere” when it came to Jim Mor
rison's death. Il seems that Eric Van.

HARRISON IS RIGHT HANDED

I'm writing this letter to tell you to 
quit putting the negatives wrong side up. 
This, of course, makes the picture back
wards. You've done this too many times 
to suit me. like in the October issue you 
make it look like Harrison is left hand
ed. Well he's not. I don’t sec how you 
could be so stupid.

ing all those terrible things about the 
Byrds? . . In case he's interested, the 
Byrds were making it long before 
CSN&Y were thought of and if the 
Byrds keep pulling out great albums, as 
they always do. and the individual mem
bers of CSN&Y (Young excluded) keep 
pulling out the trash they seem to be 
coming up with (Blood Sweat & Step
hen Stills), the Byrds will be around 
long after CSN&Y are gone. The Byrds 
at their worst arc heller than most 
groups al their best. In answer to Mel
tzer's idiotic question: yeah, the Byrds 
arc still around. Thank God.

Bob West full 
Omaha. Nebraska

High voltage rock and roll music from grinning English experts, T. Rex. ELECTRIC WARRIOR 
is new and available on Reprise albums (and tapes,via Ampex).

Paul Locher 
Mansfield. Ohio 

Lustbader could have stayed more with-- 
in the boundaries of this wish. Parts of 
his article were loo sensational. “Morri
son fled L.A. . . . and entered Paris 
alone, tired, and afraid" And “some
where in a hospital a bloody orderly 
pulls a sheet over the face of Jim Morri
son. . . .“

Over the years, people who loved Jim 
learned to ignore the generally unflatter
ing reviews and articles about him. but 
at his death. 1 couldn't sit by any longer. 
That he is dead hurls enough without 
sensationalism. Singer. Lizard King, 
poet, lover, it doesn't matter. Jim Mor
rison died a man. what he was best al 
being. If he is dead, let him be.

Kathy Bower 
Cols. Ohio

When it was over about 15 people were 
taken to the hospital and five people 
were arrested. So I want your opinion as 
to whose fault it was that the group 
stopped playing. I think it was the ush-



could find out.
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Jack Springer 
The Move —ELO Appreciation Society 

Lakewood. Ohio 44107

David Holderman
METRO Network

I097B E. Barstow 
Fresno. Calif. 93710

Florin lomescu Sir. Turda 121 
Bucuresli ROMANIA
18 year old boy very into records, post 
cards, and girls.

These are people across I he ocean 
who’d like someone here to exchange 
letters with them:

Vincent Lassi 
Brooklyn. N.Y.

Editor's Note: The Stooges broke up 
early in the summer so there was no 
third album. Sorry

Mike Chapman
3637 Canyon Crest Drive

Riverside. Calif. 92507

John Prowell
Windsor. Pa. 17366
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FOXX introduces the TONE 
MACHINE, a switched-on tone 
device that produces the most 
exciting lead passages ever! The 
TONE MACHINE combines unique 
fuzz effects with the world’s longest 
variable sustain. From a natural 
speaker distortion to a glass
shattering fuzz. This one’s got it all. 
And more. Our exclusive OCTIVE- 
SUSTAIN effect, activated by a 
separate switch, will sustain any 
amplified note at eight notes above 
its original frequency. Your axe will 
never be the same!
Carries Lifetime Guarantee. Avail
able in five plush colors: RED, 
BLUE, BLACK, YELLOW, and 
BRITE LIME. Price: $44.95 
See your local dealer or order direct!

Alex Rivera 
Centerbeach. N.Y. 

Editor’s Note: The album has been out 
for two months. The label is Decca, and 
it is LP DL 79183.

David Lock, c o Tilman 
Box 201 Fairbanks. Alaska 

99707

Michelle Conf redo 
1863-61 Si. 

Brooklyn. N.Y. 11204

H.S. NEWSPAPERS________________
We're thinking of starling a network 

of some kind between all this country's 
high school underground newspapers If 
you are an editor of one of these papers, 
please send us your name, address, and 
a postage stamp. Also, if you can. send 
us a copy of your paper for reference. In 
turn, we'll mail you a list of all the pa
pers willing to do an exchange thing 
with you.

Wanted pictures articles of Janis Jop
lin. I loved her more than anyone could 
know.

know if you know, or 
where I could find it.

SMASHED HEADS AGAINST 
WALL____________

In your September issue you have a 
story on John Entwistle. In it you men
tion the album Smash Your Head 
Against the Wall Well. I have been 
looking for this album for two months 
now and I haven't found it anywhere. 
Could you tell when this album will be 
released?

I want anyone who is very depressed 
to write me because there is a shm 
chance I can help. All I can say is let it 
all hang out. I am a lyricist and tam
bourine player looking for a group or 
anyone who can help me by writing mu
sic for my lyrics. Lately I'm into blues. 
I'm looking loo for someone who can 
turn me on to Leadbelly. Billie Holiday 
and Bessie Smith.

I shall never stop listening to Jim 
Morrison's velvet voice and colourful 
songs and poetry. Will pay postage for 
articles and photos of him you can send 
to me.

I would like to hear from anybody 
who is into Witchcraft It's really a 
groove, except the scene people arc 
paranoid of anything they can't control 
and they keep it all hush.

Maureen 18*/? Morgan Ave 
Byram. Connecticut 

P.S. Steve if you read this, gel in touch. 
I know about the accident but it doesn't 
mailer. I've got to know if you're still 
alive.

Lorraine Figures 66 Llewellyn Street 
Rhodes. Sydney Australia
Misses Hendrix. Morrison. Janis. & Al 
Wilson

fQXX
RIDINGER ASSOCIATES, INC. 
10754 Vanowen Street 
North Hollywood, CA 91605

Send me FOXX TONE MACHINES
Color_________________ ——_

Check Enclosed (we pay shpg.)  
Send C.O.D. 
Charge BankAmericard #
Charge Master Charge #-----------

Cardholder’s Name.----------------------
Signature ___ _____________

Total Amount $

Buy it and try it on for sound. If not 
completely satisfied, return within 10 
days for prompt refund.
Name —
Address 
City 

To those who derive much insight 
pleasure from the DOORS. I would like 
you to write me. May Jim Morrison rest 
in peace.
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Thank you very much for the article 
on the Move (October 1971). but we 
would appreciate a number of correc
tions in Ron Ross' article.

1. The Move destroyed effigies of 
Adolph Hiller, never Prime Minister 
Wilson Wilson was depicted nude in 
bed on a poslcard promoting the Move's 
third single. “Flowers in lhe Rain. " 
Consequently the Move were sued.

2. The mastermind of lhe Move is 
not their producer, but manager Tony 
Secunda. The publicity stunts were his 
idea.

3. Carl Wayne was the group's “bi
zarre neo-McCarlney tenor." not Tre
vor Burton.

4. Roy Wood's hair was never waist 
length. Come on really, this is lhe 
Move, not Alice Cooper or lhe Fugs.

5. Lastly, and lhe grossest error: 
their first album on Capitol is called 
Looking On. not Looking Up. They 
have an even newer album now. Mes
sage front lhe Country.

Just for spite, the Move are reforming 
into the Electric Light Orchestra: to de
but in America in November. The Move 
is now- the past.

Thanks for lhe article anyway. It is 
about time America caught on to them, 
after they're gone.

I'm going crazy trying to find l^e 
Stooges' third album. I would like to
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Reviews From Our Readers
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James Madeira
Toronto. Oniario

Send reviews of recent albums to:
Reviews From Our Readers
Circus Magazine
866 United Nations Plaza
New York, N.Y. 10017________

The Sun, Moon and Herbs, Dr. John 
(Atlantic)

The music is pure Dr. John and has a 
sort of South American or African 
chant-like theme with very primitive and 
exotic background vocals which sound 
very haunting. The beat makes you 
want to sway along. Il's a lol belter than 
other Dr. John albums* and the best cut 
is “Familiar Reality." Dr. John is back
ed by Eric Clapton. Mick Jagger, and 
Calvin Samuels and the Memphis 
Horns. It's an enjoyable album for any
one who digs heavy, throbbing beats and 
Dr. John.

Louis Tucci 
nl lvn Nl Y

John Benitez
Brooklyn. N.Y.

The London Howlin' Wolf Sessions. 
Howlin Wolf (Chess)

The big news here, of course, is the 
star-studded line up who back Wolf on 
this hearty album. Charlie Walts. Bill 
Wyman. Eric Clapton. Steve Winwood. 
Ian Stewart. Klaus Voorman. Ringo 
Starr, and Mick Jagger are all heard on 
the LP. The Stones seem to have had a 
lol to do with the album: Wyman plays 
bass. Watts plays drums. Conga and 
percussion. Ian Slewart (the Slones' 
road manager and musician friend) 
plays piano Jagger helped supervise the 
album, and the LP was recorded at 
Olympic Studios, the studios the Slones 
always use to record in England. Also 
the engineer is no one else than the 
Stones' engineer Glyn Johns. But no 
credit should be taken away from Wolf, 
for it is his album. His vocals are 
stronger than ever before. Besides han
dling all the vocals. Wolf plays acoustic 
guitar on one track (“Little Red Roost
er"). and harp on two cuts (“Worried 
About My Baby" and “Who’s Been 
Talking"). A beautiful album by an 
acute blues artist.

I don't like it. I guess it's because it's 
not where my head is at. I don't sec any
thing worth being affirmative about. 
They make everything too complex al 
times and too simple at other limes. I 
would think they would not try so hard 
to make everything stand out.

Domingo Tull 
Brooklyn. N.Y.

My Goals Beyond, John McLaughlin 
(Douglas)

It is a fascinating album that lakes in 
two types of music. Side one takes in a 
jazzy Indian (?) type music. Joining 
McLaughlin's guitar are other equally 
talented musicians playing sitar. violin, 
and piccolo, while drums and bass keep 
their, together. The music is com
plicated but not to the point where one 
cannot become cither relaxed or excited 
or whatever emotion one feels by listen
ing to the music.

The same holds true for side two. al
though the music is done solely by 
McLaughlin. Here is a perfect example 
of thought and music performing as 
one. I found that his classical guitar is 
not something that (excuse the phrase) 
“grows on you." rather an immediate 
feeling of cither appreciation or dislike 
comes over the listener.

I therefore recommend My Goals 
Beyond to anyone who thinks he likes 
all types of music or to those who. like 
myself, are tired of listening to the same 
monotonous rock music repealing itself 
over and over.

IF YOU BELIEVE IN BEAUTY, HONESTY 
AND THE TIMELESSNESS OF LEGENDS, HEAR DAVE 
VAN RONK THIS TIME AROUND.

The Big Bear plays . . . and he sings ... so 
softly ... so gently . . . new songs . . . old 
songs . . . soft songs .. . loud songs .. . He’s 
the best there is. Van Ronk’s genius lies in 
his voice; it is the hardest, meanest voice in 
folk music but which breaks apart into the 
most beautiful, painful, gentle tones anyone 
has ever heard.

Polydor Record*. Caitelle, end •-Track 
Cartridge* are dittribuled In lhe USA 
by Polydor Incorporated; tn Canada 
by Polydor Canada Ltd.

Dolydor



Ringo
Gets It Off His Chest:

Part II

and the appreciation of your

it. It's not in

k

Ringo raps the critics 
who say 

he's a bad drummer, 
dissects the 

Starkey “pudding sound," 
uncovers the 

machinery behind 
the Beatles' last albums, 

and stands up 
for Yoko Ono.

by Michael Watts

(Sitting by a swimming pool in Spain. 
Ringo Starr gave his first interview in a 
year. Last month. Circus published 
Ringo’s reminiscences oj the Beatle's 
breakup and the struggle with Paid. 
This month, we offer Ringo’s backstage 
view of his musical world.)

style has changed much since With The 
Beatles ?

I think I really came stronger . . . 
with Pepper it was featured quite a lot 
and then with the while album and Ab
bey Road it was excellent. That was 
great drumming on those albums, for 
me personally. I'm a drummer who lays 
out. The holes are really important to 
me. I can't stand a drummer who when 
someone is singing they're playing a 
solo all the way through it it's not im
portant. As long as you just lay there, be 
there strong and just keep it going, 
what's the point of playing a solo all the 
way through? Someone's singing a nice 
song people wanna listen to that. But 
some drummers can't stop that because 
they wanna be the leader of the band all 
the time.

Who did

my nature to come out saying, “what 
are they saying I can't play! I'm the 
greatest." I know I'm the greatest . . . 
Or 1 feel I'm the greatest drummer in 
my style. And suddenly I'm playing 
with everyone and they're all saying I'm 
good. I’ve never said I'm a great drum
mer: I don't need to. If I think I am it's 
not important that they say. “yeah, 
man. he can't play, and of course I 
know Paul McCartney plays drums on 
every track." People have said 
that -groups and they're really silly. 
But suddenly I'm playing with Leon, 
who's saying nice things, and Stephen 
Stills and B. B King and all those 
people and now they're all saying in 
print, “what a groove!" So that’s okay: 
I'm not gonna fight it. I know I can 
play.

You don’t feel, therefore, that your you start off digging as

I et’s talk about your drum- 
.1—iming. Do you ever practice now?

I've never practiced in my life, only 
with a band. I've never been one who 
can sit in a room and go “rump a 
bum"—you know, one of those.

But it’s true to say that in the years 
since you've stopped being a Beatle your 
technique ---- 
drumming has increased considerably.

I’ve always been a good drummer. 
I ve always been put down as a drum
mer but I haven’t fought

14 CIRCUS
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recorded al Abbey Road for five years 
or so and ii look us lhai long lo gel io 
thal heavy drum sound, though.

Every band always does one album 
which goes down as their '"studio al
bum." Was uSgr Pepper that for you?

Sgt Pepper for me wasn’t our best al
bum. That was lhe peak for everyone 
else for lhe Beatles lhal was where 
they were really al their besi. Bui for me 
il was a bil like being a session musician 
because we were trying to gel a concept 
thing.

The while album is the best for me. 
maybe because there are 30-odd tracks 
and we were playing like a group again 
and that was important to me. Sgt Pep
per was like a show; it wasn’t just an al
bum. it was like a stage show. The origi
nal concept of Pepper was lhal it was 
gonna be like a stage show - you know.

When did you hit on the pudding tech
nique?

Il came when we got into lhe studios. 
You see. if you listen lo any of our early 
records there’s no bass drum on lhem. 
no tom toms, no anything, really. The 
only things that come through are the 
hi-hat and the snare. We just never got a 
drum sound. Thai was the sound of lhe 
early sixties: you know, it was just play
ing the hi-hat and the off-beat coming 
through all lhe lime, and a few little 
fills And then, when we goi in the stu
dio. we could hear lhe gaps and I really 
goi into lhe sound of lhe drums then, 
whai I wanted on record. We all got 
into lhe sound of everything. Thai’s how 
we formed like the heavy sound we got.

And that would be?
’65. ’66 ... no. not even then. no. It 

starts to come through if you listen to 
Revolver I come through then. We

CIRCUS INTERVIEW
we start with the clapping and things 
and people shouting and then I come 
on and we were gonna do il like in a 
theatre: we’d do il in lhe studio and sim
ulate il. We didn’t in lhe end. We did il 
for lhe first couple of tracks and then il 
faded inio an album. Bui it still made it 
as a whole concept. It was suddenly just 
like lhe audience had left; you know, 
like in Woodstock al lhe end when Hen
drix plays lhe shit oui of lhal guitar and 
there s no one there bar a guy with a 
broken leg and bits of paper all those 
people went home and he played. Thai’s 
what Pepper ended up like. It was as if 
we did a few tracks and suddenly there 
was a lire and everyone ran oul of lhe 
building, bin we carried on playing, we 
played lhe greatest but everyone missed 
il.

1 thought that it was only halfway 
through Pepper that you decided to make

it an album with a theme. Would that be 
right?

No. not really. Pepper came. I would 
say. right at the beginning. We may 
have been a week into the album before 
we decided, "let’s get into that.” Paul 
wrote a song with Mai called "Sgt Pep
per." I think Mai thought of the 
title Big Mai. super roadie.

It was he and Paul wasn't it. who 
thought up the Magical Mystery Tour?

Well. I think Paul mainly thought of 
lhal. Magical Mystery Tour was one 
sheet of paper with a circle on il. and it 
was marked like a clock, only there was 
only one o’clock, five o’clock, nine 
o'clock and I I something like that 
— lhe rest we had lo fill in. That s how 
we did that. I was just silling in the gar
den and Paul phoned and said. I ve 
sot this idea.” That's how it used to be.

CIRCUS is

'ou like

drummer?
Cozy Cole, ha ha! I’ve never been one 

lo buy drum records and things like 
that, however. I got a kit of drums on a 
first of January and I was in a group on 
February and I’ve always been like 
that: I've always rehearsed with a band, 
l or the first week 1 would go in me bed
room in Liverpool and bash 'em. and 
you'd have yer mother saying, "shut up. 
you're waking the neighbors!” And 1 
really got bored, just sitting there bang
in'. 'cause you couldn't play any lunes, 
you know, so I've never practiced. The 
only lime I practice is when I'm on 
stage or recording. I can't lay it down 
on me own. I've never had a practice 
pad in me life. I don't wanna do that 
last and technically brilliant stuff: that's 
not my idea of a drummer. I just wanna 
lay there and if there's a gap I wanna be 
good enough to fill il.

For me lhe drums arc like painting: 
you build the scene. I’m not writing a 
novel all over lhe place. It's a picture lo 
me •»nrc than anything else. I an the 
inundation and then I pul a bit of glow 
here and there But it must have solid 
substance for me. solid form. I'm just a 
rock drummer I like holes and I like lo 

in I like lo make mistakes.
What other drummers do 

now?
Jim Gordon and Jim Kellner lor me 

and mainly because I've played with 
both of lhem. you know: I haven't 
played with any others. They're really 
good: they lay out a lol. Technically. 
Jim Gordon is incredible . . there’s a
guy. I don't know his name, on the Ry 
Coodcr album (and lhal album is sensa
tional). I can't think of his name but he 
plays, man and I haven't heard anything 
like thal. That album is one of lhe best 
I've ever heard any way, but lhe drumm
ing really pleases me more than some 
incredible jazz drummer who can flit 
round 'em like a jet plane, hit every
thing. do a roll with one hand and be 
very flash that's only being technically 
very good, but it doesn'l move me. The 
guy who can do lhe righl thing il 
doesn't have lo be big and flash just 
fill lhal gap or keep lhal going, is more 
important to me.

W/ould it be true to say that you in
vented that "pudding" sound?

I really think so. because I loosen lhe 
skins so much and then I wrap lea tow
els round the kit and il makes il like 
ihuddy. I've always wanted my snare to 
sound like a tom tom with a snare on. 
never just like a snare you know-, those 
fast jazz snares.

I don't like jazz drumming. It’s all 
licky licky: it's like a mouse running all 
over lhe place, and that’s not lhe way I 
play. I want il lo be like a giant walking 
all over lhem; that’s how I play. My 
breaks are always slow. If I do a break I 
usually halve lhe speed of lhe track 
(demonstrates on lhe table wilh his 
hands).



Suddenly Paul didn't want Let It Be to go out.

an incredibly

I made it all 
had the three

If someone wanted to do something all 
we’d do was follow ’em we’d all go 
and do it. But we only did about five 
things since Brian’s death when you add 
’em up. you know.

What do you think of the Let It Be al
bum now on reflection? Did you agree 
with Spector coming in on that?

Yeah. It was a strange lime for us 
then ’cause we weren't doing anything 
and that album needed fixing, but he 
couldn't fit it unless we said so. So we 
all said yes. Even al the beginning Paul 
said yes. And then he heard it. I spoke 
to him on the phone and said, “did you 
like it?" He said “yeah, it's okay.” He 
didn't pul ii down. And then suddenly 
he didn't want il io go out. Il was two 
weeks after that he wanted io cancel il.

What do you think of its qualities?
Well, it’s nol the one I play mainly. 

The second side of Abbey Road is in
credible. The white album. 90 percent of 
it's very good. If I had Desert Island 
Discs il wouldn't be the one I'd lake, it 
would be the while one or Abbev Road. 
I think. I like the boys playing together, 
you know; I like a group.

Let's talk about your own albums.
How did the idea of the country album 

(Bean coups of Blues, Apple) originate? 
Was it your concept entirely or did Pete 
Drake put it up to you?

No. that was very strange. See. I de
cided. okay, now 1 wanna do a country 
album, and I was talking to George, 
working on his album, and he flew Pete 
Drake in to play a few tracks on it. And 
I had to fetch him from the office one 
day. and he was in my car and I had all 
these country tapes, and we got into 
talking about country music. But il orig
inally started ... 1 phoned Bob John
ston to say. “I'd like to do an album, do 
you wanna come over and fetch about 
12 guys over?” That was how 1 was into 
it originally. And he was saying, “how 
long do you think it will take?” and be
cause of my experience making albums 
with us. The Beatles. I said just come 
over for a month or two. He said, “are 
you crazy, il only look a day and a half 
to do Dylan’s one!” and I thought 
Christ! a day and a half! incredible! 
And then we tried to set il up but he 
wanted a lot of bread . . . he's bigtime 
now and he wants a lol. which is okay, 
because once you gel to that standing 
you ask for the bread, that's the name of 
the game.

So I decided not to do it with *im . . . 
well, it just like fell apart 1 don't think 
either of us really said right forget it. 
That was a few months before. Then I 
was playing with Pete on George's al
bum and 1 said. “Why don’t you fetch 
in a crowd of guys?” and he said. “well, 
that’s pretty bad. you know; if you wan
na do a country album the best place is 
Nashville! that's where it happens.”

So I said. “How long will it take?” 
cause I didn't want to go out of the
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albums ready Then I got involved with 
John Taverner, who was doing She 
Whale, which was more far out than ii’> 
electronic one. I thought “Isn’t that a 
good album!” And the next thing 1 wan
na do with 'im is gel a rock group to
gether. just a crowd of friends, and I’m 
putting his sluff on top of what we play; 
we play riffs in whatever he wants to go 
with his music . I mean. I think the 
last album of Yoko’s was fantastic be
cause we all played just rock and roll 
and then she pul on 
strange voice.

The Primal Scream.
Yeah, right. She did all that album 

with tapes. We did the music but she 
edited it and did everything. Yoko's in
credible. you know. We'll be pleased 
when people realize that she's doing 
something. I think people are beginning 
to realize now. Yoko's not trying to 
push il anymore. She's realizing that 
she's doing something, and them people 
are realizing that she's not trying to be 
the fifth Beallc. and things like that, 
she's got her own scene. They're begin
ning to just listen to her and not dismiss 
her instantly, which they did at first. 
They thought she was taking John away 
from 'em and splitting everyone up. but 
she's an artist and she don't look 
back!

Let’s discuss the question of images. 
The Beatles had four separate personae: 
like John was the witty character. . . .

Yeah, sardonic.
You somehow got labelled with the one 

of being . . .
Loveable.
Yes, and cute, and maybe even the 

dumb one.
Yeah, right.

country for loo long. He said “three or 
four days: in a week we can have il all 
finished.” I said “you're putting me 
on!” He said “no. I promise you I'm go
ing back Saturday and by the following 
Saturday I'll have the studios and all the 
musicians organized.”

I was saying “You phone me Tuesday 
and tell me what's happening.” and he 
phoned me and said, “right, it's all ar
ranged.” and 1 flew over the next week.

Were you playing guitar at all on any 
of the tracks?

No. me playing drums . . only on 
the one that I pul oul as a single. 
(“Hoochie Coochie”) I played guitar on 
lhal. . . .

But that lasts for 25 minutes, so the 
second album is gonna be “Hoochie 
Coochie” for 25 minutes and “Nashville 
Jam.” which is another 20-minute track, 
where I jammed with them and I played 
drums. I didn't pul it oul then because I 
decided ii's only like a jam. a country 
one. and 1 was then getting inlo “It 
Don’t Come Easy.” 1 thought I'd rather 
put oul “Don'i Come Easy” and gel 
away from country. See. whai I really 
wanted to do was confuse everyone. I 
warned the standards album, a country 
one. and I've done an electronics album 
which I haven't pul oul yel either, so 
I've got iwo albums silling al home; I've 
bought one of those English moogs — a 
VS3. or whatever it's called and 1 did 
an album al home and ediled il.

I warned io pul all those albums oul 
and people'd say shit, whal's going on 
here! Electric, country, standards, pop 
records! Whal's happening? But il nev
er came out as usual. Il never came off.

What's the electronic one like?
I love il! I love il. man. There’s one 

track where Maurice Gibb, who we 
can't mention, sings on il.

He lives jusl up lhe road, bul he 
works for another organization. We call 
him Modulating Maurice, and lhat's lhe 
name of lhe track. He jusl sang. We 
found this riff on this machine, and he 
came over one nighl and I was playing 
with it. and he was jusl silting there 
watching me and he started humming 
words and read the dials, like modulator 
and envelope, shaper, things like lhal. 
Il's jusl reading the words, bul there's a 
lune, you know. 1 jusl went in and 
turned it on and lost control. They take 
control of you. those machines. I'm not 
in control of il. I turn all lhe dials and 
press buttons and get excited and put a 
few mikes out. and pul it through ampli
fiers inlo me Revox.

Did you play drums on it.
Yes. on one track I play with 'em 

. . and lots of echo and things, and it 
jusl sounds strange. I love it Some of 
lhe tracks are really incredible: jusl ef
fects. lhe sounds.

When was it made?
I made that Iasi year, 

late last year. Last year I



How did you react to that?
Well, that’s like what I'm saying 

when they said 1 couldn't play. Labels 
have never bothered me. As long as you 
know what you’re doing yourself the la
bels can't harm you. so I wouldn't fight 
it. We'd have great jokes about it. be
cause we'd act out the images that 
people, the press, had given us. But they 
never got important to me. I'm really 
quite a nice person. And again. I'm a 
bastard. I really am. because sometimes 
I'm mean and angry like everyone else. 
It never comes across, you know. But 
occasionally I can be a shit like every
one else. Like, we were in the bar and 
someone came up for an autograph, and 
just for some reason I thought. “No. 
I'm not gonna sign.” and someone at 
the table thought that was the worst 
thing I could ever do. they really 
thought I was a bastard I don't work on 
being nice, you know; I just try and ex
ist. But a lot of things I do arc quite 
gentle.

Docs the idea of being a big movie 
star, a super musician, or one of The 
Beatles—do you groove on that sort of 
thing?

We can't escape it. it's a lag. and I 
am a star. The four of us are stars. It's 
not important because we know we are. 
The only people who go out their brains 
are those who don't quite make it. 
They're the ones who always drink 
themselves to death or hype themselves 
to death, or do something, and they go 
crazy- if it drops a bit they go insane. 
But name me one master who's crazy? 
Sinatra? Straight as a die. Charlie 
Chaplin, all of them, they went through 
it all. The only problems people have is 
when they're called stars and they know
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and come up with Paul McCartney as 
dead?

Well, they're just playing too many 
games for me to get involved in. The un
derground is supposed to be helping ev
eryone. getting rid of the establishment, 
but to me they're establishment anyway. 
They don't make it for me. they really 
don't. It's like the normal press, the 
dailies, wouldn't mention Harry and 
The Freakouls. but the underground 
wouldn't mention Herman and the Her
mits They're both playing politics, 
which is wrong. With Rolling Stone that 
was the problem. If you weren't Crazy 
Sooky and the Shagbass they just we
ren't interested. I don't wanna stop it. I 
just don't like the politics one way or the 
other. I don’t wanna be a politician: I'm 
an entertainer. I’d like a paper that 
would just talk about music, and all the 
music.

You mentioned Bobby Dylan some 
time back. Were you ever really close 
with him?

Yeah, we had a lol of feeling for each 
other, as a band and Dylan and individ
uals and Dylan But he's so far away 
and we don't have that much contact. 
Il's not that easy, you know. You could 
say we're friends. For me personally. I 
love him. just what he's doing, and as a 
person I've met him two or three limes. 
It lakes a while to have a friend; he's 
more like an acquaintance. But we all 
appreciate what we're all doing. I think. 
Well. I appreciate what he's doing.

Who would you say your friends were 
now in the business?

Besides the other three. Klaus . . .
How About Mick?
No. it depends how far you wanna say 

friend is. A friend is like you tell your 
troubles to and I don't think Mick and I 
would ever get into that. We know each 
other but I don't think I could get into 
with Mick the problems of life, which 
you do with friends.

Both of you, though, started off so 
long ago and it seems like the two bands 
are the only ones to have survived from 
that era—at least as far as the public's 
knowledge of the individuals is con
cerned.

We never had that much contact with 
them. There's a whole myth built up 
how we used to fight each other: it 
was like The Beatles versus The Slones. 
But as people we ... I was never into 
that. They were this band and we were 
that band. We were always bigger than 
The Slones, ha ha ha, because I think 
their scene was strictly teenage rebels 
and we were into all walks of life. I 
don't think there were many grand
mothers who really liked the Stones, but 
we went from four-year-old kids to 
90-year-old grandmothers. We covered 
more of the spectrum, that s why we 
were bigger. Their scene was that vio
lence. We never created violence, even 
in the start.

they're not doing it.
Do you see yourself in the same terms 

as Sinatra and Chaplin?
Only in our own right, which is what 

we did as Beatles We were the biggest 
entertainers in the world for a couple of 
years. Like. Sinatra was the biggest solo 
singer because he sang and he had a 
great personality, he had magic. People 
keep saying. “Why did you make it?" 
There’s the reason that we're there as 
humans, and the reasons of John and 
Paul as writers and the four of us as mu
sicians. There's a lol of people like that 
around but they don't make it. There's 
some magic in the air that makes you 
that big. that makes you appeal to the 
masses, you know. They need heroes, 
and they need working class heroes, ha 
ha

Have you always been conscious of the 
fact you were going to be a star, right the 
way back to the Liverpool days?

Yes. all my life I've known this is my 
path. I played drums and I was always 
gonna be on the Palladium. I mean, that 
was the aim then when I was playing a 
club for ten bob a night. I knew some 
day I’d gel that name in lights, you 
know, that glossy thing. I just felt it. 
That’s why the early days of the turmoil 
and no sleeping, and the dragginess and 
the work, working all those hours every 
night -they all contributed to being able 
to handle it when you make it. The 
people who can't make it are those who 
come right off the streets. You know, 
they haven't done anything they sud
denly come into it with one hit record, 
they've never done the ground work, 
and suddenly they're monsters. And the 
next one doesn't make it. They've no 
substance: it's all shine and the shine 
suddenly disappears. If there's no sub
stance your life isn't very good anyway, 
even if it's not in pop music or acting. 
Il's difficult for a band now to have any 
lime in which they can mature because 
as soon as they gel a hit record every
thing is analyzed by the press, etc.

All that analyzing is a lol of shit! If 
you listen and enjoy it that's all that’s 
important. I can't stand people gelling 
intellectual about it. about anything 
really. Music is to be enjoyed, or it's 
something that helps you. I mean. Dy
lan started saying all those things: 
people believe it but couldn't actually 
say it or write it down, and he helped a 
lol of people. That's what we did with a 
lol of songs. The Beatles were big at 
writing love songs and there's nothing as 
big as a love song. man. The whole 
world over, everyone likes a love song; if 
you write a good love song you're very 
good. All our early songs “I Wanna 
Hold Your Hand." “Love Me Do." 
“Please Please Me" -they were all love 
songs. Most of the monsters are love 
songs. I love a love song.

What do you think of the underground 
papers, then, who analyze these things
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carts together. British newspaper 
headlines used to be filled with 
words like “Lennon Shock." 
"Beatle John Row." and "Lennon 
Gives Back MBE." all signs of the 
rumpuses he was creating.

Then came his first solo album, 
and the British gossip columns were 
busy again with stories of four-letter 
words, drugs, orgies, and so on. and 
needless to say some of the more 
strait-laced radio stations around 
the world were as quick to ban the 
record as they were to play the Beat
les new albums a few years ago. 
Meanwhile the Lennons' latest film 
had the columnists sniggering 
grotesquely among themselves when 
they learned that the picture's chief 
feature was three hundred and six
ty-five New York posteriors.

And now Lennon has done it 
again. His attack on Paul in the LP 
Imagine (Apple) made the front 
pages of the more scandal-oriented 
British music papers: Yoko's film.

Crippled Inside
----------------- by Ray Connolly-------------------

John Lennon calls 
making records hell 

and performing 
torture. So why has 

he turned out a second 
album and planned 
a new tour? “It's 

our pain,” he says, 
“that drives us on.”

K.

enius has been defined as 
VXa supreme capacity for taking 
trouble. It might be more fitly de
scribed as a supreme capacity for 
getting its possessors into trouble of 
all kinds and keeping them therein 
so long as the genius remains.

Il is inconceivable that when 
writing that a hundred years or so 
ago Samuel Butler could in his wild
est dreams have imagined such a 
character as John Lennon, yet that 
definition of genius suits no-one I 
can think of better than that larg
er-than-life composite of eccentri
cities who fourteen years ago started 
a band which we later came to know 
as the Beatles.

Since he shed his goody-goody 
Beatle image when he fell in love 
with and married Yoko Ono. John 
has emerged as a fitful modern gen
ius capable of some brilliantly direct 
and succinct writing, but with a 
seemingly inbuilt ability for up
setting all the establishment apple
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lavatory

"We're always putting ourselves on trial 
and waiting to have egg thrown in our 
faces. It's like 'now will you love me if I 
stand on my head and play guitar and 
get an award from the Queen?’ "

pleasant land poets used to write 
about. They rarely have any visitors, 
and the people they do see are usual
ly connected in some way with their 
work. A secretary keeps them in 
touch with the outside world from a 
fully-equipped office adjacent to 
their suite.

Yoko and John’s relationship is 
banteringly good-humored. They 
laugh al each other a lot. "We’d like 
to be rich and famous but invisible." 
says John. "It would be nice to get 
all the credit and all the fun. but he 
able to go out without anyone 
knowing us and staring al us."

I visited them several times al 
their perfectly proportioned while 
mansion (it was formerly owned by 
a soccer magnate). Since they 
moved in. they have worked con
stantly at redesigning it. and over 
half the house is still unlived in In 
the Lennon's personal suite virtually 
the only color is on the television, 
which stands square on al the end of 
the bed. the walls, carpet, ceiling all 
of plain while, while there is little 
furniture other than a large desk. 
Above the bed a consul of switches 
and flashing lights keeps them in 
constant touch with the rest of civ
ilization normally by way of the 
transatlantic telephone lines to busi-

ing with me must have had a helluva 
time. I’m frightened of that in a 
way. so I’m probably being very 
careful now."

The Lcnnons live today on a sev
enty acre estate near Ascot in what 
must he the original green and

Uy. which followed an insect or two 
in their exploration of a naked fe
male body, got the decency issue go
ing again: and to make things com
plete. Lennon appeared on the Dick 
Caret! Show, attacked half the 
people he'd ever worked with, and 
called everyone who’d ever criticized 
him a "fal-assed intellectual.“

Yet there’s a conservative side to 
John Lennon. Despite himself he is 
not a publicity-hungering, uncouth 
Liverpool rocker. Nor is he the ang
ry. tactless neurotic he occasionally 
appears to be. Widely considered a 
mad extrovert, he is. for ninety-nine 
per cent of the lime, a quietly living 
inoffensive citizen whose activities 
would never merit any headlines at 
all

The furor which goes on in his 
name is. he feels, a madness. He 
does nothing (or what he considers 
nothing) to prolong that madness, 
but all the same the legend lingers 
on.

His lime with Yoko means every
thing to him. They told me once 
that they felt that as they "weren’t 
too young" when they met they now 
feel that they have to get every sec
ond out of their relationship in the 
time-is-short theory, which is a 
strange philosophy for a man of 
thirty. Still, they remain totally ob
sessed by themselves and with each 
other.

“We're too busy to fancy other 
people." Yoko told me when I was 
leasing her once about the rigid 
exclusivity of their relationship. 
"We’re loo busy and too scared and 
insecure. We’re like two scared chil
dren.

"My greatest wish is to have a 
good love-life. If that stops, then 
there's no point in life. If it did I 
think I’d just concentrate on my 
work. But I think love is something 
you make. You have to try con
stantly to work for it. and I think I 
can do it if I constantly make the ef
fort. I mean I couldn’t do it if it 
meant being a masochist. If it 
comes to the limit and it’s not work
ing. when you can see that it's not 
working and that it’s dead, then you 
should just chuck it. Thai's the most 
frightening thing. Love can he like a 
lie that you always want to keep go
ing. And it's love that I care most 
about."

Sometimes I think she seems to 
have an almost traditionally oriental 
desire to make her husband happy: 
"Well, yes." she says. "I’m con
cerned about him because I love 
him. You should have seen me when 
I didn't love men. I treated them 
terribly, which had a lot to do with 
the breaking up of my two previous 
marriages. I was always so head
strong and proud that any man liv-

MUSIC
ness adviser Allen Klein in New 
York.

In this setting it would be easy to 
forget that John Lennon is primarily 
a brilliant writer of contemporary 
music. He depends upon instant 
communication (there are virtually 
no hooks on display in the house 
apart from a strange collection of 
mostly new titles on a shelf by the 
lavatory but there are masses of 
technical equipment for instan
taneous transmissions, filmings. re
cordings. Telexings). yet his own 
communications take many months 
to write and prepare. Only when the 
record has been cut does he decide 
that he wants it’s release to he in
stant.

His earlier album was very im
portant to him. and he was ex
tremely anxious that n should get 
good critical reviews. It was his first 
solo album containing all new 
songs the first collection for which 
he had to take complete responsi
bility. He put six months solid work 
into that album and he meant it like 
he's never meant anything else.

"I kept reading about Paul being 
the brilliant melody writer and 
George being the philosopher, so 
where does that leave me? Yes. 
that’s right, the null" he says exag
gerating his mortification.

The record was. in fact, as near 
an attempt as we’ve surely yet seen 
of a public hero of this generation 
laying bare his soul before his fol
lowers. It was Lennon’s autobiogra
phy. a jarring, disturbing collection 
of songs about his childhood, his 
disillusionment*. his new-found ex
istentialism. Lennon at thirty, with
out the gobbledegook.

The record was made last Octo
ber and November after a summer 
of psychotherapy in Beverly Hills. 
For six months the Lennons sweated 
out their neuroses under the meth
ods conceived and practiced (and 
documented in his book The Primal 
Scream') by Arthur Janov.

“Janov showed us how to feel our 
pain and fear.” says John. "It 
allowed us to feel our feelings all the 
lime, and those feelings almost al
ways make you cry."

But the new record. Imagine, was 
a whole different trip. John had got
ten out of psychotherapy, the emo
tional fight had settled down, and 
there was what he called a new 
"lightness" in his life. "I was feeling 
happy. I was in love, and I was hav
ing a good lime." He didn't need the 
therapy of recording his diary any
more.

That’s not to say that Imagine is 
less personal than the earlier album. 
But this lime, the feelings that were 
wrapped in agony are decked out tn 
hope. On the first album- John was
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"When I was writing teenage poems I was 
always hiding my emotions. I’m now 
writing about me completely."

time. ‘Help' was about me. although 
il was a bit poetic. In "Help' I was in 
a helluva state. 1 say in the song that 
when I was younger I was doing all 
right, but then things got more diffi
cult. ‘In My Life' was pretty truth
ful. And I suppose ‘I'm A Loser" 
was more of a mood than anything.

"But normally when I was young
er I used to hide my real emotions in 
gobbledegook like in the book In 
His Own Write. When 1 wrote teen
age poems I wrote in gobbledegook 
because I was always hiding my real 
emotions or whatever from Mimi." 
(the aunt who brought him up). 
"I'm now writing about me com
pletely ."

Yoko tries to help: "It's not that 
the Primal Scream is making John 
write. It's just that he's using that 
experience to help him —as he used 
the Maharishi trip."
“Yes. yes. in the old days they 

used to go to the desert or Cornwall 
or they'd go across the world on a 
boat. I went to Maharishi, and re
gardless of what I was supposed to 
be doing. I did write some of my 
best songs while I was there. It was 
a nice scene. Nice and secure and 
everyone was always smiling. The 
experience was worth il if only for

savagely bitter when he said he'd 
bad to jettison his beliefs in religion, 
country, and leaders. But now he's 
mellow and dreamy about il. That's 
what the title cm. "Imagine." is all 
about: a world with no heaven, no 
hell, no religion, no country, and no 
possessions—a world where people 
are forced to live for today because 
there’s nothing else to believe in. but 
where they have joined together in 
peace and sharing.

He still writes about personal 
agony, bul he makes a goof of it. He 
sings about being “crippled inside” 
with the good-lime swagger of a 20's 
Charleston. He sings about the pain 
of slugging your way through life (in 
“It’s So Hard") to the slap-happy 
accompaniment of a bass that 
trucks along in underground-comic 
style and a sax that seems to snap its 
suspenders and grin at a nasty 
world.

"Uncompromisingly commer
cial." is how Lennon describes the 
album. You could lake lhal remark
10 mean lhal he's given his music 
an optimistic tone because misery 
doesn't sell. Still, the sluff the new 
album is made of comes from 
John's gut. The album is loaded 
with his insecurities and fears. And
11 wades straight into some of his 
more controversial hatreds: it spits 
disgust at "tricky-dicky” and ac
cuses Paul of being a lousy musician 
and a despicable human being.

But there's more hope coming 
from Lennon's gut these days and 
less resentment. He's adopted the 
attitude that "it's silly to be bitter." 
And he's calmed down to the point 
where he can open his eyes to the 
trees, the clouds, and the sky.

As for the music in Imagine. John 
has reached out for a far greater va
riety of forms and technical effects 
than what he had used in the first al
bum. A year ago he wanted to get 

to the simplicity of “I Want 
To Hold Your Hand." “1 was thir
ty." he points out. “and that's the 
way I felt. I kept everything simple 
on purpose." So he cut most of the 
album with only two other musi
cians. and relied heavily on the slow 
thud of Ringo's drum, on Klaus 
Voorman's bass, and on his own 
guitar work and piano playing.

But this time John filled the 
eight-track studio at his house with 
at least twenty other musicians. He 
wanted to go beyond his own limited 
piano-playing ability, so he turned 
most of the keyboard responsi
bilities over lo Nicky Hopkins. He 
had George Harrison and the 
Moody Blues' Mike Pinder in to ex
pand the guitar work. ex-Domino 
Jim Gordon to add to the drums, 
and King Curtis to slip in a saxo
phone lick or two.
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ten.' Like artists who start off de
rivatively painting. I was writing 
separately from myself and I wasn't 
too much personally concerned. 
That lasted for a bit until it got em
barrassing. and then it just changed 
and I began writing about whatever 
happened to me.

"Admittedly ‘I Am The Walrus' 
didn't mean anything (the melody 
came lo him after hearing a wailing 
police car siren) bul a lol of others 
were straight diaries. 'Strawberry 
Fields Forever' meant a lot. Il was 
about me and I was having a hard

Then he flew to New York lo lay 
down four violin tracks —not or
dinary violins, but the "Flux Fid
dlers." about forty robot violins in
vented by a friend of Yoko's 
(“They're fantastic." says John ex
citedly. “you just plug them in and 
they play.")

And John moved into musical 
styles in this album that he hadn't 
touched in the earlier one. 
"Crippled Inside" he wrote as a 
"double bass country and western 
tune, and very gay." He wrote "Oh 
Yoko" in the style of a summer 
camp sing-along. And he even threw 
a violin riff into "How" that could 
have been ripped off an Englebert 
Humperdinck track.

"People often ask me how 1 
write." he says, “but there's no one 
answer. I do it in all kinds of 
ways with piano, guitar, any com
bination you can think of. in fact. It 
isn't easy, it's torture. Well, mainly 
torture. Oh. Yoko says the writing 
is easy compared with the recording. 
That's when I go through hell. 
When I've finished an album I think 
"screw it!" for a bit. and I think I 
won’t write any more songs because 
I don't have to be panicked into it. 
Then when I haven't done any for a 
few months. I gel all paranoic think
ing 'Oh. Christ. I can't write. I'll 
have to do some more.'
“Musicals? Stage musicals? 1'11 

never do that. I hate musicals. I've 
always loathed them since my cous
in made me sit through one years 
ago. They bore me stiff and they're 
always lousy music.

“When I was fifteen my ambition 
was to write 'Alice In Wonderland' 
and lo be bigger than Elvis. In our 
family the radio was hardly ever on. 
so 1 got to pop later: not like Paul 
and George who'd been groomed in 
pop music coming over the radio all 
the lime. We never had it in the 
house and I only heard it at other 
people's homes. This fellow I knew 
called Don Beatty showed me the 
name Elvis Presley in the charts in 
the New Musical Express (a British 
music paper) and said he was great. 
It was 'Heartbreak Hotel.' And I 
thought it sounded a bit phoney, you 
know ‘Heart-break Hotel." But then 
when 1 heard it it was the end for 
me. 1 think I heard it on Radio 
Luxembourg first."

When he first began writing mu
sic his styles were basically deriva
tive—influenced by all the music 
which had excited him. Bul over the 
years and throughout the Beatles al
bums his approach changed.

"When 1 wrote ‘I Want To Hold 
Your Hand' I was writing in a very 
objective way. thinking to myself 
‘this is how Goffin and King write 
so this is how rock and roll is writ-
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"I’m no longer searching for anything. 
There’s no search. There’s no way to go.
There’s nothing. This is it. . . .”

"We’ve always done dirty little things on 
records. In ’Girl’ the Beatles were singing 
'tit-tit tit-tit’ in the background...”

the songs that came out. It could 
have been the desert or Ben Nevis."

Again Yoko explains: "The 
Maharishi or The Primal Scream 
act as a mirror lor John in which he 
sees himself. But the figure in the 
mirror doesn't exist unless he exists. 
So he writes from his reflection."

"The funny thing about the 
Maharishi camp was that although 
it was very beautiful and I was 
meditating about eight hours a day. 
I was writing the most miserable 
songs on earth." John goes on. "In 
‘Yeah Blues!" when I wrote ‘I'm so 
lonely. I want to die' I'm not kid
ding. That's how I fell I've never 
enjoyed writing third person songs.

“Most of my songs the good 
ones -are in the first person. I write 
about hie. On 'Help' (he real feeling 
of the song was lost because it was a 
single and it had to he fast I've 
thought of doing it again sometime 
and slowing it down. I remember 1 
got very emotional at the time sing-

what I was trying to say.
“We've always done dirty little 

things on records. In 'Girl' the Beat
les were singing 'tit-tit-tit-lil' in the 
background and nobody noticed. On 
the record of ‘Give Peace A Chance' 
I say ‘masturbation' but on the lyric 
sheets I changed it to "masticating- 
because I was a coward and I didn't 
want to he banned again. I'd just 
been banned for singing ‘Christ you 
know it ain't easy’ on ‘The Ballad of 
John and Yoko."

"With songs like ‘Working Class 
Hero' the words present themselves

quicker than I have lime to write the 
tunes. When I have good words I 
don’t bother with the lune much - I 
just do it in the most functional way. 
With ‘In My Life’ and ‘Across The 
Universe' I had the words before the 
tune and then almost any tune fits. I 
just sang this song with the first lune 
I thought of. It’s derivative of every 
tune I've ever heard."

Over a dinner of steak and 
chips -they had been on a diet of 
brown rice in an attempt to lose 
some weight they picked up in Los 
Angeles —the conversation contin
ued. Lennon staring hard at me 
from behind these little pebble len
ses whenever he got excited but in
sisting always that he was never an 
aggressive man.

"I'm not a tough guy. I've always 
had to have a facade of being tough 
to protect myself from other 
people's neuroses. But really. I'm a 
very sensitive weak guy. Now before 
we see anyone we carefully assess 
whether we are up to the exchange 
of energy necessary. I'm not going 
to waste my life running al twenty 
thousand miles an hour and I have 
to learn how not to do that now be
cause I don't want to die at forty.

“I've grown up. I said on my first

ing the lyrics. Whatever I'm singing 
I really mean. I don't mess about. 
Even if I'm singing awop-bop- 
alooma-awop-bam-boom I really 
mean it. /\nd then there's always 
that very emotional music going on 
al the same time."

The one song on the earlier album 
which caused" the most instan
taneous reaction with disc jock
eys and critics was the track 
"Working Class Hero" in which 
Lennon recounts his problematic 
childhood and cynically scoffs at the 
idea of himself as a celebrity.

A lol of people were taken much 
aback by his use of the word "fuck
ing." Lennon used it to add force to 
his statements.

“The word just came out." he 
says. “Thai's the way I talk and it 
seemed the only word to gel across

MUSK
album (on the track 'God') that I 
don't believe in father figures any 
more, like God. Kennedy or Hiller. 
I'm no longer searching for a guru. 
I'm no longer searching for any
thing. There's no search. There's no 
way to go. There's nothing. This is 
it. . . . I'm thirty and 1 don't feel as 
though I've done anything. I want to 
make the greatest films ever made, 
make the greatest music and write 
the greatest plays ever written. I 
want to do all that in the best way 
there is like we all do.

“Norman Mailer was on tele
vision the other night putting him
self on trial again and saying he 
didn’t really know why he was there. 
People like him and us are always 
putting ourselves on trial in front of 
the world, waiting to have egg 
thrown in our faces. It's like always 
putting yourself on trial to see if 
you're good enough for mummy and 
daddy -you know: 'now will you 
love me if I stand on my head and 
play guitar and dance anil blow bal
loons and get an award from the 
Queen and sing 'She Loves You.' 
now will you love me?'

"Well. I'll tell you I'm going to 
lake things easier from now on. I'll 
be around and I'll be doing things 
but I won't be going through all that 
torture of getting up and per
forming. I'm very nervous. Every 
lime I go into the studios to record I 
gel nervous. Now we've finally built 
one here in the house so that the 
musicians can come down here to 
work with us."

Despite his hatred of the studio. 
John keeps on recording. And des
pite his hatred of the concert stage, 
he plans to. resume performing. In a 
few months, he expects to take the 
Plastic Ono Band on its first tour.

"It's our pain that drives us on." 
he says. "At fifteen I wanted to 
write Alice In Wonderland, but 
when you think that whatever I do 
I'm never going to topple Leonardo, 
you get to thinking 'what's the use!' 
A lot of people had more pain than 
me. and they've done belter things.

Yoko breaks in suddenly. She 
doesn't want me to forget to men
tion that she has a record out (Fly. 
on Apple) and a hook. She knows a 
lot of people had difficulty in com
prehending the screaming sessions 
on her last records, and it depresses 
her. Since she met John, she has 
gone from being considered "a quiet 
"beautiful serious artist" to "a bitch 
and "virtually one of the Seven 
Dwarfs." This worries her a lol.

But John is back on his fascina
tion with the media: "Haye you 
written our obituaries yet. I m not 
thinking of going for another forty 
years or so. but I'd love to read 
mine." " I
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Bee Gees: A gem, a peach, a bitch.

DANNY 
GOLDBERG

The Time To Live Is Now—
Buzzy Linhart (Kama Sutra)

This album, the third for Buzzy, will 
be the one to pul him over the top. Al
ready amassing a huge underground fol
lowing. Linhart uses this latest package 
to display his incredibly unique vocal 
style and his multi instrumental talents.

The underlying theme of the album 
seems to be just plain fun and good 
limes, and Buzzy certainly delivers that 
message loud and clear. The record fea
tures the classic “And The Love's Still 
Growing." originally recorded by Carly 
Simon, and the sensational “Cheat 
Cheat Lied" which finds Linhart tearing 
into a vibes solo.

As far as the AM Top 40 market is 
concerned. “Friends" or the title track 
are most appealing, but all of the selec
tions arc filled with the friendly sounds 
of music and happiness.

The First Great Rock Festivals Of The 
Seventies: Isle Of Wight/ Atlanta Pop 
Festival (Columbia)

With the front cover displaying the 
names of the lop groups in the country, 
this three record set will be hard to re
sist. Il should be understood that live, 
open air festivals are a bit difficult to 
record, and so the sound quality will 
vary from track to track but with a 
cast including Poco. Mountain. The All- 
man Brothers. Johnny Winter. Leonard 
Cohen. Miles Davis. Ten Years After. 
Cactus. Jimi Hendrix and Sly. this 
record is still well worth buying.

Most impressive are Mountain who 
rip through an incredible version of 
“Stormy Monday" and display some 
never before heard guitar bass passages 
that are absolutely delightful. Poco fi
nally tear the house down with their 
classic “Kind Woman" and “Grand 
Junction."

It’s really useless to describe the per
formances of each and every act on the 
I.P. so, suffice it to say that this all-star 
cast package should easily become a 
collectors' item.

Continued on Page 24

doing in 1967 and said “What was 
that?" Since then the Gibb brothers 
have literally penetrated into the mind
streams of our lives. Now. reunited and 
belter than ever, the boys have come up 
with what amounts to a triumph. Each 
Bee Gees LP is like a beautiful waler
color. bathed in brightly dancing hues 
and elusive always elusive. The shim
mer of the arrangements, the delicacy of 
the vocal blendings, the charm of the 
lyrics these all defy musical gravity. 
Even those who generally frown on the 
Bee Gees admit almost to a man that 
“How- Can You Mend A Broken 
Heart.” the number that serves to kick 
off the new album, is a refreshing and 
appealing song. Okay, you say. nice 
start. But then come song after song, 
each one a gem. a peach, a bitch. The 
title track and “Don't Wanna Live In
side Myself” can easily lake their places 
alongside the best things the group has 
done. “Somebody Slop The Music” is a 
slow' verse uptempo chorus type of song 
with a delightful surprise ending. “Dear
est" couldn’t have been a more dainty 
valentine had it been wrapped in lace. 
The material is representative of the 
heads of all three Gibb brothers. The 
production by the boys and Robert Stig- 
wood is al the usual high level. Trafal
gar. Admiral Nelson would have been 
proud.

Free Live! (A&M)
“Don’t it always seem to go that you 

don’t know what you’ve got till it’s 
gone." lamented Joni Mitchell once, 
and she might easily have been talking 
about Free, the four man British group 
which is no more. They were an exciting 
concert act. so this live album, recorded 
at Sunderland and Croydon, is particu
larly welcome. Like most in-person 
records, it consists mainly of previously 
released songs: but. in this case, the se
lections are representative of Free over 
a span of lime ranging from early pieces 
like “The Hunter" on up through “Fire 
And Water” and “Mr. Big.” Their big
gest hit. “All Right Now.” is ideally 
suited for a live selling and it gets an un
forgettable treatment complete with the 
sounds of a crowd which can barely con
tain itself. The quality of the live tracks 
is generally good, save for an occasional 
overbalance in the direction of the 
drums. Free have also included two re
cent songs. “Gel Where I Belong" and 
“My Brother Jake." which were done in 
the studio. Former is low-key and a bit 
plodding: latter is buoyant and fun all 
the way. Incidentally, the album jacket, 
done up in the form of an air mail enve
lope. is beautiful.

Trafalgar—Bee Gees(Alco)
Do you remember the first time you 

heard the Bee Gees? Maybe it was 
“New York Mining. Disaster 1941" or 
“To Love Somebody" and maybe you 
looked up from whatever you were 

n r h m a

Jefferson Airplane—Bark (Grunt)
Ip ans of Jefferson Airplane have 
J? had to make do with a greatest hits 
album and a couple of off-shoots. Hol 
Tuna and the Starship, since the group's 
last album of original songs. Yeah, it’s 
been almost two years since Volunteers. 
and that's a long lime to wait, even for a 
good album. Bark is that good album. 
In fact, it’s so good it will probably take 
its place on your record shelf right 
alongside Surrealistic Pillow and Crown 
Of Creation, or alongside whatever your 
favorite Airplane albums happen to be. 
Marly Balin has parachuted away from 
the band, but they have retained their 
instantly recognizable sound, while con
tinuing to expand their musical visions. 
A nice thing about Bark is that each 
member of the Plane gels an opportun
ity io express himself individually, with 
the result that the record seems to 
change in terms of sound much the way 
the grains in a kaleidoscope do visually. 
So it is that socio-political cuts like 
“When The Earth Moves Again" and 
“War Movie.” both written by Paul 
Kantner. are complemented (but hap
pily. never offset) by Jorma's in
trospective and candid “Third Week In 
The Chelsea” and the Jorma-Joey-Jack 
composition “Pretty As You Feel." 
which positively harks back to the San 
Francisco flower days in its wistful and 
folksy delivery and in its simple theme 
that beauty-wise it’s what’s inside that 
counts. Grace's “Law Man” is a right- 
on message to the authorities. “Rock 
and Roll Island.” for all its imagery 
(“magnetics flow all around me.” “in 
the middle of the lime seas") is. al 
heart, a likeable rock and roll number: 
“Wild Turkey" is a wailer which, 
though it always seems on the verge of 
really taking off without managing lo. 
slill has ils moments. The major dis
appointment of the album is something 
called “Thunk." composed by Joey 
Covington; from the opening note ils 
mood is down, its lyrics arc banal, ils 
delivery is uninspired oh. it’s awful. 
Certainly the most bizarre track on the 
album is Grace’s “Never Argue With A 
German If You’re Tired." on which she 
easily establishes herself as one of the 
most innovative artists working in the 
Wagnerian rock genre. No question 
about it this is one of the quality 
records of the year.
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Black Sabbath—Master of Reality

health

i.

they first plunked the needle down on 
“The Wizard.” “Wicked World" and 
the like. Two of the eight tracks were 
composed by guitarist Tony lommi and. 
not unexpectedly, they are guitar domi
nated instrumentals. But and this may 
come as a surprise to those who have 
pegged lommi as a heavy they are 
delicate, even lilting pieces. In a similar 
vein, but complete with lyrics is “Soli
tude." a subtle and gently haunting 
number which might have been handed 
down through the centuries. Lest people 
forget, however, that Black Sabbath is 
first and foremost a granite hard rock 
band, the remainder of the set is high 
velocity stuff played with the usual ven-

(Warner Bros.)
The third album from this British 

quartet has just a few more edges to it 
than the previous two releases. Even 
their detractors will admit that Sabbath 
plays hard, gloomy rock in a way that’s 
completely their own. but that in the 
past, the boys have offered only fleeting 
glimpses of their versatility. Now the 
group holds the shutter open long 
enough This should come as good news 
to devout Sabbath fans, whose determi
nation to defend the group against all 
comers may have flagged slightly since

gcance. But while the images are as 
bleak as before, they are far more strik
ing and more intellectually conceived. 
Yep. “Into The Void" is a steely por
trait of exhaust destruction; “Children 
Of The Grave" offers more hope for the 
future than might be presumed from the 
title, and “After Forever" actually 
raises a few questions about salvation. 
One of the group's major pulses has al
ways been the right out front vocals of 
Ozzy Osbourne and once again he 
comes through in this department. Ulti
mately this is an unusually satisfying al
bum and one which shows that Black 
Sabbath is growing right before our 
ears. •

leas, this one is delicious hot or cold. 
Most beneficial health-wise when taken 
after meals or whenever troubled by in
digestion or gas pains. Pour boiling wa
ter over one tablespoon of elderflowers 
and one tablespoon of peppermint 
leaves to prepare a flu-go-away con
coction. The peppermint will relieve that 
gnawing nauseated feeling, and the el
derflowers will sooth throat in
flammation and chest congestion.

Chamomile (Matricaria chamomilla)
The “super soother" of them all is 

made from the flowers of the chamo
mile plant. One teaspoon of the blos
soms per cup of waler (sleep no more 
than five minutes) will quiet the most 
frayed nerves. Tension fatigue slowly 
slips away and you soon feel alert, but 
relaxed. Save the left overs for a terrific 
hair rinse.

A Word About Taste ... If you are a 
strong coffee drinker or for that matter, 
if you like your Lipions. Tetley or what
ever dark, you may find herb teas rather 
weak and mild. Drink them slowly. 
Hold the liquid in your mouth for a few 
seconds before swallowing and try to 
“feel" the various taste sensations. You 
will acquire a taste for the delicate fla
vors and your body will like you more 
for it.

Many of these teas can be bought al
ready prepared in tea bags, which is fine 
if you're in a hurry; but herb leas usual
ly taste belter when prepared slowly in 
their loose form. Warm your teapot 
(which by the way should be enamel, 
earthenware, or glass . . . never metal) 
with plain boiling water for about five 
minutes. Discard the water and place 
the herbs in the warmed pot with the lid 
on for another few minutes. The warmth 
will penetrate the leaves or blossoms 
and more flavor will come through when 
you finally pour the boiling waler over 
them. The steeping lime depends on the 
herb; some requiring more time than 
others. Experiment till you find the 
strength you like best. As for sweet
ening. honey is the best addition because 
it blends more naturally with the herbs 
and doesn't overwhelm their delicate 
flavor. Il’s healthier loo! •

stimulant. Crush about a palmful of 
bark and boil it in a pint of water for 

by Mary about 15 minutes. Mixed with a little
Diane Schmucker h°nCy' il makcS a SP‘C>’ Sweel brew ■ ' 
■■■■■■■■mb especially good on a cold winter day.

Sarsaparilla (Smilax officinalis)
This is another root favored for its 

medicinal effects by the Indians. Two 
cups of strong tea (prepared like Sas
safras. only the whole root is used) will 
help clear up dry skin eruptions because 
of ns stimulating action on the oil 
glands. Take a cup an hour or two be
fore meals to improve a poor appetite 
and al the same lime prevent con
stipation. Sarsaparilla really gels those 
digestive juices going!
Sage (Salvia officinalis)

This “spirit lifter" lakes a while to 
prepare, but is well worth the effort if 
you’re feeling lense, depressed, run
down. or just suffering in general. Pour 
a pint of boiling waler over a palmful of 
leaves, allow to cool, then cover and 
place in the refrigerator for at least 24 
hours. After this lengthy sleeping peri
od, strain and drink rewarmed or cold. 
Because sage is a natural antiseptic and-** 
astringent, it’s also very helpful for sore 
throats.
Nettle (Urtica diocia)

Nettle makes one of the most health
ful leas you can drink. Herbalists rec
ommend it for rheumatism, stomach 
ailments, congested lungs, and hives. In
dians look advantage of its strong astri
ngent qualities and used il to arrest in
ternal bleeding. Today many women 
find it eases menstrual cramps. A stimu
lating. strengthening lea is made from 
two tablespoons of nettle to a pint of 
boiling waler.
Woodruf (Asperula odorta) i

The same ingredient that gives May 
Wine it’s slightly fresh and fruity taste 
also makes a calming, mildly flavored 
tea. Drink a cup lo relieve a headache or 1 
whenever you feel lense. Use one cup of 
hot -not boiling - water to one tea
spoon of woodruff and sleep for al least 
20 minutes. Woodruf lea is wonderfully 
relaxing before going to bed. particular
ly if you have trouble sleeping.
Peppermint (Menta piperita)

One of the most refreshing of the herb

/’onfused is the only word lo 
describe my stale of mind the first 

lime I visted the tea shelf al my local 
health food store. Long before. I had 
graduated Lipions to the delicious and 
more varied English blends; but by this 
lime 1 was a serious lea drinker, and 
had come lo the conclusion that if I was 
going to continue downing six lea cups a 
day I might as well make il a healthy in
dulgence. As I stood before the shelf of 
boxed loose tea. colorful packages of lea 
bags, and clear packets of dried flower 
blossoms and herbs. I found it impos
sible lo make a decision. Label reading 
was no help at all. Either there was no 
description of taste and or benefits, or 
they were written in Swiss. I finally 
asked a fellow tea consumer what he 
was buying and why. Showing me his 
package of Sassafras bark he told me it 
was his favorite. Not only was it super 
spicy delicious, but it was a soothing 
natural antiseptic . . . just the treat
ment for his sore throat. Being a long 
lime cold sufferer myself. I picked up a 
package of Sassafras bark, and to this 
day il is number one of my list of 
healthy herb leas.

After much research on the effects of 
various herbs and a lol of pleasurable 
tea tasting I’ve found the following her
bal infusions to be most beneficial and 
delicious.
Sassafras (Lauros sassafras)

For ages before the first settlers 
reached the New World. Indians used 
this reddish bark of the sassafras root as 
their chief jnedicine for stomach ail
ments. painful joints and sore throats. 
The early colonists learned the power of 
this flavorful tea and used it to relieve 
cold symptoms and cure “spring fever". 
Soon this new “wonder drug" was being 
exported to Europe.

Sassafras does induce perspiration 
(helpful in reducing a high fever) and 
has antiseptic qualities. It s also a zesty
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Cowboys and Ecology:
The New Riders Of The Purple Sage

Jerry Garcia: Not really in the group, 
but he’s always been with them—till now.

David Nelson: Had 
been playing with Big Brother.

David Torbert: On his 
way to Europe when they 
persuaded him to pick up a bass.

In California’s suburbs is a family of musicians who 
travel together, smoke together, and used to

share a commune. Once they gave birth to the 
Grateful Dead and the Jefferson Airplane. Now 

they've produced the New Riders.
TTThe New Riders of the Pur-

1 pie Sage evolved from the same 
family of musicians that gave us 
The Jefferson Airplane. Hol Tuna 
and The Grateful Dead, and will 
soon give us James and the Good 
Brothers. Grootna. Commander 
Cody. The Rowan Brothers and R. 
J. Fox. The family extends from 
San Mateo, a suburban area about 
fifteen miles south of San Francisco 
near Stanford University territory 
where the whole thing started, to 
Owsley's prison cell on Terminal Is
land. to Marin, to itinerant musi
cians all over the country.

The nucleus of the family travel 
together, smoke dope together, and 
used to live together and share mon
ey together, but they've given up on 
that. Some of them are banjo
pickers. some are equipment men. 
Some of them, like Bobby Ace and 
His Cards, have hardly ever been 
heard of. And some of them are fa
mous.

The Grateful Dead and the New

Marmaduke, guitar: 
He writes lyrics 
to save the planet.

Spencer Dryden, J 
ex-Jefferson Airplane J 

drummer: liked the H 

music and wanted to join. ]
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Finally Bob Matthews drilled like a 
tumbleweed away from lhe group. 
The foursome of Torbert. Nelson. 
Marmaduke and Dryden remained. 
And with the phantom background 
of Jerry Garcia's pedal steel, they 
became the New Riders who finally 
nailed down a recording contract.

The New Riders got their name 
one night when Garcia and Marma
duke and some other family mem
bers were conducting their version 
of a think tank, which means they 
were sitting around getting stoned. 
Bob Hunter, who was just another 
family member, but later became 
the lyricist for the Dead, came up 
with lhe idea.

"The Riders of the Purple Sage." 
explains Spencer Dryden, ’"was a 
cowboy book written by Zane Grey. 
God knows when. It had all those 
funny drawings in it of people that 
looked like Tom Mix. Then in the 
forties there was a very smooth 
western-oriented group with light 
acoustical guitars and very close, 
sweet harmonies called The Riders 
of the Purple Sage (who used to sing 
with Roy Rogers). They did stuff 
like ‘Cool Water' and ‘Tumbling 
Tumbleweeds.' Sluff akin to lhe 
Sons Of The Pioneers. I think they 
pul out one record and God knows 
what happened to it. We have noth
ing to do with them though. Never 
even heard them."

Though the New Riders started 
out as Jerry Garcis's pedal steel gui
tar outlet. Garcia isn't in the New' 
Riders. He just played on their new 
Columbia album (The New Riders 
of the Purple Sage) and plays with 
them when they're on tour with the 
Dead, which has been all of the time 
up till now. Garcia also played on 
about fifteen other albums this year, 
which makes him a very busy man.

"Jerry does an incredible amount 
of work." says Dryden, "but he's 
just like anybody else, all of a sud
den it goes so far and you get ex
hausted. We're scouting around for 
a couple of guys to play pedal steel 
when Jerry can't work with us. It's a 
big job to fill "cause Jerry plays a 
good pedal steel."

The close association with the 
Dead has caused a lol of confusion 
about lhe New Riders being a Gar
cia group. Although he was in
strumental in starting the band, the 
bearded guitarist will readily admit

that the New Riders are Marma
duke's trip.

Marmaduke authored all the 
tunes on the New Riders' album. He 
writes country-oriented music as if 
he'd somehow stepped out of the 
19th century. But there's a strong 
20th century consciousness tinder 
the slowly drawled words and coun
try twists of Marmaduke's guitar. 
When he brings in the Old West, he 
borrows it from Gunsmoke and 
John Wayne, with a marshal dis
patching dirty business and a bunch 
of armed horsemen ripping off the 
Glendale train. You can be prettv 
sure that Marmaduke doesn't mean 
you to take the cowboy showdowns 
and sixgun murders seriously. 
"They found Amos White in fifteen 
pieces Fifteen miles apart" sounds 
loo much like a punch-line for that. 
But there is something in the coun
try sound that Marmaduke does 
want you to pay attention to: the 
feeling of closeness to nature.

For country music belongs with 
the mountains and rivers and eagles: 

// you go down to lhe gas-pow
ered flatland
Where most of the people just 
think that they’ re free
Remember lhe peace that you 
had on the mountain . . .

It's a peace that's being destroyed, 
he says. For now there's smoke in 
lhe air that used to be clear, and 
"the green tree", is not "quite as 
green as it used to be."

We live in the Garden of Eden.
I don't know why »’<■ want to tear 
lhe whole thing down.

Marmaduke, for one. is determined 
to hold on to that Eden. He's been 
known to say he wants to save lhe 
planet "from all the garbage taking 
us over and all lhe shit going down." 
So he has taken to bicycle riding 
and not smoking cigarettes.

Dryden's house in San Francisco 
is just fifteen minutes, a Golden 
Gate Bridge, six friends, a dog. two 
hitchhikers and four joints away 
from downtown San Francisco. Past 
condemned houseboats and On- 
dine's. which looks like a fancy res
taurant but could have been the in
spiration for Zappa s ‘‘Mud 
Shark."

Drvden has been naturally se
lected as the spokesman for the New 
Riders. Marmaduke, David Nelson 
and Dave Torbert slay out of the 
picture. Literally. A recent news-

Riders have migrated north of the 
city of San Francisco to Sausalito 
and to San Rafael: to lhe beautiful 
redwood forested clean-aired Marin 
County. They live and rehearse in 
funky old houses with musician's 
souvenirs and old ladies and chil
dren and gold records scattered 
about.

The history of the New Riders 
seems as complicated as the back
ground of a European royal family. 
You could say it began when Mar
maduke. known to his parents as 
John Dawson, was hanging around 
Los Altos with a group of musicians 
not yet known as The Grateful 
Dead, and took a bit of mescaline. 
Fie communed with the cosmic 
forces, made the decision to strike 
out on his own as a singer, and soon 
found himself enlivening the inter
missions at a Menlo Park coffee 
house.

Sometime earlier in his career, he 
had heard his first pedal steel guitar 
and had been mightily impressed. 
Now Jerry Garcia kept that fact in 
mind In 1969. when he started 
fiddling around with the pedal steel, 
he was lonely for someone to share 
it with. So he dragged the mam
moth instrument out to Marma
duke's coffee house for some jams.

The pedal-steel jamming was in
fectious. It not only lured the kids 
from the local pizza parlor away 
from lhe sweet smell of oregano, but 
tempted two more Grateful Dead 
members (Bob Matthews, the sound 
man. and Mickey Hart, the drum
mer) to join in. Marmaduke had 
been writing lunes, so lhe group got 
into playing them. And though you 
could say they were the original 
New Riders, they weren't lhe New 
Riders we know today.

For sometime later, guitarist Da
vid Nelson, who'd been with Big 
Brother, then had formed a band 
that Marmaduke was with for a 
while, got into the act. Then David 
Torbert. who'd played in Nelson's 
band, drifted through San Francisco 
on his way from Hawaii to Europe 
and was persuaded to pick up the 
bass. And Spencer Dryden, who'd 
been drumming for lhe Jefferson 
Airplane, saw lhe Riders playing 
one night al a benefit, contacted a 
friend of his who was a friend ol 
theirs, and slipped in to replace 
Mickey Hart, whose drumming just 
didn't seem to fit the country style.
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Louisiana Lady.” success isn't

paper photo of the New Riders 
showed Dryden with a couple of 
equipment men.

"1 don't think we're at all similar 
to the Dead, although we have the 
same roots.” says Dryden, objecting 
to the ever-present confusion be
tween the groups. “The Dead got 
into all that weirdness in the begin
ning. But if you got through the 
weirdness, they were playing folk 
and mountain-type melodies and 
stuff that comes out of the hills. 
They had all listened to that banjo 
and mandolin music. They always 
have. It's just that they got into that 
acid weirdness.

“The Dead haven't made what I 
consider to be the ultimate Grateful 
Dead album, 'cause I've seen them 
live so many times. I wish they 
would go with another record com
pany. 1 don't think they're being 
treated as righteously as they de
serve according to their stature.

“We signed with Columbia be
cause Warner Brothers is really 
screwed up. If you're going to offer 
somebody a deal and you rap down 
all these great things you're going to 
get. and it comes time to sign the 
paper and those things aren't there. 
I would just consider it a bad busi
ness move. We decided to talk to 
somebody else. We just didn't feel 
right. It's your life and you want to 
feel right.”

The New Riders ol the Purple 
Sage seem intent on feeling right, 
from their plans of moving to a 
farm with the Dead, to their album, 
to the fan club magazine photo over 
Dryden's desk that shows Lawrence 
Welk saying “Everyday I Thank 
God for Fern.” They're trying their 
hand at media other than sound - 
from videotape to beating Bill Gra
ham and the Fillmore All Stars at 
baseball.

But despite help from the Dead, 
they're paranoid about the success 
of the new group. When they're 
doing a concert in what they call 
“an oppressed area.” like Iowa 
State University, and they're swim-

I \riving down Sunset drugged 
I J . . night traffic . . red lights 

everywhere. Poor guy busied in an 
old chevy beneath a lady in a mus
tache. She's a billboard. Lady Lisa 
with her New York mustache. And 
the legend reads: BLOODROCK.

That's really all that I knew about 
Bloodrock “Who's Bloodrock?" 
somebody asked. "Some group 
from Texas." someone else an
swered. “One of producer Terry 
Knight's groups.”

The general scam had it that they 
filled out the bill with Grand Funk. 
Then a few weeks ago changes went 
down. Terry Knight was out. and 
the Capitol Tower had rocked. But 
now the group was topping the bill. 
They may be Capitol's second big
gest selling act. and they may be 
known all over the country, but in 
super-hyped L.A. they're just a bi
ography in the mail a day before the 
interview. And that was part of the 
problem.

“I'm sorry I haven't read your 
bio. And all I know about you is 
Lisa's mustache." I said to Jim Rut
ledge and Steve Hill as they walked 
into the room.

"That's all right." said Jim. for
giving my ignorance. “It's funny. 
Thai's really all people in L.A. 
know about us. Even the record 
company didn't know us out here, 
where Capitol wheels and deals.)

“Like we're the second largest 
selling group on that label under 
Grand Funk.” Jim went on. “but 
the label didn't know we existed."

Could Jim's complaints have had 
something to do with the split be
tween Bloodrock and Terry Knight? 
Jim wouldn't say. But Steve broke 
in with more comments that 
smacked of behind-the-scenes tur
moil.

“The treatment we were getting 
was good for us in a way.” he said, 
“because it forced us to start over. 
We knew we were going to have to 
bring about a big change, so when 
the label went through all of their 
fiascos, we just said it's time to start

Getting Un-Shafted: 
The Bloodrock Shake Up 

Togetherness is bloodrock’s trip.
They like going berserk with their fellow 

by Salli Stevenson airplane passengers and in
viting the fans to boogie at their motel.

So why did they split from Terry Knight?
over and assume a position of power 
with the label "

Jim added another protest to the 
mounting list of gripes: “When you 
can go to the label representing you 
and you can't find a record cover or 
anything about your group on any 
floor of the building there's really 
something wrong.”

“They have these displays on ev
ery floor.” explained Steve, “and 
out of our three albums they don't 
have a single one up. That puts 
you through some real thought 
changes"

Empty hallways, no covers, no 
signs, the Tower automatons pass 
by. oblivious to the six young men 
from Texas.

Back in New Orleans, a synco
pated piano and a relentless organ 
dun your ears as Jim Rutledge, 
blond hair in violet light, grabs the 
mike and croons: “Maybe in the fu
ture people will discover bow to talk 
to one another.”

Down South, says Steve, people 
have already learned to talk. "It's a 
tradition that in New Orleans we all 
get really greased on wine. We’ve 
had people come up to us in the au
dience and say. 'You all are really 
drunk." and we say. ‘Yeah, do you 
want some?' Being from Texas 
we like to get to know people. 
We've been headlining now for 
about six months, and we're not into 
the thing of pulling up in a lim
ousine and staying in the dressing 
room until you go on and then hid
ing back in the hotel. We mingle a 
whole lot. We like to boogie at the 
motel when the gig is over. If people 
want to come by. I wish they 
would."

If Bloodrock ever was hemmed in 
by inhibitions, traveling has broken 
them down. Steve grins and admits 
that: “The minute we get on the 
plane out of Dallas, we just start 
berserk ing. rhe worst problems are 
just plain physical. It's a pretty 
glamorous thing to a lot of people, 
but it's hard to tour and take it easy. 
It's hard to play dates at all. even if

ming in a sea of bad vibes, they be- 
lerribly afraid of being put 

down, or simply not reacted to 
all.

But the key to success lies in the 
music, and with tunes like “Last 
Lonely Eagle." “Glendale Train 
and “Louisiana Lady." success isn't 
far away.

“It's hard." says Dryden, "in to
day's abstract society for people to 
get their heads together. I think you 
can get what you want, but you all 
have to want to do it. You can I lay 
back and set high and watch T.V. or 
go to the beach. If you're going to 
do it. vou all have to do it."
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"Vie just said it's time to start over and assume a position of power." 

you go right to bed after the gig. 
Which if you were smart you would 
do: hut we don’t. It’s also hard when 
six of you are thrown together con
stantly. ”

But Jim doesn't mind being 
thrown together. "It’s not so hard 
really, because the band is like a 
family. We have our differences, but 
we're not like anything we see in 
other groups. We spend an awful lot 
of time together and even our old 
ladies get together, but they don’t 
travel with us."

Everything on stage goes back to 
the roots driving, blasting roots - 
and conies out through the pulsating 
audience.

Steve draws the picture of Blood
rock's beginnings, beginnings that 
made the “big break” myth come 
true: “We were—quote discovered

unquote in Texas, and we didn't 
have to go somewhere else to have 
somebody find us. We got our break 
while we were playing at a fraternity 
gig in Dallas. A publicist's dream, 
but it really happened."

Jim fills in the picture of the mu
sical roots: Most of us were into 
record collections basically. Steve 
was into sluff like classical music to 
jazz to Jimmy Smith organ-type

into the producer's seat, the men of 
Bloodrock are planning to take over 
the control of their music. Jim pre
dicts that Steve, who's been limited 
to keyboards and vocals, “is going 
to he right in the middle of music 
from now on. I want to get into 
production and Rick Cobb, our 
drummer, probably would be into 
writing, and Ed Grundy (bass) into 
music and Nick Taylor (rhythm gui
tar) will probably buy himself a 
farm and raise cows. Lee has got 
himself a boat and he'll be living on 
that."

Steve is yearning to get further 
into jazz. hut lack of time and the 
taste of the rest of the group is hold
ing him back:
“You can't write a jazz song, just 

a really strict jazz song, 'cause all 
six people aren't going to play 
something like that. So what I really 
want to do is I want to be able to sit 
down and do music and not leave 
my house very often, not have any 
distractions. You can't do anything 
while you're traveling on the road 
except travel. You've got to pul the 
whole thing off. you know, like writ
ing. To do anything except write a 
few songs here and there, you've got 
to have some time."

Jim is convinced that despite the 
hassles with Knight and Capitol. 
Bloodrock is on top of the problems 
and is gaining from them.

“We've learned a lot in the last 
couple of years about the business 
and what it takes to do something. 
And it hasn't been just one person in 
the group either, it's been every
body. Because we've seen where 
we've been shafted and what we’ve 
had to do to get somewhere and ev
erybody's gained the experience that 
I think has helped us.

“Our new album shows this. It 
isn't really a light concept album. 
It's called Blood rock USA. and it's 
just all the different ways we've 
learned that you can get shafted. 
It has a White House on the coyer, 
with a hand on the back that brings 
the sun around to the front which 
covers the While House. Il s really 
incredible The hand turns into a 
gun and then into a penis; but I 
don't think loo many people are go
ing to catch on to that.”

Jim was obviously enthusiastic 
about the album: “I think vou have 
to see it to understand it. It s some
thing that people w ho can get into it 
and understand what it s saying are 
reallv soing to blow their minds 
about. ..."

Bloodrock the legend on the Sun
set Strip, the legend of a lady with a 
mustache. "Wonder what it s worth 
to make a legend of yourself. * ■

playing —to Savoy Brown. Fleet
wood Mac. Bloodwyn Pig and then 
into the soft stuff loo. like James 
Taylor and Elton John. But we're 
reallv not influenced by other people 
as far as the type of music that we 
write goes. We want them to listen 
to our music for what our music is. 
We don't want them to classify us 
with Grand Funk. Black Sabbath. 
Allman Brothers. James Gang, or 
anything else like that, because 
we're not. If you reallv get down 
and listen to the music you'd see 
that we're not."

Steve began to look disgusted, 
and finally broke in. "We’ve gotten 
to the point where the whole classifi
cation thing is getting us so down 
that we don't even like to talk about 
it- We're in a big turning point 

right now in our career in a lot of 
ways and one of the things that 
we've decided that was important is 
just to disassociate ourselves from 
other things in general, especially 
other groups, you know, like not 
saying. ‘I play like so and so.' "

The most important "other 
group" they want to separate them
selves from is probably Grand 
Funk.

With Terry Knight out of the pic
ture. and John Palladino moving



Leon Russell, 
Lord Of 

His Own Domain
You are ushered into 

a dark room, 
black from floor to ceiling.

The vx alls are bare.
There are two chairs, a desk, 

and a single spotlight— 
a single spotlight 

aimed at Leon Russell.
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around when Cocker needed the 
Mad Dogs and Englishmen tour to 
pay some bills; and he happened to 
be around when George Harrison 
needed some extra sounds. And so 
on.

But just being there has not made 
Leon Russell one of the most impor
tant figures in rock ’n roll. Other 
musicians credit him because of his 
extraordinary music; but the au
diences. if the truth be spoken, cred
it him because of his extraordinary 
sense of theater. Along with Mick 
Jagger. Ian Anderson, and Frank 
Zappa. Leon Russell is an original. 
He comeson stage with tight, striped 
pants and long, grey-streaked hair. 
In the early days his trademark was 
a tall green hat. but now that his fig
ure is easily recognizable, and he is 
headlining the bill, the chapeau has 
disappeared. Sitting at the piano, 
his band slightly to the left and the 
back. Leon is the master, the cap- 
lain of space and time. When he 
started on the road after breaking 
with Cocker, his songs were not fa
miliar. but now with each opening 
chord the audience breaks into hap
py clapping.

Leon, on stage without the other 
musicians, sits at the piano and be
gins singing. "Childhood living is

der age of eighteen and wound his 
way to Hollywood with a few stop
overs in New Orleans and Baton 
Rouge. Hollywood brought session 
work and the attention of producers 
like Phil Spector and Terry Mel
cher. After securing his place behind 
the limelight in the exclusive world 
of Hollywood recording. Leon 
dropped out to think things over. He 
bounced back by playing with Dela
ney and Bonnie, then formed a 
group of his own with Marc Benno 
called the Asylum Choir. That 
group to date has released one al
bum—already a collectors’ item and 
regarded by folks in the business as 
a musician’s album. This month. 
Leon, with his new label Shelter, has 
brought out the second Asylum 
Choir album.

Leon likes to relate stories of his 
life as if he were not the catalyst. As 
if he were only following some plan 
that someone else had written. As 
Dylan once sang. “(1) just happened 
to be there, that’s all ” So Leon 
happened to be around Delaney and 
Bonnie when they needed a guitar 
player. And he happened to do a 
session for Joe Cocker where he 
happened to meet Denny Cordell, 
later to become part owner of Shel
ter Records. And he happened to be

T eon Russell was a genuine 
I J rock ‘n roll superstar before 

most of us had ever heard of Joe 
Cocker. Some who were around in 
the founding days of what now pass
es for popular culture remember 
that the Oklahoma freak was pack
ing his very own inner glow even in 
those dark days when he functioned 
as a backup man on television's 
Shindig.

Right now Russell is a force; a 
creative entity who is making things 
happen in music. But it was not al
ways so. Born in Oklahoma in 1942. 
Leon remembers almost flunking 
out of high school due to all-night 
sessions with his ear against the ra
dio. Despite his nearly Southern 
background and his church-flavored 
music. Leon, unlike Bonnie, or 
Delaney, or Elvis, did not grow up 
singing in church choirs. But the im
pact of a preacher has always re
mained firmly within him. "I like 
those singing preachers." he said 
recently, "and a big choir. The inner 
action between the performer and 
the audience has always appealed to 
me I try to get an audience to do 
something It’s depressing if they 
just sit there or if there is only polite 
applause." ,

He left his home state at the ten-
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"The main thing I would like 
to show people, 

if I can show them anything, 
is that they can 

make their own music."

At first 
his long hair put 

the Oklahomans off. 
Then one day 

Leon’s 75 year old 
caretaker said, 

"I knew 
right away 
you were 

our kind of people."

easy to do . . . ." the Stones' 
"Wild Horses." The band comes 
out and picks up the sound. Leon, 
despite the fact that he's one of 
rock's most inventive writers, is ca
pable of singing other composers' 
songs with as much if not more feel
ing than the original. Who else but 
Leon Russell could have taken the 
rather simplistic message of "A 
Hard Rain's Gonna Fall” and instill 
in it the passion and relevance of 
RIGHT NOW.

Talking to Leon Russell can be 
one of the most traumatic ex
periences for any writer. His own 
feeling of personal theatricality car
ries over from his stage appearances 
so strongly that you feel you are in 
the presence of the lord. He dislikes 
explaining his songs, choosing to say 
instead. “They are what they are. 
It's very difficult to do a critique on 
what they're supposed to mean in 
addition to what they already say or 
what they already do."

Interviews take place al the Shel
ter office, a converted old California 
bungalow house in East Hollywood, 
a definitely unfashionable area. One 
writer, invited into the inner sanc
tum. described it as being straight 
out of Kafka. The room is totally 
black from floor to ceiling, without 
any ornaments adorning the walls. 
There's a chair, a desk and one 
rocking chair. A single spotlight is 
aimed at the chair behind the desk; 
a single spotlight is aimed al Leon 
Russell.

Leon talks softly and slowly, as if 
weighing each word against the 
pressure of the next. There's a feel
ing of tranquility about the man. as 
if (he raucous tensions of the music 
were something he transcended long 
ago. In this day of overkill, peace is 
as much a part of the living theater 
as screaming.

knowledge of theater, of what 
people want to see. On the Joe 
Cocker tour the idea of having that -cj 
many people around was to get the 
idea across that the audience was on 
stage. Actually, the audience was 
everywhere. The show's going on all 
the time. Everyplace. Right now."

If everything is happening every
where. a more intense portion of it
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He just happened to be around when 
Joe Cocker needed 

the Mad Dogs and Englishmen 
tour to pay some bills.

and what they need and trusting that 
if you do that they will come up with 
something people want to buy. I can 
see that it is not totally practical."

He says he left session work for 
another unpractical reason: lack of 
creativity. Leon explains. "Il’s an 
exotic factory job. You can get 
trapped. I see a lot of people who 
are now just starting to do the num
ber of sessions that is necessary to 
make big money. If they would de
vote that much time to playing the 
music they want to with a group, 
they would be further ahead. It's a 
cycle you have to go through before 
you see it.

"You can really get on some bad 
music sometimes. You have to play 
for everybody: you have to be on 
call.

“I know after I slopped it and 
siarted being in a position where I 
had my own music it was very diffi
cult for me to go back and play 
someone else’s."

Leon now says he will not do any 
more session work, including play
ing for some of his friends. He kills 
the idea of backing other performers 
by saying. “I think I’ve done all of 
those I need to. ... I doubt if I'll 
do any more."

me to he

is happening around Leon and 
around Shelter. It's difficult to ex
plain Shelter, except to say that it is 
an independent label founded by 
Leon and Denny Cordell (the Eng
lishman who produced and dis
covered Joe Cocker). But that de
scription doesn't touch upon the 
spirit of the organization. As its 
name implies. Shelter is a roof un
der which people can gather, pull 
apart, and gather again. Says Leon, 
simply. "I suppose we started this 
thing to have the freedom to do 
what we want with a few artists."

He shies away from discussing the 
business end of Shelter and retreats 
into naivete. “I don't know anything 
about depressed money. They tell 
me it's a soft market. But I always 
feel that if you put out the right 
record it will sell. The record mar
ket is really just a set of statistics.

"It just seems to me to secure 
freedom, you have got to go into the 
business for yourself. I can't think 
of one concession I've made." he re
lates honestly. "That's the only way 
I can operate. It's not that I'm 
uninterested, but business is what I • 
call the bottom line.

"I try to do everything on the lop 
line, giving artists what they want

He says he regards his music as 
“a diary." A chronicaling of facts 
and feelings that he has experienced 
throughout his life. Leon turns away 
from any discussion of message and 
politics and has refused to answer 
more than one question concerning 
the responsibility of an entertainer 
to educate his audience politically. 
Says Leon. "I certainly don't know 
what's happening. I mean, there’s 
very few revelations that sort of fil
ter down, but I'm glad it's not up to 
me to figure it out. 'cause it's a mess 
for sure.

“The only point that I can see to 
make to people is that their leaders 
are a waste of time. Like somebody 
goes around with a nice message 
and gets nailed to a cross and two 
thousand years later all the people 
that represent that ideology end up 
owning half the world and con
trolling politics and a bunch of nasty 
stuff. So I don't know.

“The main thing that I would like 
to show people, if I can show them 
anything, is that they can make 

. their own music.
“It's a new thing for 

playing for that many people. The 
more people there are. the more 
energy there is. I've done the other

*
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capture all the exuberance 
that they're famous for live.

The high-flying melodies 
and incredible harmonies 
are all there. But with a new 
crispness and presence.

"From the Inside" is a 
new and more introspective 
direction for Poco: a fresh start 
for members of a group that 
have already proven them
selves as vocalists, composers, 
stage performers and 
recording artists.

POCO 
from the inside 

inckidng.
Railroad Day sIBad Weather; You Are The One 

Just For Me And YoulWhatlHShouldSaylU .eV.u

And now that the album's On Epic Records and Tapes 
been released, they've got the 
biggest hand-clapping, foot
stomping audience that 
they've ever performed for.

Poco is a performing 
band. They're famous for one 
of the happiest and most 
exciting live shows to tour the 
country.

But now they've replaced 
the thousands of screaming 
people and smiling faces with 
a couple of engineers and a 
producer.

Under Steve Cropper's 
production, they've proven 
that they can use a medium 
like a recording studio to

S M*»CA MG. T-M. W*’tD IN USA

went with him.
The album features all original 

material, written by Leon and by 
Marc Benno (who can now be heard 
on A&M Records). A spokesman 
from Shelter said frankly. “We de
cided to pul the album out when it 
would make some sense. Before 
now. Leon was only known to a few 
people, l ie really belonged to a sub
culture. Now he and Marc are fa
miliar to many record buyers and it 
seemed the right lime to put the al
bum out. After all. it would have 
been dumb to let it go out before 
there was an audience to listen.*'

Leon is now pulling the finishing 
touches on another album to be re
leased in the beginning of next year. 
Recorded in Muscle Shoals. Ala
bama. the record was finished up al 
Leon's own recording studios in Ok
lahoma. where he now again lives.

Leon explains his move to Okla
homa: “Il's a nice contrast from the 
city. It really takes a lol of strength 
out of you to be in this whole deal. 
So I just really had to fall buck and 
regroup.

“And the people back there really 
have different ideas. I venture to say 
that everybody that has been in Hol
lywood for six months has got a

end of the scale all my life: I've 
played for five hundred people here 
and three hundred people there.

“1 don't know. I really make mu
sic primarily for myself. Like I said, 
it’s a diary. But it's an important 
feedback of information when 
people see it. They tell you what's 
good about it and what's bad about 
it. In a sense I guess I'm growing 
and learning from my audience. I 
mean, the growth is there all the 
lime, happening on all levels.

“First of all. I'm interested in 
what sort of things people like. To 
me that's an important life force, if 
you can figure out what that is.”

Leon's latest release is an album 
recorded in 1969 called Asylum 
Choir II (Shelter). For those who 
weren't around in 1968-1969. the 
Asylum Choir was one of the most 
respected bands being recorded. But 
despite the outstanding reviews, the 
album went nowhere. At that time 
Leon was under contract to Mercu
ry Records with the understanding 
that he would deliver finished mas
ters for Mercury to turn into LPs. 
When Leon decided to form Shelter 
with Denny Cordell, he bought his 
way out of that contract. The mas
ters to the Asylum Choir record

All it took was an audience of one or two 
for some of the best shows Poco s ever put on.

semiprofessional Hollywood act. 
And in Oklahoma, they're quite a 
few steps away from that stage. 
They have their act. but it is a little 
more easy to understand. They're 
much more emotional. They're on a 
more gut level.

"At first people were a little bit 
put off by the way I looked. But 
people are always afraid of what 
they don't understand. The thing 
about those people is. as soon as 
they understand it. that's it. They 
accept it. as opposed to people out 
here where they try to figure out 
how they are going to make money 
out of something.

"I have some caretakers who take 
care of my place down there. They 
are a married couple between 75 
and 80 and they both worked for 
forty-five years in maximum secur
ity in mental hospitals. And one day 
Lola says to me. 'I knew right away 
when you all pulled up that you 
were our kind of people.'

"I doubt if I could have moved 
out to Oklahoma before now. I 
don't think I had the strength. Td 
been back a couple of limes before, 
but I think I had a lol of places to 
go. like all the kids around here 
say." •
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ON THE HORIZON

New Blues From TheWet Willie: Crackers

i

Wet Willie: Playing hits in high school was the first step.

'I
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Aside from John's early classical 
training on the violin, none of the 
group had any formal musical 
schooling, but whatever Fo\ had 
they knew was special. A unique 
break came when a college friend of 
Ricky's. Frank Friedman, called to 
see if they could come over to Ma
con and fill a contract his group had 
with Capricorn Records. Frank's 
group. Wet Willie, somehow dis
solved before cutting their album. 
Fox decided to give it a shot, and 
thus became Wet Willie.

Originally Frank Friedman was 
going to become a member of the 
"new" Wet Willie. He did not. But 
he did. however, contribute four fine 
songs to their album, notably 
"Faded Love.” a rock "n roll love 
song in the grand tradition estab
lished in the 50's. Ricky Hirsch 
wrote four of the songs. John An
thony and Jack Hall did one. with 
Jimmy Reed's “Shame. Shame. 
Shame” the only unoriginal tune on 
the album. With the exception of the 
latter, which features a great blues 
shuffle by Hirsch and the low- 
downdesl harp by Jimmy Hall. Wet 
Willie's album is good ole rock 
plaved in a seemingly effortless 
manner that you don't usually find 
on a croup's first album. Even Don
na Hall. Jack and Jimmy's sister, 
throws in a set of solid back-up voc
als. The only strain is heard when 
the lead sinaine occasionally comes 
off a bit Grand Funkish. But 
all-in-all. the five musicians just sit 
back and cook Barbara Bothwell

faced to join them. Heavy company?. 
Yes. but listen to Wet Willie's debut 
album (don't let the cover art put 
you off. go ahead and open it up) 
and you'll hear why they belong in 
the list.

Wet Willie records for Capricorn 
Records in Macon. Georgia-the 
same outfit that gave us the Allman 
Brothers and comparison of the 
two is therefore inevitable. So. no. 
Wet Willie is not the Allman Broth
ers Take 2. There are obviously sim
ilarities both groups were in
fluenced by the same roots and ac
tually Wet Willie could he called the 
Hall Brothers Band as it features 
brothers Jimmy and Jack. But how 
Wet Willie became Wet Willie 
should be explained first.

Ricky Hirsch. lead guitarist, tells 
it this way: "I'd just graduated from 
the University of Alabama, and 
went back home to Mobile and 
started fooling around with electric 
guitar. Soon I was jamming nightly 
with local musicians from assorted 
Top 40 copy bands." One of these 
was the group headed by Jimmy and 
Jack Hall. Explains Jimmy: "We all 
played in high school, at dances. 
PT A meetings, whatever ... as 
long as we sounded like the hit 
record, that was all anybody cared 
about.”

Eventually, out of their after- 
hours jamming. Jimmy Hall (vocals 
and harp). Ricky Hirsch (lead gui
tar). Jack Hall (bass). John Antho
ny (keyboards), and Louis Ross 
(drums) came together as Fox.

f r o in t h e
South and the first form to 

come to mind is either country (like 
Hank Williams) or black-rural blues 
(like Lcadbelly). depending on your 
preference But another important 
form of music from the South 
born out of country and blues, fla
vored with gospel, influenced later 
by rock, with traces of folk music 
here and there is best described as 
Southern white blues. Not since the 
mid-50's. the days of Buddy Holly 
and the Crickets. Gene Vincent and 
the Blue Caps. Link Wray and the 
Wraymen. Johnny Cash. Jerry Lee 
Lewis, the Everly Brothers, and 
Elvis, has Southern white blues 
played such an important role in 
contemporary music.

Today the ranks of while South
erners who figure prominently on 
the rock scene include the Taylor 
family from Chapel Hill. North 
Carolina: the Allman Brothers from 
Macon. Georgia: and the Winters. 
Johnny and Edgar, from Beaumont. 
Texas, with Edgar's dynamite 
band -appropriately named White 
Trash -made up of soulful coon-ass 
and redneck rockers from the Loui
siana-Texas Gulf Coast Juke-Joint 
Circuit. Then there's Delaney and 
Bonnie. Mother Earth and Rita 
Coolidge, the Delta Lady from 
Memphis. Tennessee: plus every
body knows where Janis Joplin was 
coming from.

And now a new group. Wet Will
ie. from Macon. Georgia, has stir-
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Fanny: Four Girls With Guts
ailed by one member of the 
Press “the female-counterparts 

of Crosby. Stills. Nash and Young." 
Fanny, with their gut-rock sound, 
ballsy showmanship, soul-filled 
raunchy song-stylings and determi
nation to play just plain ole rock 'n' 
roll would better be matched with 
the Rolling Stones. Not that match
ing their style to any group is neces
sary. as they are unmistakeably 
Fanny; four girls wriling and singing 
songs with a sound that previously 
only came from men. In a recent in
terview. the very attractive girls 
talked freely about their music, how 
their success came about, and life in 
the industry for women.

Starting out about five years ago 
mainly playing club dates and doing 
top-forty stuff, the girls (Alice de
Bahr—drums. June Millington 
guitar. Jean Millington—bass and 
Nicky Barclay—keyboards) worked 
together on and off for some time. 
“At first it didn't work out loo well.

treated within the field because of 
being women, the girls said they fell 
no flack whatever from musicians. 
“They just consider us musicians 
too." Five, six years ago their big
gest offers as a girl band were to go 
topless, but today that doesn't hap
pen. Do they feel that Women's Lib 
has made it easier for them? “Part 
of the big reason Women's Lib is 
coming up now is also the reason 
why we are coming up." answered 
June. "It's just that the time is right. 
We didn't plan it. of course; it was 
just a lucky thing. But we started 
doing this a long, long time ago. 
Nickey has been playing since she 
was twelve and Jean. Alice and I 
since high school, and the fact that 
we are doing it and the fact that we 
are opening up. by doing it. a new 
field for young girls, is a side ben
efit. There were always a lot of girl 
groups, but most of them never got 
into original recordings or they

November they have been recording 
their own LPs (two albums Fanny 
and most recently Charily Bali) and 
louring. Their second album has 
been selling well and their single 
(Charity Bali) is rapidly making its 
way onto many major FM and top 
forty stations.

The key to their success would 
seem to be their unity. They play 
without upstaging each other, pas
sing the music around so that no one 
comes off as a solo star, and they al
ways seem to be aware that together 
the four of them make one. but only 
together. This shows up in the way 
they write their music: “If we have a 
skeleton of a song, instead of just 
going along and actually sweating 
our tils off until we finish it. we'll 
bring the unfinished song to band 
practice and all work on it togeth
er." explained Nickey. "It might be 
a little harder this way. but the end 
result is always belter. Il's us."

Asked about how they were

weren't devoted enough. When Jean 
and I first started." June continued, 
"we had about eighteen to twenty 
different girls in our group simply 
because of boyfriends or preg
nancies. That won't happen to us 
though. This is our life."

The girls also protect themselves 
against one of the common hazards 
of success today . . . partying too 
much Nickey. who played with 
Leon Russell in Mad Dogs and Eng
lishmen. tells how easily you can get 
trapped into that life: "I saw all 
around me people that burned them
selves out. going twenty-four hours 
a day. all kinds of dope and parties 
and you just can't do that. It is easy 
too. very templing . . . but you 
can't. We. as a rule, don't party 
around loo much. We take care of 
ourselves with rest and we do eat 
good."

They really don't dig too much of 
the other groups that are around to
day. Instead, they like the old 
stuff they dig old Aretha and defi
nitely wish that the Lovin' Spoonful 
were still together. “Oh. the Stones 
are great. John Baldry. the Staple 
Singers and we loved the Buffalo 
Springfield, but not too much else." 
The one thing that Fanny stresses 
though is that none of them pattern 
themselves after any existing fe
male: a fact that becomes obvious 
once you see them.

Asked what they thought of the 
violence in rock today. Nickey had 
this theory: “This is gonna sound 
crazy to you guys but what I think is 
responsible is Operation Intercept. 
When the Feds really started to 
crack down on the grass coming in. 
all the kids were into was light dope, 
but when they started cracking 
down there wasn't any way to gel 
grass anymore so two or three years 
like that and everybody started 
turning to harder drugs. That 
strangely enough was available. I 
don't think it's just because of the 
drug scene that there is violence but 
not being able to get grass, and be
lieve me it is almost impossible for 
even the top level people to gel light 
dope anymore, and so they turned 
to cocaine, they turned to downs, 
they turned to smack and the whole 
drug scene became down and violent 
and kept getting to younger and 
younger people. I think that is really 
a big factor in the violence."

All four girls live in Los Angeles 
where they have a great big house 
that they used to work in. “It'sgreat 
but it's just gonna seem like another 
hotel when we get there though, be
cause we can hardly slay before we 
have to gel back on the road again. 
We don't really mind though; that's 
what it is all about . . . that is what 
we've been wailing for." •

by Lynda Crawford

Fanny: Five years ago their biggest offers were to go topless. Now peopte are listening.

W'e all came from different musical 
backgrounds and so we all played 
our own music, never really getting 
it together. We were doing a lol of 
folksy music in those days. too. and 
none of us were really satisfied. But 
then through a process of working 
and trying over a period of time, we 
developed into real rock; that's 
when Fanny truly began ” And once 
it began there was no stopping it. 
According to the girls their first big 
gig was at the Troubador in Los An
geles in October of last year, and 
then in November they began play
ing at the Whiskey, another L.A. 
club, as the Flouse band.

Somewhere along the line Barbra 
Streisand's producer ptcked up on 
them. He decided to put their pump
ing. muscular rock beh.nd Barbra s

iS““e X. ."d 
that's coming up next). Since last
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Leo Kottke: Wading Through Oblivion

know my voice isn’t that exciting.

Reverberated Reeds

IF: A big band with a maze of wires.

rT^hey sure don’t sound while." 
A Miles Davis was heard to say af
ter catching an English big band 
called IF five nights in a row the last 
lime they played the Big Apple.

When they first came out on the 
scene. IF were almost completely ig
nored America al that time had 
enough big band sounds to satisfy 
the people's needs. Blood. Sweat & 
Tears had enjoyed a few years at the 
lop of everyone’s list and were al
ready heading down the money 
trails playing concerts funded by the 
American government behind the 
Iron Curtain. Chicago was steadily 
climbing the charts, releasing one 
double album after another, inter
spersed with a hit single every 
couple of months or so. There was 
no interest at all in an unknown 
group from over the ocean that laid 
out a similar sound.

So on the second album. IF 
changed the band around a little bit. 
They dropped the brass, gave the 
horn section, trumpets and trom
bones their walking papers, and got 
down to developing their own

product. Kottke coming at you from 
all ends.

Word of mouth good, but dis
tribution limited, which is what fi
nally persuaded him to sign with 
Capitol.

He's already worked on his next 
album which hopefully will boast of 
many changes.

‘■I'm trying to make my music 
more economical. That is. not to 
squeeze so many notes into a short 
space. I still tend to come up with 
fast, busy stuff hut I'm trying to 
curb that and get a little more me
lodic. Also. I used to feel the more 
simple the lyric, the better. Now I’m 
going to try and really write some 
lyrics that say something.

"All the songs won’t he mine. I 
know I’m doing one by Ron Neigle.

“Also, for once. I'm going to sing 
in my range. I always had this pen
chant for screaming. As for guitar 
playing. I'm heading for more slide 
and trying to gel away from so 
much finger-picking and into more 
counter point. 1 won't want more 
than two other instruments, bass 
and drums, if that, and only three or 
four vocals on the whole album."

Leo's album is not one to song 
along with or boogie to. but it's 
simple, understated folk-sound 
slowly works its way into your sys
tem. letting you know why Leo. un- 
dramalic as he is. has already gotten 
to record five LPs. •

by Walli Elmlark I

T f you're into guitar, and under- 
JL stand what you're hearing. Leo 
Kollke's got to get through to you.

He does a lot of good finger
picking. hut it's his work with the 
twelve string bottle-neck that's espe
cially fine.

"I'm not looking to be a super- 
star." says Leo. "if I can reach 
some people and they dig what I'm 
doing that's great. I know my voice 
isn't that exciting. I'm a bass, and 
it's a proven fact that the vibratory 
force in a bass voice just isn't as ex
citing as a tenor."

Leo's a very average looking cal. 
Twenty-five years old. about 5' 9". 
short light brow n hair and a shadow 
of baby fat still lurking.

His stage presence almost isn't. 
He sits on a chair and plays.

Most people have never heard of 
him before, yet his last album. Mud
lark. on Capital Records, is his 
fourth.

The first was on a label aptly ti
tled Oblivion. The second was a re
make of the first on a label called 
Symposium (another biggy). It was 
after the second album was not re
leased (lack of funds), that Leo sent 
a tape to John Fahey, who six 
months later sent Leo a check and 
told him to go and make an album. 
He did. All alone he walked into a 
studio in Minnesota and recorded 
his third album on Fahey's Tacoma 
label. Six months after the Tacoma 
release. Symposium released their
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maze of wires, lubes, transistors and 
the like. IF gets a whole new spec
trum of effects from its reeds. Such 
as reverberation on wind in
struments. tremelo effects, wah wah 
sounds, amplified bass and treble 
ranges, and a full range of echo and 
delayed sound effects. They also 
have a device that repeats contin
uously and endlessly any sound that 
is fed into it. The successful com
bination of non-electric sounds with 
this electronic instrumentation is the 
root of IF's individuality and the 
thing that sets them a cut above 
Chicago and BS&T.

Out of the eight songs that IF 
wrote for its latest album. IF3 
(Capitol), two were produced by the 
band themselves. The group should 
take a hint and in the future do all

of its own production. Those two 
cuts carry more of the band's per
sonality. You can sense each mem
ber's musical contribution all the 
way through, whereas in the songs 
IF did not produce, you only hear 
the vocals, bass, and drums in the 
verse, and the reeds, organ, and gui
tars in the chorus.

IF hasn't been afraid to gamble 
on something that the public might 
not like. They have had two albums 
that haven't gone anywhere on the 
charts, but still they stick to their in
dividuality. They have constantly 
pushed forward with the really mel
low combination of reeds against 
guitar against keyboards that soon
er or later will push them center
stage. where they belong •

by Charlie Frick

sound.
The root of their individuality 

came from the combined efforts of 
John Mealing on organ and back
ground vocals and Terry Smith on 
guitar, and from a really unique 
electric reed section. Dick Morris
sey and Dave Quincy play a range 
of instruments, including flutes, te
nor. alto and soprano saxophones. 
But with a difference. They blow 
through electric and electronic de
vices called reed sound modulators 
that accomplish about the same ef
fect as the stops on an organ. With 
these devices, not only can they 
change the tonal color and intensity 
of the sound, but they can amplify it 
enough to bring the volume level up 
to that of the rest of the band.

Pumping the sound through

Picked As England's Best New Group
turous." says Andy. “For example, 
we played a sort of improvised piece 
in the lime of seven-four. We'd nev
er played in seven-four, let alone im
provised. To us that was quite dar
ing. That piece is called “Pilgrim.'' 
Then wc did a cut by Jack McDuff. 
“Vas Das." which was in six-eight 
lime. It's a very jazzy type piece 
with Martin singing scat. You know, 
scat singing is where you make your 
voice into an instrument. To my 
knowledge no other rock group has 
done that."

In actuality. Wishbone has sev
eral cuts on their new album that 
utilize scat singing (no lyrics.) and 
the group would like to move even 
further in that direction.

The other face of Wishbone Ash 
musically is a soft melodic sound 
featuring two guitars playing coun
ter melodies together. It's a sound 
one rarely hears and a beautiful one.

What about their next album?
“1 feel." says Steve, "that we've 

come to an end of a phase and our 
third album will be a fresh start. 
What I mean is. the second album, 
while more adventurous, was made 
up of material left over from the 
first album. Our next album will be 
all new material. We really have no 
idea what we'll come up with. After 
two years a group should have 
found the direction in which it wants 
to move; we haven't."

Andy had been gazing at the tor
rent of rain cascading from the 
heavens past the hotel window. 
Apparently his mind had been wan
dering. and it was seemingly out of 
the blue (or more accurately dismal 
grey) that he switched the conversa
tion to a different channel.

“You know, the kids are really 
different in America. We bound into

f I 'he four very ordinary look- 
J. ing English lads of Wishbone

Ash sat quietly in their solemn room 
in the Gorham Hotel. Rain poured 
down as if the world were about to 
end in flood.

“We've been together about two 
years." said Steve, “and we've just 
now started having people take no
tice of us.” Indeed, people have 
started taking notice of them. In the 
last Melody Maker and Sounds 
Magazine polls, they were picked as 
best new group over such organiza
tions as Emerson. Lake and Palmer.

What. then, is this group about?
Steve Upton (drums) and Martin 

Turner (bass and vocals) come from 
the British West Country, where 
they were in a rock band together 
for several years. Andy Powell (gui
tar) was in a semi-professional soul 
group, and Ted Turner (guitar and 
vocals) in a semi-professional blues 
band. When Martin's brother, who 
had also been playing with the rock 
group in the West Country, decided 
to leave the group. Steve and Mar
tin. feeling very down and out. left 
and moved to London.

Wishbone Ash: An iron-hard style, but they don't feel they’ve found a direction.

M||i

In London they placed an ad in 
Melody Maker and through that ad 
found Ted and Andy. Wishbone 
Ash was born.

“Everybody seems to feel the 
name has some sort of deep mean
ing and that's fine by us." smiles 
Andy, a peach-fuzz face with tinted 
glasses and ready smile. “Actually 
they are just two words that we like 
the sound of and that don't imply a 
category like So and So's Blues 
Band would. We figured if we didn't 
label ourselves we'd be free to 
change our style whenever we fell 
like it."

What is their style?
Their little known first album 

could be described as their stage act 
(of the time) in record form. Their 
music at that time was heavy, blues- 
oriented. chunky rock.

Their second album. Pilgrimage 
(on Decca), is a total innovation, 
with an avant-garde, jazz-classical 
sound where sparse guitar notes 
wheel and dive over a bone-bursting 
rock beat like lonely gulls over a 
pounding, iron sea.

“We became much more adven-
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that kind of music together, in other o-

danced out on stage, four hap
py-go-lucky lads, and were com
pletely thrown by the audience. 
Here was this stoned-out mob. sit
ting in this haze of pot. sort of giv
ing off the feeling of ’Show us what 
you can do!'

“I think this whole bigoted, 
anti-adult attitude comes from this 
new drug culture which is virtually 
unknown in England."

There is acid in the lyrics, 
speak, but nonetheless the link be
gan to grow into a friendly chain.

As things would have it. Don and 
Pete became very close and each be
gan to feed musically off the other.

Onward McLean treked, learning 
banjo and other musical techniques 
from the masters and mostly from 
those long dusty American roads. 
The roads which dedicated, almost 
fanatical music slingers would call 
"the pathways to nirvana." He did 
one session for a young lady vocalist 
on the Vanguard label, and then de

New Rochelle surroundings and 
took to the road. Although he never 
actually played in a bona fide, true 
to life Rock and Roll band, he 
worked by himself on the same bills 
as let's say Josh White. Sonny & 
Terry and other such notables. And 
believe me during his freewheeling 
days he played just as many 
one-nighters and basket houses as 
your fave rock and roller. You could 
say he truly paid his share of the 
dues. One day at a truly Traditional 
American outdoor concert, a Mr. 
Pete Seeger, who was also on the 
bill, spotted him and took a liking to 
the struggling one man novel. See
ger. who was really the catalyst and 
the binding power behind the Amer
ican Traditional sounds, took the 
young lad under his wing after he 
heard what McLean had to say. 
Perhaps it was an associative trip 
that brought Seeger back to his long 
gone past when he heard the lad

horizon
Andy was interrupted by a knock 

at the door. Room service was deliv
ering coffee. One sip revealed what 
tasted like three year old instant and 
the boys immediately started rolling 
about the room pretending to gag 
and tossing English put-downs at 
American food. It seemed the 
serious side of the interview had 
come to an end. •

words getting a midwestern Texas. 
Mexican feel to his music —he's the 
one that had that feel. . . .

“Besides he really played the shit j 
out of the guitar. I mean the guy 
really knew "how to play. Back in the 
days when everybody was wobbling 
around, he was playing good music 
with the instruments at hand. And 
what I liked was that he wasn't 
playing it to be loud or to hold a 
note a long time." McLean, who is 
deeply immersed in traditional 
American music, early folk, and the 
blues (The Weavers. Pete Seeger. 
Josh While. Brownie McGhee and 
Sonnv Terry, etc.), elaborated that 
“Holly was really the basis in terms 
of connecting folk music, rock mu
sic. and pop music simply because 
he was so engulfed in traditional 
sounds. ...

As lime passed on. Don finally 
moved out of his parents' secure

Was Under Seeger's Wing
cided it was time he himself stepped 
into the studios for a shot. Fortu
nately a couple of wiser and more 
experienced musical laymen thought 
better, and McLean's first solo LP 
was slightly deterred. When the op
portunity popped up again, it was 
Don's turn to think he wasn't quite 
ready. As it turned out. he eventual
ly eliminated all the middlemen and 
produced his own finished master 
for the world to see and hear. Now 
the question of a record label was at 
hand and as most aspiring musical 
constituents know, this is no easy 
feat to hurdle. Thirty Seven (count 
them) 37 different recording in
stitutions were approached by Don 
and his faithful manager, and rea
sons ranging from “lack of musical 
freedom toward the artist" to a vio
lent display of discord on musical 
subject matter led to a brief inter
ruption in McLean's record career. 
If he was going to make an album, 
he wanted it his way or no way. 
Need I say that this was his right?

His initial effort Tapestry (the 
title being born and matured in his 
brain long before Carol King put 
her vocal chords on wax) proved to 
be a recording which, as his long 
time photographer friend Brian Bas
set noted, contains a mixture of 
“happy and sad and angry songs. 
And real. And human. No gim
mickry; he sings the songs without 
affectation and plays only the notes 
that are needed. But there is acid in 
the lyrics, and his words are the 
heart of the matter." While a musi
cal companion of McLean's, one of 
the chief members of the world- 
renowned Weavers. Lee Hayes, 
commented that “If the lore of our 
culture helps keep the past alive, 
then it makes Don's present life 
and art more solid. One wishes that 
more young singers would be more 
radical—that is. would find and 
cling to their roots. And if they can t 
find any. grow some." As for Don ■
McLean, it seems he was born with 
these roots, and given the magnitude 
of his rustic creativity it wouldn t be 
too long before they reach cloudltke , :
proportions. * I '

by Patrick Salvo, Feathers trt An Angel |
CMXUS 41 J

Look What
O ome people call Don McLean 
KJ a wandering minstrel, while 
others dub him a rhymester, balla- 
deer. bard, tunesmith or even a 
vagabond troubadour. I'd rather 
play it smart, and conservatively jot 
down the words Poet-Singer and let 
his music say the rest. Don 
McLean’s forthcoming LP on the 
United Artists label is titled Ameri
can Pie. and although far from 
humble, it reeks of didactic meta
phors which span the period from 
the “Death of Buddy Holly to the 
present.” The title cut which acts as 
a unique centerpiece for the rest of 
the album, is in reality an in
tellectual exercise pertaining to the 
death of a golden era in American 
life like, a slow decay of the arts.

Back in the days when most of 
Don's acquaintances and school 
chums were just hanging about for- 
seeing long and dull lives as che
ckout clerks for their local A&P's. 
Don got itchy and started picking 
on various string instruments. One 
of his very first influences turned 
out to be Buddy Holly. McLean ex
plains: "Buddy Holly to me had a 
certain energy which I loved. I loved 
music and ... in terms of getting

the country and onto the stage total
ly unprepared for this tight? togeth
er. ‘us' type of feeling the young 
people have here. The generation 
gap is tremendous. Music seems ter
ribly important to the American 
kids. It seems to be their voice and 
their politics in the society.

“Fillmore West was a real ex
perience for us. We were fresh from 
England and totally uncool. We
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WLOL-FM (Houston)
1. Saunders Ferry Lane—Clare
2. Teaser and the Firecat—Cat Stevens
3. Rock Love—Steve Miller
4. Buckwheat—London
5. By the Grace of God—David Rea

WSDM-FM (Chicago)
1. Do Wah Nanny—Exuma
2. Find the Sun—Crowfoot
3. Listen—Alan Brown
4. Children Get Together—Edwin Hawkins Singers
5. Sun Ship—John Coltrane

KNAC-FM (Long Beach, Calif.)
1. From the Inside—Poco
2. Imagine—John Lennon
3. Teaser and the Firecat—Cat Stevens
4. Sun Moon & Herbs—Dr. John
5. "Wild Night"—Van Morrison

KFH-FM (Wichita)
1. From the Inside—Poco
2. Welcome to the Canteen—Traffic
3. Rock Love—Steve Miller
4. Teaser and the Firecat—Cat Stevens
5. Jonathan Edwards

KSAN-FM (San Francisco)
1. Rasputin's Stash
2. From the Inside—Poco
3. Reflections—-Pentangle
4. Rock Love—Steve Miller
5. Live—Buddy Miles

KPRI-FM (San Diego)
1. Charlie Daniels
2. Tears of Joy—Don Ellis
3. From the Inside—Poco
4. Welcome to the Canteen—Traffic
5. Rock Love—Steve Miller

WEBN-FM (Cincinnati)
1. Teaser and the Firecat—Cat Stevens
2. Nicely Out of Tune—Lindisfarne
3. Live—Buddy Miles
4. Rock Love—Steve Miller
5. By the Grace of God—David Rea

WPLJ-FM (New York)
1. The Grateful Dead
2. Teaserand the Firecat—Cat Stevens
3. From the Inside—Poco
4. Tupelo Honey—Van Morrison
5. Feel Your Groove—Ben Sidran

WNRZ-FM (Ann Arbor)
1. From the Inside—Poco
2. Future Games—Fleetwood Mac
3. Sun Moon & Herbs—Dr. John
4. Live in Concert—James Gang
5. The Four of Us—John Sebastian

WVBR-FM (Ithaca)
1. Rock Love—Steve Miller
2. Welcome to the Canteen—Traffic
3. Colors of the Dawn—The Johnstons
4. Jonathan Edwards
5. Live—Humble Pie

KFON-FM (Hollywood)
1. Just As I Am—Bill Withers
2. Cahoots—The Band
3. From the Inside—Poco
4. Live—Buddy Miles
5. Rock Love—Steve Miller

hatwaxpreilictions
Since music tastes and preferences vary, CIRCUS asks FM Programmers to predict what five 
records will be most likely to top the lists when we appear on the newsstand. Here are the 

predictions for May !
Is there an FM ROCK STATION in your area that you fee' deserves a listing in CIRCUS? 
Write Art Ford, Hot Wax, CIRCUS Magazine, 35 West 56th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019 
...and we'll check it out right away!

WMMS-FM (Cleveland)
1. Cahoots—The Band
2. Live—Buddy Miles
3. Gene Clark
4. By the Grace of God — David Rea
5. James and the Good Bros.
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MIKE MA TTHEWS FREEDOM AMP

The
will

Cl 1201

PLEASE SHIP:

MATTHEWS AMP $179.00 $129.00 

W-

(ALSO AVAILABLE AT YOUR RETAIL MUSIC STORE)

 Enclosed Is total check for order

Name

Address
AU of the units in the above column are 
housed like the Hare-Lip—with heavy duty 
stainless steel construction andthreecontrols.

...Zip-.-State.City

Factory 
Wired

LPB-1 (plug into amp) 
LPB-1 (plug into inst) 
BIRD (plug into amp) 
BIRD (plug into inst) 
MUFF (plug into amp) 
MUFF (plug into inst) 
MOLE (plug into amp) 
EGO (2 female jacks)

69.95 
49.95 
69.95 
59.95 
39.95 
39.95 

14.95 
14.95 
17.95 
17.95 
18.95 
18.95 
19.95 
14.95 

49.95 
34.95 
49.95 
42.00 
26.95 
26.95 

10.50 
10.50 
12.95 
12.95 
13.75 
13.75 
14.25 
10.50 

BLACI 
FREE 
clean ... o 
80db comp 
well as sing 
like clarity.

isn't strong 
noise gener< 
the band. Tt 
phone and up 
your P.A. system.

I-

 Ship C.O.D. Enclosed is 10% deposit $•

*“ suck 
you get just 
strings. The 

with 
give 
you

electro-harmonix
15 West 26th St., New York. N. Y. 10010

TAPE REVERSE 
ATTACK EQUALIZER 
BLACK FINGER 
LOW FREQ. COMP. 
BIG MUFF - 
HARE-LIP ECHO

\ •

Free yourself from the bureaucratically 
dominated sources of electricity.

MUFF This funkiest distortion device 
will give you that dirty sound reminiscent 
of the natural distortion of the tube amps 
used by the Rhythm and Blues bands of 
yesteryear

Enclose a check and Electro-Harmonix 
will pay shipping. Or if more conve
nient order C.O.D. for cost plus ship
ping. Enclose a 10% deposit on C.O.D. 
orders. (C.O.D. orders are limited to 
the continental United States).

LOW FREQUENCY COMPRESSOR — This 
ultimate version of the mole is designed 
exclusively for the professional electric 
bass player. Its outstanding feature of a 
HEAVY BASS-SUSTAIN control will make 
you sound as if you’re bowing a stand-up 
bass fiddle.

Complete 
Kit

TAPE REVERSE SIMULATOR — Lets you 
control an exponential build-up and fast 
decay of your guitar or bass signal over a 
fixed signal range. This capability gives 
your live playing the weird effect similar 
to a pre-recorded tape that is played

This 400 watt peak PORTABLE amplifier 
uses patented low drain circuitry which 
allows it to operate on standard flashlight 
batteries. Just one specially designed 
super heavy duty 10" speaker is all that’s 
needed to pump out all this power making 
this unit the most compact, rugged guitar 
amplifier developed to date. Its built-in 
Attack Equalizer Control System allows 
you to zero in on just the BITE you want.

MIKE MATTHEWS FREEDOM AMP 
let you—

• play your axe while 
traveling to a gig.

• blast out in the solace of 
the woods.

• lead a pilgrimage to the 
mountains.

• become a star.

I 
I

EGO This microphone booster is de- ' 
signed for the vocalist whose P.A. system I 

enough to cut through the | 
■ated by the other members of . 
'he Ego will match any micro- 1

■ to quadruple the output of I

I
I
I 
I
I
I
I
I 
I
I 
I
I 
I
I
I ____ ________ ______
! □ Please place me on your new product

I announcement mailing list at no charge.

I
I
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BIG MUFF z- — This finest distortion de
vice is high on sustain and low on distor
tion. It is designed for the guitarist who 
wants his axe to sing like a humming bird, 
with a sweet violin-like sound. The sustain 
control allows you to optimize long sustain 
with a hint of harmonic distortion.

All Electro-Harmonix accessories, both 
factory wired units and kits, are guar
anteed for three years. They are com
patible and modular. Any combination 
of more than one unit will give you an 
infinite variety of sounds.

MOLE The mole bass booster will extract 
the nighs and amplify the subharmonics 
giving your instrument the depth, reso
nance and heavy penetration of the foot 
pedals of a church pipe organ.

LPB-1 This linear power booster is a 
compact solid state preamplifier that can 
up to triple the acoustic output of any 
amplifier. It will increase guitar, sustain 
and improve the performance of all fuzz
tones, and wah-wah pedals.

K FINGER — A totally DISTORTION- 
; guitar sustainer that gives pure 

lengthy controlled sustain. This 
>mpressor can stretch chords as 
single notes, with an infinite bell-

HARE-LIP MICROPHONE ECHO — Gives 
the singer echo effect electronically, and 
at one tenth the cost of the mechanical 
tape echo units. In addition to the echo 
speed and intensity controls, this unit has 
an adjustable booster to control the in
crease of regular microphone volume.

ATTACK EQUALIZER—Allows you to si 
out and emphasize the BITE you get j 
when your pick plucks the strings. ' 
attack control, used in conjunction 
the tone and booster controls, will 
your instrument as much balls as yo 
want, letting you taste and feel each not<

SCREAMING BIRD A treble booster that 
will give your instrument the razor sharp 
cut of a screaching harpsichord whose 
strings are whipped instead of plucked

an 
)f yc

sigi.t.
live plaj 

to a pre-rec 
backwards.



Iggyour back pages Loses
The Stooges

Bootleg
F.

Bangla Desh

The Rolling Stones: Having visa trouble.

Stones Tour
Hits Hurdles

There’s some question as to whether 
or not Iggy Pop has a group, or even a 
musical career any more. Elektra 
records had decided not to renew Iggy’s 
contract, so he was taking his business 
elsewhere when the Stooges seemed to 
dissolve out from under him. Sources 
close to Iggy say that this does not mean 
he is finished. At last report he was on 
his way to New York to gather a new 
covey of musicians.

Crabby Appleton was also in trouble 
for awhile, but has gotten on their feet 
again. The problem (or is it the symp
tom?) seems to be that one of their asso
ciates had run off with their equipment.

I

The Slones are currently recording 
a new album, and hope to use the 
tour as a promotion for it. They arc 
also looking into the possibility of 
broadcasting the performances on 
closed circuit television, and charging 
admission to theatres where the tele
visions are set up. This would probably 
make them more bread, and help pre
vent the overcrowding that stoked up 
Altamont.

Meanwhile, the Stones have sued 
their friend Allen Klein for a few million 
dollars, claiming that he has misused 
funds and they want their candy. It is 
rumored that Jagger and his com
patriots have simply run out of money 
and need the dough which Klein has 
socked away for them in several pub
lishing companies and production firms.

I. 1

' ins

There’s a bootleg LP going around 
from the Harrison/Shankar benefit for 
the kids of Bangla Desh. Don’t buy it. 
The sound is terrible and the money is 
not going to the relief fund. It would be 
better to buy the real LP and gel your 
money’s worth. The concert, which 
cleared about S256.000 for the Bangla 
Desh emergency relief fund, will appear 
on television as an hour-long program 
sometime in December. Il has already 
hit living room screens in Britain.

Sly Stone, born Sylvester Stuart, is 
being sued by Gordy l lormel. owner of 
the Village Recorder in Los Angeles, for 
around $18,000. The reason? Sly ren
ted recording equipment from the studio 
for use in his home and supposedly 
agreed to pay SI00 per hour for use of 
the equipment. The suit claims that Sly 
never paid the rental (SI3.294.45) and 
also damaeed the equipment to the tune 
of $5,000.

Bill Graham will print a music folio 
entitled "Live at the Fillmore.’’ It will 
contain music written by various artists 
who have performed at the Fillmores 
over the years.

The groups include Crosby. Stills. 
Nash & Young: Elton John: Aretha 
Franklin: Leon Russell and Joe Cocker: 
and the Band. The folio will be pub
lished by Warner Brothers Music and 
will be out soon.

Graham also plans to write a book on

f I T he Rolling Stones, who were 
JL scheduled to begin their tour of the 

U.S. this month, have delayed the jun
ket til February or March. According to 
Ruth Copeland, the sleek and gutsy 
songstress who will probably appear on 
the tour, the arrival of Mick Jagger and 
company in the States is being held up 
by the American government. Anyone 
who’s caused one Altamont, govern
ment agencies reason, can cause anoth
er: so they are refusing to give the group 

visas.
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Churning It Up
With

Three Dog Night: ABC was ready to burn their check.

Terry Knight: Five LPs for $11,000.

i

tfl

ft

Iggy and The Stooges: 
No contract and no group.

Three Dog Night: 
Rich By The Skin Of Their Teeth

■
the Fillmore years in collaboration with 
an unnamed writer. Il will be published 
by Atheneum Press. And to make life a 
little busier, he’s also bought the rights 
to put on the rock opera Jesus Christ. 
Superstar in L.A. and San Francisco.

Did you know that when Grand Funk 
Railroad was Terry Knight and the 
Pack the famous Ed McMahon. Johnny 
Carson’s announcer, was their manager? 
Meanwhile it is reported by Mr. Knight 
that all of the albums which the Rail
road has done —all five gold LP’s were 
made at a total cost of SI 1.000 in studio 
time. They were all done at Cleveland 
Sound. Cleveland. Ohio, except for the 
live dates, which probably were master
ed there.

Savoy Brown
A Carnegie Hall audience that sat in 

listless silence under the onslaught of 
Wishbone Ash, and couldn't get it to
gether to boogie with John Baldry, 
found itself on its feet and churning in 
the aisles when Savoy Brown finally 
took the stage.

Wishbone Ash was given the difficult 
task of warming a very cold house. 
Their mountains of orange amplifiers 
seemed to be blasting at more empty 
seats than human ears. By the lime John 
Baldry came onstage, the place seemed 
far fuller, but somehow the spark was 
still missing. John strutted, flapped his 
hands, smiled, and sang hard, but when 
he tried to pump the audience into sing
ing along, most people just sal with their 
lips pressed together.

What started out as a publicity stunt 
turned into a panic as the president of 
ABC Dunhill records prepared to burn 
a check for S200.000 if Three Dog Night 
did not show up with its new album by 
five o’clock. The check was a bonus 
TDN was supposed to receive if they 
turned in their latest album. Harmony. 
on lime. /\nd Three Dog's management 
was so sure the record would be ready 
that they hired a Brinks truck and a 
couple of armed guards to carry the 
completed master to ABC. then invited 
the press to watch the check change 
hands. That's when the problems began.

fl
■

The group had to do a couple of tele
vision shows, and couldn't be in the stu
dio to record. Once they did get into the 
studio, equipment began to break down.

The group's managers showed up for 
the check in a slate of terror. It seems 
Three Dog Night hadn't even finished 
the master yet. Says one ABC execu
tive. “It was loo much like a bad movie 
about the music business to be real.. . . 
The guys were still working on the final 
mixes, and when they arrived (in the 
Brinks truck), less than half an hour 
short of the deadline, they were abso
lutely exhausted."

It all changed when the lights went up 
on Savoy Brown. First the tight-lipped 
audience started to sing. Then a few en
thusiasts got into the aisle to shake their 
bones. Eventually a small crowd had 
gathered around the fool of the stage, 
and vocalist Dave Walker was obviously 
warmed to the gut by having all those 
people within arm's reach. He struggled 
to gel the mike uniaped from its stand, 
then pranced from one end of the stage 
to the other, grabbing at the out
stretched hands of the people.

Before long the whole hall was on its 
feet. The cals up in the balcony had tak
en their shirts off and were grinding to 
the music. Walker had gotten rid of his 
shirt, shucked his boots and was leading 
a group that included everyone in the 
place. When the Carnegie Hall care
takers finally turned on the lights to 
cool out the audience, it didn't do any 
good. Everyone was grooving, and they 
didn't care who saw them do it. And 
when the authorities cut the power to 
Walker's mike, he kept the audience 
chanting for electricity till they switched 
it on again.
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Traffic: Concerts, films and a new album.

Black Sabbath: 
Satan

Could Be 
God?

Traffic Records New Music
F -=

____

b'!
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f 11 here's been a regular whirl- 
JL wind of activity around Traffic.

Their record company offered 150 free 
tickets to the group's Albert Hall con
cert because the seats involved were so 
poor it didn't seem anyone should have 
to pay for them. Poor as the seats were, 
over 5.000 people wrote in requesting 
them.

Later. Traffic set up a concert in an 
art gallery, hung the walls with abstract 
paintings inspired by their music, and 
made a film of the event.

Meanwhile. Jim Capaldi and Steve 
Winwood were scoring the music for a 
film directed by their personal photo
grapher. And the entire group is work
ing on an album of all new music to 
show that, even though they only did 
pieces from the old days in From the 
Canteen, their heads are not buried in 
Traffic's past.

It's been rumored that Led Zeppelin’s 
John Bonham picked up two suitcases of 
cash, strolled down to his local auto H 
showroom, and purchased a fresh Mase- B 
rati. They say the money came from just I 
three of the gigs Zeppelin did last time I 
they hit the States. b

Black Sabbath is trying to break the 
connection between its image and the 
Charley Manson brand of Sa- 
tan-worship. Bill Ward says the group 
made an effort to put a strong peace 
message into its last album. Master Of 
Reality (Warner Bros.), and Tony 
lommi groans when he thinks some
thing he says is going to be linked with 
black magic. Nonetheless. Ward let his 
longue slip and admitted that Satan 
could be God. Then he tried to explain 
that no god but Satan could have 
created such an evil world.

While the taste of British kids has 
been moving forward from top for-

At

MS■

ly-lype goo to the more sophisticated 
rock-folk-jazz amalgams offered by 
Emerson, Lake & Palmer, Crosby. Stills 
& Nash, Carol King and the like, the 
BBC has been vigorously moving back
ward and eliminating sophisticated 
sounds. Several jazz and folk programs 
were sliced out of existence this fall. 
And Top Of The Pops, the program 
that features a different chart-topping 
group each week, has stopped inviting 
artists to appear who have hit LPs but 
no hit singles. BBC chief Douglas Mug- 
geridge claims that “the musical ex
plosion of the Seventies will be the 
middle-of-the-road rather than progres
sive.*' Since the only programs the aver
age British kid can get on his radio 
come from the BBC. he's going to be 
stuck with middle-of-the-road music 
whether he likes it or not.

Elvis Presley has been offered over a 
million dollars to do a ten-day lour of 
Britain and Europe. That’s one hundred 
thousand dollars a day. more than a 
thousand dollars for each minute of per
forming time.

Trying to message.

ifi



The Who
Headline For

Creedence Comes On Slick Bangla Desh

Jethro
Tull

Neglected

Tull: Appeasing England with a maxi-single.

Rod Stewart:
Permission from Prince Charles.

Well, the English were surprised at 
the new look of Creedence Clearwater 
Revival when they appeared in Man
chester a while back. John Fogerty ob
viously wanted to be a real rock 'n' roll 
star when he slicked back his hair, threw 
away his check shirt in favor of a tight 
white suit, bought terrible pointed boots 
and developed a stage presence some
where between Eddie Cochran and 
Elvis. With this astonishing new image 
the group jetted privately into England 
for their first appearance in a year.

After their performance the group 
kept reporters wailing for ages until 
they felt ready to be interviewed. John 
was obviously in no mood to talk about 
his brother, but drummer Doug Clifford 
and bassist Stu Cook seemed rather 
friendly and bumbling. Doug let on that 
he had got up at 5 am. that morning, 
left the hotel and gone “Sweet 
Hitch-Hiking” to see the countryside. 
“I went to Lake Port. no. Sall Port (it 
eventually transpires that he had been to 
Stockport) in a lorry (which means a 
truck). Regardless of personality

Jethro Tull have complained that 
Britain has neglected their band and in 
return, they have tended to neglect us 
and turn towards America for whatever 
they feel England is not giving them. To 
rectify the situation, Tull have released 
their first single in 18 months. The 
record is a ma.xie effort with five tracks 
. . all composed by Ian Anderson. 
Title track “Life Is A Long Song” fea
tures lan on accoustic guitar and flute. 
A gentle and wistful song with the words 
being strung together more by the music 
than by their meaning. “Up The Pool” 
is almost like the music the Beatles used 
to produce, with some nice guitar and 
violin sounds to it. “Doctor Bogen- 
broom" is a chip off the old style Jethro 
Tull we used to know with lots of fast 
flute passages and that famous warbly 
voice. Then comes a straight in
strumental “From Later.” and “Nurs- 
ie.” perhaps the best track, which 
sounds rather like Simon and Garfunkel 
in parts.

After many false starts. Britain final
ly had its own Bangla Desh benefit. Ed
gar Broughton had tried to get several 
together toward the end of the summer 
and failed. But Broughton even has 
trouble putting together non-benefit 
concerts, since the managers of Britain's 
concert halls and stadiums seem afraid 
that where Edgar leads, disaster follows.

The promoters who were, responsible 
for the now defunct Isle of Wight Festi
vals succeeded where Broughton had 
failed. They secured permission from 
Prince Charles and the Duchy of Corn
wall to use London’s famous cricket 
ground, the ‘Oval.’ Then they persuaded 
the Who. Rod Stewart, Atomic Rooster,

Mott the Hoople and Lindisfarne to fill 
the cricket green with its first rock 
crowd in history. By the way. they also 
approached George Harrison and Paul 
McCartney to appear, but it doesn't 
seem that the two were able to make it.

At the moment. McCartney’s band 
are surrounded by secrecy, but an album 
is expected out sometime in the Au
tumn.

To go back to The Who for a mo
ment. Peter Townshend explained how 
he keeps from mangling his fingers in 
the strings or smashing his hands on the 
sides of his guitar when he swings his 
arms around like a lunatic windmill. I 
do bash my hands.” admitted Towns
hend. w ho went on to tell how he cures 
his injured fingers by plunging them into 
the mug of whiskey which he keeps on 
the stage. To protect the guitar. Peter 
uses Gibson heavy plectrums and regu
lar gauge strings, strings strong ^noug 
not to break when thwacked > ' • I
fist. |

changes—sad but inevitable to most 
successful groups -Creedence arc still 
one of the greatest little rock bands in 
the world. Doug and Stu go together su
perbly as back up. and John is one of 
the finest rock and rollers in the busi
ness. There was hardly any repartee 
with the audience: it was just down with 
the lights and. wham, off they went. 
Their act started with “Born On The 
Bayou” followed by “Green River.”

On “Travellin' Band” one could hear 
the gap left by the departure of Tom's 
rhythm guitar, but other than that one 
didn't really notice it at all. So on the 
band went, with “Bad Moon Rising”. 
“Proud Mary”. “Sweet Hilch-Hiker": 
ending up with a rather lengthy version 
of “Keep On Chooglin' ”

For most it was a great evening, and 
the majority shouted for an encore until 
they were hoarse, but for quite a few 
others, this was not the Creedence we 
had expected. Still, nevertheless they are 
truly great entertainers and professional 
to the hill. That is. except for John's 
dreadful bools.



west coast by Jacoba Atlas
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Mylon: A message of music, not war.

is

The 
Doors 
Revive

Leon Russell:
Shelter Records wrestles with Superman.

1prison.
Shelter Records is being sued by Su

perman Inc. for a mere 2 million dollars. 
Superman. Inc. claims that Shelter 
Records ripped off their logo, that fa
mous “S." Shelter claims it's public ter
ritory. and besides th *y turned the “S” 
upside down. Al any rate it's all in the 
hands of lawyers now. Shelter is. of 
course, the home of Leon Russell and 
Denny Cordell, to say nothing of Fred
die King.

Leon Russell, meanwhile, will be well 
represented on record in the next few 
months. Besides the fact that his songs 
arc being recorded by just about every
one of note (Barbra Streisand has done 
“Space Captain.'' Andy Williams. Don- 
ny Hathaway, and J.P. Morgan have 
done “A Song for You." and The Car
penters have done “Superstar”). Shelter 
has released the second Asylum Choir 
album, featuring Marc Benno and Rus
sell. The first Asylum Choir album is al
ready a collector's item.

He let the group finish their fall lour be
fore clapping the two victims of justice 
behind bars.

The Grateful Dead’s former business 
manager, who's also former Dead
drummer Mickey Hart’s dad. has been 
charged with embezzling over S77.000 
from Garcia and his cohorts. He says 
he's innocent.

A Nashville journalist claims that 
Kris Kristofferson wrote his last song a 
year ago. and hasn't come up with a new 
one since. Kris has frequently said that 
he's “a scared writer." afraid he'll never 
write another thing again, and that with
out his writing, the meaning slips out of 
his life. But maybe the acting he's been 
doing, the money he's been making, and 
attention he's been getting recently have 
given him a new source of meaning.

Frank Zappa has slapped Esquire and 
Playboy with lawsuits because of a shoe 
ad. Zappa's lawyers say both magazines 
carried an ad for “Dexter Funky Shoes” 
in which Zappa's face danced around 
with half-a-dozen other “psychedelic" 
pieces of imagery. This gave the impres
sion. they say. that Frank endorsed the 
shoes, an impression which has “irrepa
rably damaged his reputation.”

r | ^he Doors are going back on the 
A road. According to their manager.

Bill Siddons, Ray Manzerek. John Den
smore and Robbie Kreiger will resume 
louring sometime this year. They also 
have a new album out which Siddons 
describes as “being more into blues and 
closer to the original sounds of the 
Doors.” Manzerek is singing lead.

The Blood. Sweat and Tears date at 
the California Institute for Men al 
Chino. California, is being shown nation
ally on Public Television on the “Great 
American Dream Machine." Blood. 
Sweat and Tears played a Sunday after
noon special gig for the inmates and 
their families at the minimum security

ELP Rip The Soccer Field
Al Gaelic Park. Emerson. Lake and 

Palmer demonstrated the frantic show
manship that has helped them catapult 
their avant-garde classical-jazz-rock 
into the skies of popular success. While 
Carl Palmer drummed away with the 
energy of a steam-hammer. Keith Emer
son tore the veneer off his organ 
jumped on it. threw it over his back, 
stomped it. and stabbed it. then took 
out a double barreled synthesizer rod 
and whipped it around like a Buck Ro
gers rifle, firing staccato shrieks at the 
crowd with machine-gun rapidity.

The audience had lazed in their blan
kets on the ground, smoking, drinking 
and making love while Mylon laid down 
his music and thoughts (he announced 
the coming of a peaceful generation that 
would substitute the violence of music 
for the bloodshed of the battlefield). But 
they totally forgot their apple wine, 
joints, and 'horny hands when ELP did 
its sluff. , .

According io sources al their record 
company. Quicksilver Messenger Ser
vice will be out of commission for

wife



Cat Stevens

Terry Knight

§

Melanie: Scores her first film.
§

§ bring CIRC IS

Bloodrock Splits 
From

§f
§

Cat Stevens:
More than 5,000 people is too much.

James Taylor: 
An electric saw got out of hand.

nice and cheap." The price of tickets for 
the Eleklra junket will be SI.50.

Elton John played the Greek Theatre 
and just about sewed up all of Los An
geles. Giving what some call his finest 
performances to date. Elion sold out the 
entire week well ahead of schedule. The 
theatrics that have been both the mak
ing and undoing of Elton were well un
der control: and the singer-composer 
treated his audience to both sides of his 
music: the single piano opening and the 
full scale rock and roll closing.

James Taylor’s
Do-It-Yourself Accident

James Taylor had to put off a couple 
of his concerts until this month due to a 
split hand. It seems the singer was doing 
a little do-it-yourself around his farm on 
Martha's Vineyard and an electric saw 
got out of control. Stitches had to be 
taken, but all turned out well

Randy Newman played the TrounaJoi 
and introduced a wonderful song about 
the American slave trade. The song en
tices the Africans to leave their jungles 
for the United Stales where everything 
is wonderful and where there's plenty of 
buckwheat cakes and watermelon. New
man announced that the song was from 
a movie where he played a slave trader.

The newest promotional phenomena 
from the record companies is a 
self-sponsored national lour. What this 
means is that the record label itself foots 
the bill for a group, or groups to go out 
on the road. The idea, of course, is to 
bring talented people to the pub
lic talented people who arc not yet fa
mous enough to headline gigs for them
selves. The idea originated with Warner 
Bros, when the} pul Ry Cooder and 
Captain Beefheart out on the circuit 
Then Columbia came through with their 
Joy Wagon which features Joy of Cook
ing. Leo Kottke and Joyous Noise. Now 
Elektra is getting into the act and is 
presenting Don Nix, Jeanie Greene and 
Lonnie Mack under the banner of “The 
Alabama Stale Troupers Rock ’n Re
vival " Says Don Nix. “We just want to

i some good music to the people

Melanie is the latest in the line of 
composers to join the ranks of movie 
scorers. She has just comple«d the mu
sic for AU the Right Noises. u Br‘l,s'1 
film starring Tom Bell and Oi™ Hus-

Bloodrock has severed producing ties 
with Terry Knight of Grand Funk Rail
road fame. The Texas-based group will 
get more involved in their own produc
ing. feeling that Knight was too involved 
with his other group to give enough at
tention to Bloodrock: no hard feelings 
on either side.

An agreement has been reached be
tween the Musicians' Union in London 
and the British Broadcasting Corp, over 
appearances by U.S. rock groups on 
BBC television. The dispute had been 
going on for nearly two years.

With American groups now allowed 
to appear on the BBC. two US acts have 
already performed. They are Curtis 
Mayfield and Jo Mama. The agreement 
is actually of the utmost importance to 
American bands, as exposure on BBC 
can make the difference between a suc
cessful British tour and a disaster.

The new arrangement provides that 
American groups may appear on the 
BBC if they are sent to England in ex
change for a British group which is 
slated to make TV appearances in the 
U.S. Each American band, however, 
will he limited to two BBC appearances.

Joan Baez got her first gold single for 
“The Nigh They Drove Old Dixie 
Down."

Nixes Big Halls
Cat Stevens has decided to play con

cert halls only if they seal UNDER 
5.000 people. Says the singer-composer. 
“I'd rather do two shows a night in a 
smaller hall than one in a much larger 
venue. If you play Madison Square Gar
den as a soloist, then you've had it. The 
secret is to keep well away from the 
larger halls, because in those places it is 
so very easy to lose contact with your 
audience '*

11 is reaction to America: “The 
trouble in America is that either you're 
a superstar or you're a nothing, and 
you're expected to work big audito
riums. But it can easily gel out of hand 
and become quite frightening."

Stevens has recently scored two mo
tion pictures. Deep End and Harold and 
Maude. He is also writing the music for 
a new Broadway musical based on the 
Russian Revolution, which everyone 
knows was a song and dance



poems from our readers
SO MUCH ALIKE

AT TH E BUS

fat girl

next to

yon

LIFE WITH THE BANDITS

RIPPLES

Dennis Waddle
I

■

TOGETHER

feel like

Janice Wirginia
Chicago. Illinois

We are so much alike.
Each of us protecting our hearts
to make sure no one

destroys them.
you because of a love long ago. 

and me because of never knowing love. 
Both of us silent, never communicating.

our thoughts and dreams 
are never expressed to each other

We’re like two trees that are separate, 
the branches trying to touch.

but never succeeding
or

the waves of the ocean coming into 
shore.

but then leaving as fast as 
they came.
No lies will ever bind us together, 

because we can't get that close.

anonymous 
Shelbyville. Miss.

walks by and smiles 
al pimple-faced boy

silting on bench

We've salted the earth: its dear life is 
gone.

kathy
Manitoba. Can.

Jim “Jude" Parlier
Libby. Montana

WAR. ONCE MORE. GOODBYE

Richard Barley
Marlboro. N.Y.

David Bissonette 
Niagara Univ.. N Y.

CAREFUL. I HAVE
A WEAK HEART

the open road! 
it's paved with 
dust 
but
never ceases 
because 
it's filled 
with the 
determination 
that keeps 
its ends 
together

We've gripped the axe together, to 
sever.
To sever the trees from the ground for
ever.
Ripping up vines and spilling in rivers.
We've chilled lheir hearts, the animals 
shiver.

There's nothing left now; we know what 
we've done.
United in rage, we've shortened life's 
breath
United, we'll wail for our ultimate 
death.

David Park 
Grove City. Pa-

FLOWER

i can't help 
it if
seein’ you by 
the bank 
makes me 
a pair of 
broken in blue 
jeans

CIRCUS

pregnant lady who
doesn't know me but

she lives in the while house 
al lhe

corner of my slreel
she stands up and holds out 

arms to handsome man who 
is not her husband

who works al lhe 
drugstore where i buy my magazines 

bus comes all loo soon

Send poems to:
Poetry Editor
CIRCUS Magazine
866 United Nations Plaza 
New York. N. Y. 10017

Milkweed Sunday 
Fishing beneath bridge. 
Sunlight

golden flashing upon lhe waler 
Silver movement

among lhe stones.
Pebbles churned in the shadows 

glimmered reflection
crosses the afternoon stream 

in mule stealthy flutters.
Hovering.
Motionless.

like some small buried cloud, 
waler graved

restless.
Gone.

Vanished in lhe ripples.

I'm 200 years old
& in love with lhe calendar 
naturally.
would you please

pul some spice
in my life.

my legs have no feeling my arms 
have no bones my VW 
is oul of gas 
again.

The last century I lived on 
rock & roll.
lhe 2nd on ham & cheese.

there is
a cartoonist living with me now 
so i laugh
a lol.

While I may be thinking of loving still, 
but
Beller after death.
Believing that love is airy, quenching.
Something that does not stop

Believing that love is Commu
nications. beyond voice, hearing, and 
sight.

Love is expression that I form to in 
lhe company of the sweetest, freshest 
night

The ocean splashes its sally waler and 
lhe wet
Sand is soaked again.
While lhe war is lost and all is useless 
Dead are the armies of unknown men. 
Recognize lhe ebb and tide of love, 
when
Blood is washed up and soaked into lhe 
sand.
A golden cycle, feeding the sharks, and 
Truly tomorrow- will be better, so 
Freely associate with love while 
may.

standing at the bus slop 
a man

passes by and siares
go away

old man
i'm young and I have no need of your 

dirty face
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Are The 
New Beach Boys 

For Real?
by Linda Crawford and Howard Bloom

I

■Ml'

The Beginnings:
It’s 1961, on a highway in Southern 

California not far from the ocean. An 
old station wagon with wood trim and 
a top loaded with surfboards noses its 
way out of a side road, then stops to 
wait for a hole in the traffic. Crammed 
into the seats are five blond and sun
tanned kids with arm muscles that

with any magic formula they thought 
might work. They were just being 
themselves, reflecting what was going 
on around them.

a song about water pollution, to make 
the ole grand buck? That’s what we 
were all there to find out.

Sitting with them was a weird trip. 
It was like looking in a mirror or lis
tening to yourself on a tape-recorder. 
When they ran down their history, it 
turned out that the differences in them 
from 1961 to 1971 were the same as 
the differences in all of us. They went 
through all of it just as we did, from 
the ’66 psychedelia to the ’67 flower
child, the ’69 fatalism, the ’71 aware
ness. They were not playing around

( h^nge! Although the most con- 
stant part of life and usually the 

^ost welcome aspect of living for all 
Us, it is always the hardest thing to 

‘ CCcPt in those we love. To see some- 
^ne we thought we knew so well, all 

a sudden become something com- 
P etely different is frightening to most 

us. Frightening and because of 
that, usually rejected. Such is the case 
with the Beach Boys.

We all know the Beach Boys. 
They’re the fellows from California 
that had hit songs on top-forty radio 
til about five years ago. The ones 
with the clean-cut, crew-cut, all-Amer
ican look that sang about sunshine, 
surf-boards, cars and girls. “Boy did 
they have great harmony. It’s a shame 
they don’t do songs like that any
more.’’ Does that sound familiar?

It does to Brian Wilson who had 
to break his contract with Capitol Rec
ords because they wouldn’t go along 
with the new Beach Boy sound of 
stoned awareness.

Il also sounds familiar to the five 
men who make up the Beach Boys, 
Carl and Dennis Wilson, Alan Jardine, 
Bruce Johnston and Mike Love. Sure 
they have changed. Now they are all 
writing music, with each contributing 
a style of his own. Now they are using > 
moog synthesizers and complex or
chestrations. Now they are making a 
determined effort to bring to the x 
public the new songs they are writing, 
in the face of constant demands for 
all those oldies-but-goodies. It might 
be easier to pump out those old songs 
and ride the waves of nostalgia that 
are bound to keep popping up, which 
is obviously what Capitol wanted them 
to do, but instead they’ve turned to 
lyrics about life, politics, pollution, 
freeness.

Are They For Real?
The Beach Boys were in New York 

for a one-night concert at Carnegie 
Hall. A few blocks away from the 
Hall, in a comfortable hotel suite, they 
had set aside time before the concert 
to speak with the press. Aside from 
one lady from ABC, who admittedly 
hadn’t even heard their new album, 
most of “the press” consisted of “the 
fans.” Oh, they were reporters, mainly 
from the music trade papers, but they 
hadn't come because of their duties as 
writers, they had come to meet the 
boys. They were interested in study
ing exactly what this new Beach Boy 
was ... or if it really was. Maybe the 

k boys would come on with the Troy
L J^onahue type of instant-hipness, as

Troy did when he got the part playing 
Charlie Manson: “Cool. Groovy. Been 

*e this all along. Groovy, Groovy, 
T” Was the new Beach Boy just 

r part of the co-option going 
'g to do anything, even sing

lag
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ears the Beach Boys were pumping 
_„j songs, and no one was listening.

Early in the morning we’ll be 
starting out

Some honies will be coming along.
We're loading up our woodie with 

our boards inside
Then heading out singing our song.
Not far away, in Hawthorne, Cali

fornia, a fairly well-to-do songwriter 
and his wife are leaving home for a 
vacation in Mexico. Their kids could 
be the surfers who were out on the 
road—barefoot, T-shirted and with 
hair bleached blond by the sun. The 
parents leave them with a heap of

For year;
out fresh
Now that they’re singing about pollution 
and student demonstrations, the public 

But could the has perked up its ears, 
new approach be phoney?

money for food and a couple c 
tions about taking care of the 
then drive off down the road.

The Wilson boys—Brian (19) 
nis (17), and Carl (15)—ha’ 
a better use for the money that 
ing food. They call up their < 
Mike Love (20) and their p 
Jardine (19) and announce 
they’ve got enough dollars to 
some instruments and an empty 
to practice in. By the time M< 
and Pappa Wilson come home, 
house has been taken over by a 

Not long after, Mr. Wilson’s 
lisher asks him to recommend j 
one to cut a demo. Wilson re 
mends Al Jardine, but when Al 
to the publisher’s office, four - 
kids tag along. They give the 
lisher a taste of a tune called “Sur 
something they've cooked up 
home. He likes it, and soon he’j 
them recording it. The group is 
close to its roots as a home-n 
band—even on the record their dr 
beat comes from the bottom of aj 
tic garbage can—but at least the 
on their way.

Riding High:
By 1963 the group has made 

They’ve taken the high-pitched h 
monies of a barber-shop quartet, r 
them over a Chuck Berry R&B ri 
thm. and used them to express-i 
pre-occupations of the average Ami 
ican high school kid. They sing aba 
dating, dragging, tooling around 
Daddy's T-Bird, and surfing. At eve 
concert, the girls scream and da 
When the group tries to drive aw; 
there are fans climbing all over ti 
limousine. And their records sell ovt 
50.000,000 copies.

Meanwhile the audiences are 
ing. The kids who used to think cai 
and surf-boards have become th 
“Love Generation.” They’ve discov 
ered drugs and good vibrations.

And one of the Beach Boys IWP® 
to go through the same change*- 
1964 Brian Wilson decides to 
home writing and producing wn,e 
the rest of the group spends it* nn^ 
crossing and recrossing the worfd-y' 
home, he makes some disco**11*5, 
LSD, a mystic sect called SubuA 
merology, astrology, the 1 Chitf- 
the whole world of cosmic force*1 
the hallucinogens can uncover.

In 1966, the Beach Boys try to 
out an album that's been 
Brian's mystic trip, but Capito®S5 
want to touch it. There's a bitSf?^ 
and finally Capitol is forced 
the LP. Pet Sounds. But the 
company is sure it won't sell.*’ * 
try to bury the new music by 
ing out a bunch of albums •|t 
old surf, sun, and fun 
putting all their money into

ClKfl*

have grown enormous from paddling 
a surf board out into the water.

The traffic opens up, the driver hits 
the accelerator, the rear wheels spit 
gravel then screech as they claw the 
pavement. The kids go back to com
paring the surf on one beach with the 
surf on another, wondering how the 
day’s waves are going to be, and re
calling the dark girls with sun-streak
ed hair who hang around the beaches.

Surfing scenes like this are spread
ing through the state like a disease. 
The time is ripe for someone to sing



fool of him.

B

of I 
eyes.

since the 
iging about 
junior-high

I had a strong desire to call him. It 
was 3:00 AM, and he answered the 
phone personally, something he almost 
never does.

“Maharishi suggested we go with 
him and the Beatles, Donovan, Mia 
Farrow to what became known as 
‘the course of the stars.’ There we 
were in the Himalayas. We would 
listen to the universal message that 
Maharishi presented and we would 
walk in the mountains and ride on 
the Ganges while the Beatles played 
guitars. It was quite a remarkable ex
perience. Never before had I found 
any system that I could stick to.”

Mike has been moving out of the 
shadows recently and taking a more
prominent role in the group. He com
posed several cuts on the new album, 
and does more solo work when the 
Beach Boys are in concert.

“I used to be inhibited about ex
pressing myself musically because my 
cousin was Brian Wilson, a musical 
genius,” he explains. ‘‘But that has 
been dissolved and because of medi
tation I can express myself naturally.”

Mike seems convinced that the 
claims made for Transcendental Medi
tation are not exaggerated. He goes 
on to explain how Transcendental 
Meditation works.

‘‘The mediator is given a mantra 
that is right for him. A mantra is a 
series of sounds—you don’t pay at
tention to their meaning because you 
don’t want it to distract your self. You

the film is part of a plot by Phil Spec- 
tor to get revenge because he has 
borrowed liberally from Spectors “wall 
of sound” production techniques.

When the Beach Boys come back 
from a European tour and discover 
the music that Brian has prepared for 
their next LP, they are shocked. The 
words arc weird and surrealistic. The 
sound is experimental and heavily 
orchestrated—not at all what anybody 
has ever expected from an R&B-based 
band. The dating, driving and surfer 
girls have disappeared, and the group 
is afraid that its image and audience 
will disappear with them.

What finally comes out is Smiley 
Smile, a heavily reworked version of 
what Brian had been creating. It 
doesn't sell. Then comes Wild Honey, 
which sells well, but not well enough. 
And finally a tour with the Maharishi. 
The audiences don’t show up, the tour 

(continued on page 58/

say your mantra quietly to yourself 
with closed eyes for fifteen to twenty 
minutes in the morning and fifteen to 
twenty minutes in the evening. When 
you find that a thought has occurred 
and that you are not aware of the 
mantra, you gently allow the thought 
to come out.”

“This process takes you to a restful 
and nourishing silence that is deep 
within you. When you return from it 
you bring it into your normal exist
ence, and it enriches all that you do.

“Once, after I had been meditating 
for a couple of months, someone 
handed me a joint. Well, I smoked 
it and found that it brought my head 
down. I’m more naturally high with 
Meditation.”

Not everyone agrees with the 
Beach Boys about the value of the 
Maharishi’s teachings. John Lennon

the old stuff.
Acid Paranoia:

Meanwhile. Brian is getting even 
further out. He builds a sandbox 
around his piano so that his bare toes 
can poke around while he plays. He 
puts up a tent in his living room, but 
the tent has to be taken down be
cause it cuts off the air. He roams the 
city recording the sounds of running 
water and tries to get some friends 
to start a bar-room brawl so he can 
tape it. He records a crackling, roar
ing, flaming piece called “Fire Music,” 
then destroys the tape when he hears 
that the building across the street from 
the studio has burned down, and that 
the number of fires in L.A. has gone 
up the week he recorded the piece.

And he walks into a movie in the 
middle, hears the words “Good after
noon. Mr. Wilson” coming off the 
screen, and becomes convinced that

wrote a song accusing the Maharishi 
pulling the wool over his disciples’ 
»s. (“Maharishi, what have you 

done/You’ve made a fool of every
one”) then changed the word “Maha
rishi” to “Sexy Sadie” because he 
didn’t feel like cutting his former 
teacher down in public.

But Mike Love does not feel the 
Maharishi has made a
“We have something much more val
uable to offer in our music,” he says. 
“Our tours are more meaningful, too. 
And Transcendental Meditation has 
even helped us overcome the heavy 
stresses of being on the road.” •

by Rick Moss

The Beach Boys And The Maharishi
The former surf and hot rod harmonizers have 

turned to songs on welfare and pollution. Who’s behind the 
change? The Beatles’ ex-guru.

nThe Beach Boys have gone through 
1 some potent changes 

days when they were sinj 
surfing, hot-rods, and 
school romance. In the mid-Sixties 
they left their drag-strip fixation to 
sing tripped-out love lyrics about 
vegetables.

And now they’ve started singing 
about student demonstrations, wel
fare, and polluted water. Vocalist Mike 
Love sums up the transition when he 
says, “We used to be concerned with 
‘fun, fun, fun,’ but these days we 
realize there's a lot more to life.”

What’s brought about this serious 
attitude? Getting older has a lot to 
do with it. Acid, astrology and the 
I Ching once played a part. But for 
some time now, the strongest influence 
has been the Maharishi. Yes, the Ma
harishi—the guru the Beatles were 
trooping around with for a while.

“We first met Maharishi in Dec. 
of 1967,” Mike explained. “We were 
in Paris to do a UNICEF show. The 
Beatles had been meditating for a 
couple of months by then. John and 
George were at a rehearsal with Ma
harishi and he talked about Trans
cendental Meditation. A couple days 
•ater Dennis, Carl, Allan, Billy Hen- 
she, Allan’s brother- in-law, and my
self all got initiated.

“I talked with Maharishi twice. I 
had never heard anyone speak more 
Nearly and beautifully on creation. I 
had never been so relaxed. One night,
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□e abandoned, and several hun- 
housand dollars go swirling 
he drain.
Beach Boys’ floundering has at 
t them their popularity in the 
But across the ocean, people 

o realize that underneath the 
struggles are the seeds of an 

mt new music. The Beatles be- 
borrow Beach Boys riffs for 

hite album. The Melody Maker 
ts the Beach Boys as the second 
important group in the world 
?, 70, and 71. And the French 
-ieroes and Villains” (a single 
ardly sells in the States) the 

of The Year.

. Wilson: Why did surfboards, 
ng and dating disappear from 
tongs?

Beach Boys. The size of the crowd 
seems to imply that their latest album, 
Surfs Up, is indeed re-uniting the 
Beach Boys with the public, or maybe 
the crowd is just there to listen to 
“Surfin’ Safari.”

To a full house, they open with 
the expected: “Good Vibrations”. Is 
it going to be an oldies show after 
all? Not at all. Just a little warm up 
to do exactly what the song says: 
send out some good vibrations. Right 
after that they go into “Student Dem
onstration Time,” complete with si
rens, and have the crowd standing and 
clapping from the second song. Carl 
does his “Feel Flows,” Al his “Looking 
at Tomorrow”. Bruce his “Disney 
Girls”, Mike his “Don’t Go Near 
The Water,” and Dennis, while not 
having any of his own material from 
Surfs Up to sing (none were recorded 
due to his injury and to an argument 
about how the album should sound) 
presents the audience with one of his 
new songs, dedicated to his best 
friend: his wife. They end the set, 
after numerous requests for Brian’s 
“Surf’s Up,” with just that. The whole 
orchestra, four tiers of balconies and 
all those standing or sitting in the 
aisles are on their feet screaming, 
clapping, begging for more. The Beach 
Boys have made it, not for what they 
were but for what they are.

Now that they’ve been accepted for 
what they are singing today, they feel 
free to sing yesterday’s songs. For 
their encores—all three of them— 
they dig into “California Girls,” “Sur
fin’ Safari,” “Heroes and Villains,” 
“Help Me Rhonda,” and “I Get 
Around,” one right after the other so 
that the audience can’t take anymore. 
After all the screamed requests have 
been played, all the eyes tearing from 
excitement, all the voices hoarse from 
yelling, all the faces smiling with de
light, there is no doubt in anyone’s 
mind. They were great then, boy they 
were great. But now they are even 
greater.

A Damaged Hand:
Dennis had some rather bad news 

though; due to his hand injury he 
won’t be able to drum again for at 
least a year. But he is playing the 
piano, and will continue, contrary to 
rumors, to tour with the group. 
“Where’s Brian?” At least ten times 
the group was asked this question. 
Brian doesn’t tour with them anymore. 
He spends his time at home working 
cn production, looking after Brother 
Records (the Beach Boy’s own label) 
and writing music. They discussed 
what they liked in music today: “most
ly everything; music is much more de
veloped today than it was,” who they 
liked: “Stevie Wonder,” what they 
didn’t like: “ticket prices at concerts 
are much too high,” what their next 
recording will be: “possibly a live 
album” and in answer to whether they 
will come out with a Women’s Liber
ation song, Mike answersed: “Oh, we 
did that a long time ago; California 
Girls.”

Warm and Friendly they were. Per
turbed that their change should come 
as a shock rather than a welcome. 
“We used to sing about California 
because that was all we knew" Mike 
explained. “Now the world has gotten 
a little smaller, the issues larger and 
all of us a little more concerned. We 
haven’t changed, the world has.” •

going on for five years.
If you remember, he was indicted 

in 1966 for refusing induction into 
the Army, cleared in 1969 on grounds 
that he was a Conscientious Objector. 
He then later refused to report for 
alternative civilian duty (as a bed pan 
changer at L.A. Veterans Hospital) 
citing the fact that the alternative job 
did not make use of his talent as a 
musician and singer. Carl proposed to 
play music in hospitals instead of 
changing bed pans, but he was turned 
down first by a draft board, then by 
a Federal District court and finally 
the U.S. Court of Appeals. The Su
preme Court refused to hear a fur
ther appeal. Then in September the 
Federal court reversed itself and grant
ed Carl permission to carry out a 
“most unique” alternative service pro
gram. Under the order of the court, he 
will be allowed to satisfy his draft 
obligation by performing with the 
Beach Boys at prisons, hospitals and 
orphanages.

“The recent Attica tragedy points 
up how necessary something like this 
is,” explained Carl. “It also opens up 
a whole new way to deal with the 
draft and forces them to deal with 
each individual on the merits of what 
he is, something that can’t help but 
destroy the streamlined inflexibility 
which keeps the machine running.”

ing Back:
0,v it’s 1971. Lines extend around 
-orner of 57th Street with people 
”tjng entry to a concert, a concert 
j,as been sold out long in advance. 
Carnegie Hall and the tickets are 
nsive, the room restrictive (no 
king. of anything; no horsing 
1I; no going near the stage; no go- 
b’acK-stage; no boisterousness in 

, performances), the security 
are hostile, but none of that 
pecause this is now about the

. place -

see » Really •

Face To Face:
While speaking with them you real

ize they are in a very difficult posi
tion, being forced to defend what they 
are now because it is different from 
what they were. “I just want to play 
music”, Carl said, “and this is the 
kind of music coming out of my head 
now.” Beautifully bearded Carl, the 
youngest member of the group, has 
contributed his first solo composition 
to their new album, a song called Feel 
Flows, which is rapidly even giving 
the Brian Wilson-Van Dyke Parks 
tune, Surfs-Up, a good toss for popu
larity. Carl was a little joyous at this 
meeting as he had just recently won 
a fight with the draft that had been
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Can T. Rex 
Conquer 

America?
The “changeling 

son of Mars/ Who 
learned his 

songs/ From the 
cosmic throngs/ And 

played them on a 
fender guitar” heads 

a group that's 
number one in Britain.

But a stagehand 
at the Fillmore 
said he wasn't good 

enough for an encore.

sical press. They're T. Rex. the only 
group the English are getting off on 
this year; but will their blend of fan
tasy and driving rock ever gel sup
port from more than a small 
cult-following in America?

Marc Bolan. T. Rex's heart and 
brain (the “changeling son of Mars 
Who learned his songs From the 
cosmic throngs And played them 
on a Fender guitar") would like to 
see the group catch on here, and he 
thinks he knows what's necessary to 
make it happen.

“In England we had hit albums, 
but we had to go through a lot of 
gigs." said Marc, turning his atten
tion from the color TV screen where 
B. B. King was singing the alphabet 
on Sesame Street. "If I spent three 
months here working solid. I don't 
see that there's a way that we 
couldn't happen really huge."

j1 hey set Rick Nelson and 
1 Chuck Berry riffs behind lyrics 

about tree wizards. They twist old 
Elvis Presley twelve-bar boogie 
beats under otherworldly, double
tracked vocals about planet queens. 
They came to America, couldn't do 
a Fillmore encore because a stage
hand didn't think they were good 
enough, then went back to England, 
sold a half-a-million records in two 
weeks, and became the most written 
about performers in the British mu-
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Marc Bolan: England’s "bopping Imp," 
student of Eric Clapton, 

and Inventor of the Elf Lord Boogie.

Many of the group's fans were 
outraged. "We have now witnessed 
the final deterioration of an origi
nally highly polished band." wrote 
one T. Rex follower to a music pa
per. “T. Rex used to be streets 
ahead of all the other so-called pro
gressive groups who lash hell out of 
their equipment, but now they them
selves have been lowered . . . into 
the meaningless world of heavy 
rock."

But there were as many fans who 
jumped to Marc’s defense, com
paring him to Dylan and the Beat
les. and labelling T. Rex “the best 
band ever to come out of Britain."

Apparently, the defenders were in

is: The twenty pound days 
robably the most bizarre, 

■egan in 1967. when Bolan 
a group called John's Chil- 
We were asked to do a tour 
le Who." Marc recalls, “be- 
ve'd just signed with Track 
is. We were very under- 
ed. but visually it was very 
>. I had a huge silver sort of 
: screen which was covered in 
and I used to put it around 
plifier and you’d get a contin- 
:ed-back because it reflected 
stained a note.
d 1 used to have a mirror on 
itar as well, and I’d drag the 
on metal chains across the 
What was happening was 

to on first and totally excite 
idience. It was in Germany, 
ke a lot of noise, so musically 
n’t very good. But visually it 
try exciting, and I’d be whip- 
re guitar with chains.
e upstaged The Who so much 
y the time we finished actually 
g. the audience was riotious 
hen The Who came on all they 
do was ‘My Generation.’ and 
they'd do ‘My Generation’ 
was like five minutes) they’d 
o off because they’d have 
ted their equipment already 
they’d have to borrow in- 
ents to play the rest of the

id that almost presump
self-confident statement is 
four year rise to success, 

aland we did a lot of gigs 
It was sort of supply and de- 
ind we didn’t suddenly start 
good bread. It went from 20 
to a hundred pounds to 400 
to 700 pounds in accordance 
w many people we drew. So 

can get 5000 pounds for a

placed by bongoes and gongs. The 
musical softness was matched by 
Marc's simple presentation. He sat 
cross-legged, playing amid sticks of 
incense. Soon his fans began to refer 
to his music as “gossamer" and to 
Marc as “the bopping imp." He was 
the rock elf. playing music from the 
magic forest.

In 1969. Steve Peregrin Took and 
Marc Bolan parted company. Only 
now can Marc talk about it:

“I just grew apart from Steve 
Took. He was into a drug-oriented 
and a socio-political revolution of 
which I did not feel a part. . . . We 
realized it was just no good any 
more."

Marc cannot work when the vi
brations aren’t perfect, and their 
friendship was no longer there. 
Marc says: “He's not really a very 
nice guy. He was a very sweet man

Mickey Finn, bongoee end conge drums: Imemltlvely sensitive.

at one point, but he changed drasti
cally."

Steve was replaced by Mickey 
Finn and as the sound expanded 
Mickey remained, changing with it. 
Suddenly, there were chart successes 
and the sound began to become elec
tric again. First, with an album 
called Unicorn (Blue Thumb), then 
with Beard of Stars (Blue Thumb).

Outrage: As the electric guitars 
replaced the bongoes and gongs. 
Marc shortened the group’s name to 
T. Rex. abandoned his cross-legged 
stance and went back to the old the
atrics of the John’s Children days, 
jumping and dancing around the 
stage like Elvis Presley.

,n’s Children were thrown off 
ur in four days. They had done 
nty minute set. but they had 

n a SHOW.
ire’s stint with John’s Children 
I after a month. They decided 
ke nude photos and Marc be- 
disenchanted with the whole 
and left. “If you want to do 

rock." he says, “you have to 
ore subtle."
)5samer: Around that lime. 
. met a guy named Steve Per- 
’-fook and they formed Tyran- 
urus Rex. Underground DJ 
peel latched on to the group in 
pew form. When Peel hosted a 
lie would have it written into 
ptract that T. Rex would be 

p the bill. As they started to
3 Bolan's sound changed. Elec- 
’uitars were replaced by acous- 
’ es. and the drums were re-



photos by Helleman

Tree wizard Puretongue 
The digger of holes 
The swan king 
The Elf lord 
The ealer of souls 
L ithon the black 
The rider of stars 
Tyrannosaurus Rex 
The eater of cars.

T'Suneye"}

the majority. T. Rex had three num
ber one singles in a year (“Ride A 
White Swan," “Hot Love." and 
“Get It On"), an incredible feat for 
any group. Marc points out that:

“When ‘Get It On‘ (called 'Bang 
A Gong (Get It On)’ in the States) 
came out and it did half-a-million in 
two weeks it was unheard of. The 
Beatles never even did that. That 
was phenomenal. We didn’t expect 
it to go to number one. I really 
didn't know what to expect."

Marc feels that the swift kicks he 
received for changing T. Rex's im
age were the product of malice and 
misunderstanding. "It's all jive. A 
lot of people thought for a while 
that we were sort of a very cultish 
group and then you become sort of 
super-successful and you're just an 
easy target.

“I bear no malice against anyone 
that finds there's been a change in 
our music, but if they really look at 
the music and listen to it. they'll see 
that there really isn't any change. 
It's grown, matured, that's all. I use 
strings on things because I've 
evolved into it. ‘Child Star" (a song 
from the early days of Tyran
nosaurus Rex) was meant to be or
chestrated. but I couldn't, afford to 
pay for the orchestra."

About the negative concert re
views that T. Rex have been receiv
ing since they went electric. Marc 
says: “It was just like reading those 
Dylan reviews when they slammed 
him with the electric thing, it was 
the same with me. The audience was 
on our side, but people tend to 
watch you become successful and 
think that you’re gonna change, so 
they resent you. It's all jive."

Onstage: What sort of stage show 
has brought cries of “commer
cialism" from some fans, and happy 
acceptance of the new “wild sexual
ity and riotous audience" from oth
ers?

Marc opens the set alone, gleam
ing in the light. He wears shiny 
clothes of yellow, purple or silver 
. . . sailor suits and overalls of lav
ender velvet. His hair falls in masses 
of curls around his delicate face . . . 
tiny and feminine. He sings in a 
style which is uniquely his own. His 
vibrato is constant, he grunts and 
groans and cavorts like a full- 
fledged rock and roll star.

Marc goes into the opening song. 
“Elemental Child." and his flashy 
guitar work is fed through the 
group's stereo amplifiers and soars 
between the speakers.

The proficiency of Marc's guitar 
playing comes as a surprise to some, 
but it shouldn't. Last year, when he 
found he was working more and 
more with an electric guitar, he 
turned to one of his closest friends 
for tutoring. His teacher was Eric 
Clapton.

But back to the stage. When 
Marc finishes "Elemental Child" it 
reaches a breath-taking and 
ear-shattering finish. Then the rest 
of the band joins him onstage. The 
band includes Marc's other half, the 
Greek-god-like Mickey Finn on 
bongoes and conga drums, and the 
more recent additions. Bill Legend 
on drums and Steve Currie on bass 
guitar.

Together they blast into songs 
from T. Rex (Reprise), while 
Marc's unusual voice shapes the lyr
ics that give his music its surrealistic 
fairy-tale quality: lyrics with lug
gage eyed ladies who shrink you 
down to an inch and keep you in a 
tin can. planet queens who use your 
head like a revolver.

2
Loudness: Onstage, the songs 
out sounding a lot more like 
rock than they do on record, 
explains why:

“Records, you know, have 
more subtle. ... I never lis 
the records too much after t 
made, so I don't even try to a: 
that any sort of song is lik 
record when we do it onsta; 
doesn't interest me once it's di 
find it more interesting to see ■ 
way they develop on their owi 
cause they can either speed ■ 
slow down or get more intricat

“I find live playing is a very 
of energetic thing and it depenc 
the audience, and the monitc 
and amplification. Sometimes 
can't even hear what you're pla 
with the sheer volume of the m 
Sometimes you over-sing, er 
thing you play is too loud.'Whe. 
if the monitor system around jo 
really good, you tend to under-s. 
which is what you do on records 
cause there's no need to scream, 
over-throw your voice."

As for the men he's playing »i 
Marc is pretty content with th' 
these days. “I probably have I 
maddest head of anyone in i 
band, but I don't bullshit peop 
there's no time. Mickey (Mick 
Finn) is sort of shy. Mickey'salt)' 
ly man. he has no knowledge 
people, but very few people do. B 
(Legend) and Steve (Currie) are sc 
of normal, down to earth sort 
people, and Mickey's in bet»« 
them and me. . . . Mickey's a G 
mini. Two people. He really is W 
people. He's very insensitive a 
though he's incredibly sensin' 
too."

America: Despite strong crit 
cism. T. Rex has conquered Ent 
land. But can they do the same t 
the States?

Marc's miserable experiences a 
the Fillmore last spring certainl 
made the prospects look bleak. Tn 
evening began auspiciously enough 
Every freak outside the Fillm°r 
East lost his cool long enough U 
turn and lake a look: for M?rc ha< 
arrived dressed in yellow satintrou 
sers. a blue crepe shirt flecked »nl 
gold, red mary-jane shoes, purp1' 
socks and a lime green jacket will 
music notes embroidered all ®vdr.' 
in black sequins. Across the MCK 11 
rhinestones it said "Rooty l(?0 • 
("Clothes can sort of help yo“r nedl 
sometimes." says Marc.)

But the reaction inside 
was a lot less exciting. "We P y 
with Mountain." Marc say’ • .
“and it was like not playing D':'-du 
it wasn't our audience.

Then came the horror tha PP< 
the evening. After the set



by Janis Schacht
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arc Bolan and Mickey Finn: 
sexuality, riotous audiences, 

e-eyed ladies and planet queens.

/ come from the swamps of Egypt
/ was born two thousand years 

ago
/ come from the swamps of Egypt
And all 1 want to do is rock and 

roll
(from ‘jam’ on WPL.I-FM)

utes later she came back to tell us of 
their success: “We threw two dollars 
down with a dime in the corner so 
that they fluttered like sycamore 
seeds. They landed on the street and 
one chick with long hair picked it up 
and then got very guilty at having 
picked it up and sori of shuffled off. 
Then the other we dropped fell by a 
man and a lady with a baby and a 
fifty-year-old lady. The man picked 
it up and said to the old lady. I think 
you dropped this.’ She immediately 
said yes and stuffed it in her bag and 
hurried off down the road."

Marc Bolan, rock and rolling 
woodland wizard, has changed a lot 
since eight months ago. when he 
plopped himself down on the bed of 
another American hotel and picked 
up a book of his poetry called War- 
lock of Love. When he wrote that 
collection in 1969. he had no desire 
to communicate with the masses.

Marc found it amusing that the 
book had seemed obscure and un
clear to many readers. He took the 
book out of my hands and started 
reading his poetry aloud:

The vanquished Sun
Is like the withered yolk 
Of a weathered egg.

After each bit he'd say. “Now what 
don’t you understand?" All you 
could say was that it seemed a good 
deal clearer with him reading it 
aloud. This wasn’t true. It was still 
pretty muddy. But arguing with Bo
lan is ridiculous. He’s just too li
keable.

The Warlock Of Love may be 
hard to understand, but since the 
success of the singles in Britain, it 
has gone into its third printing. 
Little kids who bought “Ride A 
White Swan" are now attempting to 
sift through the pomposity of Bo
lan’s past.

Today Bolan, the incompre
hensible. says: “The need for me to 
communicate is much stronger now. 
I’d rather be totally unsuccessful 
and communicate than be very suc
cessful and not communicate. 
Which is why America is so impor
tant to me. because it’s such a big 
place. So many people. ”

Marc is psychic and sees his suc
cess in America coming soon, prob
ably with Electric Warrior. It would 
mean one more country won over by 
"be-bop" Bolan and the electric 
boogie.

dig your music, and slowly I think 
we’re reaching them.

Like a visiting general. Marc had 
flown in "to make sure that things 
are done with taste here. In the 
name of taste he was handing every
one he talked to piles of “T. 
Rex —Electric Warrior" stickers, 
autographed copies of a sneak pre
view record, and assorted photos. 
He’s a natural-born promo-man.

The album: Electric Warrior is a 
new kind of album for T. Rex. As 
Marc tells it:

“The other albums weren’t beat 
enough for certain people. This is 
the only album that is related to the 
singles. The singles have sold mil
lions and there has been no album 
for these people to buy."

"People have been surprised when 
they’ve heard it because there are no 
weak tracks on the album. Any 
track has a solid statement. Put it 
next to a Lennon album or a Crosby. 
Stills and Nash album and it would 
stand up. If anyone were ever to 
want to know why T. Rex was the 
biggest group in England in 1971. 
this album would be the thing you 
could play, you’d be able to say. 
‘that’s why." If we never sold anoth
er album this would be our histori
cal one. So. in that way I’m inter
ested in seeing what America thinks 
about it."

The biggest influence in Electric 
Warrior is simplistic rock and roll. 
Marc willingly admits that he’s bor
rowed riffs from old rock and roll 
records. "Monolith" is a steal from 
“Duke of Earl"; the last line of 
"Bang A Gong (Get It On)" is from 
Chuck Berry’s “Little Queenie." 
"Jeepster ” is a fantastic rocking 
boogie, and "Lean Woman Blues" 
is reminiscent of Bob Dylan's 
“Bring It All Back Home" period.

Some of the songs on the album, 
such as "Cosmic Dancer" and 
"Planet Queen" are acoustic and 
therefore closer to the music that's 
been on Tyrannosaurus Rex albums 
for years. It’s strictly a matter of ar
rangement:

“Well. I write a lot on acoustic 
guitar. I did ‘Cosmic Dancer’ with a 
forty piece orchestra on the record, 
but it sounds just as good on its 
own."

Dollar drop: Marc was discussing 
this all in his hotel room, with •$’<•- 
same Street still flickering on the 
TV. when his wife. June, who had 
been several doors down the hall 
came in. She’d been doing a kind of 
sociological experiment:

“I'm out on the terrace and we’re 
dropping dollars down to see if 
people look up and react to them." 
She’d come to gel some dimes to 
weight the dollar bills. Several min-

Id Marc he hadn’t been good 
to do an encore. It set Bolan 
rage. On the fourth floor, in 

-vels of the Fillmore East, 
ment and friends held a si- 

lil wailing to see if Bolan 
come out of it. When Bolan 
o these rages he totally loses 
lity to communicate with 

and wants to give up the mu- 
iness completely. But Marc 
hrough.
last night at the Fillmore, 

s silver sailor suit split 
. up the front and let it all 
at. The whole front row stood

le Marc danced off stage, his 
teld up to hide the public dis- 
Not that I’m ashamed of my 

says Marc. "1 just didn’t
5 be arrested for indecent ex- 

The finale was worthy of 
<s that preceded it.
battle: Marc showed up in 

lies again recently to resume 
iggle with the American pub- 
one had expected him here.

en Marc had known he was 
But he wanted “to get away 

incland for awhile."
- overcrowded with 

>wn image^ You hear too 
of your, 
listening 

iking at t 
aod to come 
nknown.'.. important, the new album 
cAA'arrior (Repnse) was out. 
tiffes 10 lry 10 overc°me T Sbscuriiy in the States again' 
.ke a battle. Marc says 
\ reach the kids that would

u can get
rself. watching tele- 

, to the radio, from 
all those papers. It’s 

here and be al-
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